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aagmVATIONa IMPLIOATIWB IN TH2 KRITINQ8 Of VIRGIl
The purpose of this paper is to dlecover some fundamental traite of 
Virgil, the man, not eo much hy ooneldering hie expreee or obrloue declar­
ation#, ae hy eeeklng out those leea apparent obaraoteriatloa and pdlnt# 
of vie# which are implicit in his writings. Since Virgil seams more often 
to have shown what he really thought by what be suggested or implied rather 
than by what he stated baldly, these implications constitute the chief 
source of material for this paper* Those ^servatione end Impllcatioms 
which seem most revealing are believed to show either (1) Virgil's cwcept 
of l<qralty or (R) his understanding and sympathy for human behaviour. The 
two principal parts of the dissertation will be devoted to these two top­
ics. But inasmuch as Virgil's understanding of loyalty and of life mast 
neeesaarily have had its roots in his own life and times, a prelimlnaiy 
biographical sketoh, together with seme desorlptlon of bis writings, is 
desirable.
Introduction
Publius Verglllue Maro was bom in the township of Kantua during the
oMsulship of Qnaeus Poiqpeius and Llcinius Craseus, on the fifteenth of
1
October, 70 B.C. ^thorities are divided as to a more exact location for
his birtholace. Valerius Probus writes that the poet was bom in the v&l-
2
lags of Andes, thirty miles from the city of Mantua. In the Life of Sueton­
ius, usually attributed to Donatus, we read that Virgil was bom in Andes,
1. Suetonius, Lives. Loeb Classical Library, William Heinemann, New York, 
1914, Vol. II* p. 464.(Translations used subsecuently are by J.C. Rolfe)
2, H. Nattleshlp, Ancient Lives of Vergil. Oxford, 1879, p. 7
5 4
not far from Mantua» Serviue and the Manuscript, known as Bememae#,
5
speak of him as olvls Màntuaau». Virgil, in the first words of his epi­
taph, Mantua me aenult.enoke of himself merely as a Mantuan, Later stm- 
danta with these Lives, the writings of Virgil end the topography of that
vicinity as guides, have tried to find a more amaot location. Dante spoke
6
of Pistole as the birthplace of Virgil. In our own times, Robert Seymour
Cooaay, in M s  lecture, "Where Was Virgil's VamV" seeks to prove, through
the use of ancient inscriptions end a study of the territory in Mantua,
that the ancient Andes wa# the modem Calviaano, In this belief he agrees
7
with the view previously advanced by G.E.K. Brennholts. For ouT immediate
purpose, all this is perhaps eunerfluoue. The important thing to us is
the fact that he was bom, and that he was bom on a farm, far enough
from Rome to have, from earliest childhood, a great love and appreciation
of nature and the sii^le pleasures.
If we wtro to believe the stories arising concerning his birth, we
would indeed admit that Virgil warn bom under propitious omens. Ezamplas
of these are related by Suetwius in his Lives.
Praegnaa eo mater somnlavit mtzam ae laureum ramum, quern con- 
taotu terras ooalulese at exorsvisse ilico in s eolem matures 
arborls refertaeque varils pomis at floribus, ac sequenti luce 
cum marl to rue propinquum petens ex 1 tin ere d avertit atque in
S. Nettleshlp, Lives.p. 9
4. Ibid. p. R1
5. Ibid. p. 24
8. Robert Saymour Conway, Harvard Lectures on the Vereilian Ac:e.Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, 1928. p. 15
7. Ibid. p. 15-40
subieeta fossa partu l##ata sat*
Wmrsmt In fan tern ut alt editus nequs vagiese et adeo miti vultu 
fulsBS ut hand dubiao spsra rrosperioris gsnlturm# lam turn daret.
Kt aooewlt allud-praeaeglum, #l(;uldem virga pô axlaa mor# rsgionl#
In pu#rperlle #od#m et*tin loco d#paet* it* breri evalult ut eulto 
ant# e*t*e popnlo* *da#qu*vle#*tf qua# arbor si so diet*
atqn# ccnescrat* #«t eoan* grevidanm *c fatam# rsliglone aoeslp- 
Isctin# ibl St eolTsntinm vote* @
It 1# thl* writer** irrevsrant gn##* that thes# omana ooncsmlng tbs birth
of Virgil occurred after hie death and were bom, full grom, from the
brain of eons anthualaetlc derots# of Virgil. They ars of Tàlns, howsrsr^
to aho* an attltud# quit# prévalant among psopl# living in the two cam-
tu%l.s* after Virgil*# death. V# al#o Tmow that th# fiftawth of October
9
wa# kept a* a eaorsd day of faatlval for many year* after hi* dea^,
10
Vlrgl).** parent* ware of bnmbl# origin, but w»ll wougb filed finan-
11
dally and euffiolently awar# of the boy** -roml*#, to have him educated
12
under tbs finset of teacher*. Virgil began hi* formal education at Cremwa,
8. While he wa* in hi* mother** womb, *he dreamt that *he gave birth to 
a laurel branch, which on touching the earth took root and grew at
<nce to the *i*e of a full grown tree, covered with fruit* and flower*
of varloue kind# and on the following day, *h# wa* on the way to
a neighboring part of the country with her huaband ah* turned amide 
and gave birth to her child In a ditch bealde the road. They may that 
the infant did not cry at it* birth, and had much a gentle expre**l<m 
a* even then to give aaauranoe of an uuueually happy deatiny. There 
wm* added another omen, for a ponlar branch, which a* wa* uanal in that 
region on auoh ooeaaiona wa# at once planted where the birth occurred, 
grew eo feat in eo short a time that it equalled in aims poplar# planted 
long before. It wa# called from Him, Virgil** tree and wa* thereafter 
worshipped with great veneration by the pregnant end newly delivered 
wxmem, who made and paid vow# beneath it.
9. 1. Y. Seller, The Soman Poet* of the Augustan Age. Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1980, p. lOl. Footnote C.F. Pliny, Bp. ill. 7. Martial, ill 
67. Octobre# Maro coneecravit Idua.
10. Nettleehip, Live#, p. 8
11. T, R. Glover, Virgil. Methuen & Go. Ltd. London. 1904. p. 14
12. Seller, p. 107-109
whare h# remained mtil he received his toga, on the day, euppoeedly,
15
that iMcretiae died. This fact say well have influenced the yousi; six-
teen year old boy In hie great admiration for the older poet and philoeo-
phar. Stadia# follo#ed at Mediolannm and at Naplea, with the Greek poet
and grammarian, Parthenio. In his twenthird year he came to Rome and
14
etudled with Epidine, the rhetorician. There is the story tiiat Virgil
15
was a school compmion of Octavian in the school of Epidlus. This is us-
ually regarded a# a fiction ae Octavian at the time was only nine year# 
lA
old. It la generally conceded that the introduotioo took place after the
Battle of Philippi at the time of th# eelsure of Virgil* s estate by the
17
veterans of Octavian. Vligll, like Ovid studied law in Rome but according
lA
to reoords was a failure at pleading and tried only one ease. The unfavor­
able Implioatlws made in the Aweld against the suôoeaaful orator, Dran-
le
ces, may well Is^ly Virgil*# secret attitude toward oratory. Prom these 
studies Virgil proceeded to the study of philosophy which became bis dear­
est interest until the «ad of his life. He studied under Syrone, the
15, Henry S, Prlese, V^rg^*# dmericam Bock Company, 1902. Intre-
duc^om. p. ii. Also see HetwSship, p. 10
14. Bellar. p. 110
15, Norman Neotworth DePitt. Vlfsll*# Bioaraphla Lltteraria. Victoria 
College Press, Toronto. 1925. p. 12
15. Nettleshlp, p. 57
17. Francis G, Allinson and Anna C. K, Alllnson. The Aeneid of Virgil.
Scott Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1915. Introduction, p. 15
18. Nettleshlp, Lives, p. 57,
19. Aeneid II. 575-445
20
icurean, & Isamed philosopher, aethematlelan end scientist. This teacher
Influenced the young poet very greatly. The Eclogues and the Georgies
21
show very definitely the %>lcure#m influence* The influence of Eplcnr- 
ee«i#e in hie earlier erltinge and of Stoloie* and Platonlam in hie later 
writings will be ahoen later in this paper.
At the time of Virgil*e first arrival in Rome, he was decidedly the
astemrd, unsophisticated country boy. Suetonius wrote the following descrip- 
tlon of him.
Corpora et staturei fuit grandi, açullo colore, facie ruetloena, 
Yaletudlne varia, nam pleruwiue a atomaobo et a fauclbue ad dolore 
capitis labormverat, eanguinem etlam eaepe releoit.22
The modem writer, DeVltt described hlm In this manner.
About the time that Leebla*e lover died another of the Orphean 
guild came down to Rome from that same oountzy, our shy Mantuan, 
as tenderhearted as 8t. Fremole of AsaiejM, a white soul, a wl- 
aard with words, who poaaesemd all learning without pedmntiy» "hp 
sat with the mighty #sd was not puffed up, whose gentle nature makes 
friends mvom in this posterity,
# e e # e e
About Virgil there is muoh that reminds m e  of Abraham Lincoln. The 
American was large and ungainly, and no tailor could make him look 
smart* Rie Trenspsdame, we learu frwa Ruetoolue, #as of Isrge sta­
ture smd a rustic appearance, which lends oorroboraticn to the tra­
dition that oertain lines of Horace about one whose ^ga hung awry 
and whose sandals had a way of slipping their straps, had reference 
to him. In respect of the things that are not seen they were also 
alike, in their gwtlenesa, in their sympathy, in their feeling for 
dumb animals, end in the general dispoeltion of character that we 
call benignity. In both of them was a singular tran;;Ullllty of mien 
not untouched by melancholy, in both a singular freedom from malice
20. Frias®, Introduction, p. 84
21. Seller, p. 6
22* He was tall and of full habit, ivith a dark oomi^lexion and a rustic 
eppeeranee. His health was variable; for he very often suffered 
from stomach and throat troubles, as wall as with headache; and
be also had frequent hemorrhages.
6
and vlndietiveneas. Yet not the least striking similarity b e W e m  
the pair is the degree to which each one of them carried his eavi- 
rdameat with him to the veiy last* Lincoln w s always from the Mid­
dle West. Virgil was always a Tranapadane. 25
Despite what would appear as s favorable induction into city life, Vlr-
gil soon showed his reel preference for country life. Ten years after
hla arrival in Roma, he had returned to hie native indes, with the full
intention of devoting the rest of his life to agriculture, science and 
24
lettera# He always had a great loyalty and pride in Roma, as shown by his
writings. It was, however, for Italy as his re tria end the small Siantua
and Parthanope that Virgil showed his greatest love. This is elo<iuwtly
proved by his own epitaph,
"Mantua me ganuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc 
Parthenope, cecini pascua, rura, duces."25
'^e aoknowle<%ad works of Virgil are the Eclogues, Georgies and the
Aeneid. In addition there are several minor poems, the Authenticity of
26
which is omoh disputed. These poems, the Catalepton, Oulex, Clrla, Di­
ras, Priapea, Aetna and Moretum would belong to the nei^d in which Vir-
27
gil was a student of Epidiue end Sire. Because of the doubt of author­
ities oonoeroing these poems, and the wealth of material, for our pmirposes, 
in the other writings of Virgil, these poems will not be treated further 
in this paper.
25. DeWitt, p. 6
24* Prisse, Introduction, p. 11
25. Nettleahip, p. 17
26. Seller, p. 95...Fairclough, Intro., p. ii... Del'itt, Biographie Littersr-
27. H. Rc Fairclough, Virgil. Harvard Dniversity Press, Cambridge, Mass.
1954. Vol. I. Introduction, p. ix
In 42 B.C., two years after the assassination of Jnllua Caesar, Vlr-
28
gil b^an tJrie writing of the Eclogues. In these ooeas he was inspired by his
29
favorite Greek poet, Theoorttps. They were written under the patronage
50
of hie friend, 0. Asinius Pollio, In the aidst of this writing of the
Sclognee, Virgil's lands were claimed by the vétérans of Octavian. At
51
first through the intercession of Pollio, they were saved. Le ter it be­
came necessary to appeal to a higher power and at the advice of Pollio,
52
Virgil went to Rome and appealed to Octavian in person. Octavian granted
restitution bwt on Virgil's return to Mantua, he found that a veteran had
already taken nosseesion. Virgil's life was imperilled and be was forced
55
to ewim a river in order to escape from the violence of the soldier* Af­
ter this second loss of his estate, Virgil, together wiWi hla parents and
two brokers, found refuge in a house formerly belwging to his teacher,
54
Siron. At this time, Virgil was very definitely the men of the house.
His father was aged and blind, probably the inspiration of the almllarly
55
afflicted Anehlses, and Virgil's two brothers were younger than himself.
Ihe eebtlons of Aeneas at the time of the flight from Troy, described in
8ellar, p. 151 
29. Frisse, Introduction, p.11
50. Ibid.
51. Ibid. p. 11-12
52. Seller, p. 115 
55. Ibid.
54. Ibid. p. 116
55. Ibid.
56
the second Aeneid, no doubt were an echo of the sorrow of Virgil at the 
time of hie flight from his childhood home.
Ae e reeult of theee olrcumetanoee, these ten ehort ;astoral poems, 
intended prlmerllty to shorn the delight of the simple life end to honor 
his frleod, Pollio, became a chronicle of a very turbulent period in Vir­
gil* s life. The writing of these Eologues or Bucolics occurled Virgil from 
57
42 B.C. to 57 B.C. The second, third end fifth, dealing with the complaint
of the shepherd Gorydon for his faithless lover Alexis, the musioal con­
test betwema the shepherds, Menaloes and Damoetas, end between Nenalcas and 
Ik^sus, were written in Mantua in 42 B.C. The first Eclogue, showing Vir­
gil *s own great gratitude to Augustus and the plea for the simple life was 
written the following year in Mantua. In this same year. In Siren's villa, 
were probably written the sixth and ninth, giving an account of the crea­
tion, in accordance with the philosophy of Lucretius, through the song of 
Silenus, and of the personal dangers of Virgil at the time of the eel- 
sure of bis estate. The fourth or Messianic Eclogue was written in 40 B.C.
in Borne. The following year In ̂*(me, the eighth was written. This Eclogue
deals with a song contest between the Muse of Damon and Alpheelboeus. The 
tenth was written in Rome, either in 57 B.C. or 58 B.C. and is  ̂tribute to
Virgil's friend Gallue. There Is a dispute as to the time of the seventh,
58
another swg contest between Cory don end Tbyrsis, These poems brought 
to Virgil much acclaim and many of them were recited on the stage with
56. Aeneid. II. 705-750
57. Seller, p. 151
57. Bellar, p. 152 and Fairclough, Introduction, p. x
59
great sucoeas* The Eclogues established Virgil as one of the great poets
of his time and brought the frlaadehlp of Varlus, Horaoe and Propertius,
40
and the Increased frlendahip of Pollio and Octavian.
After Virgil’s forced departure from Mantua, he was liberally compen­
sated bj Octavian. He was emnabled to spend the ram&lning years of his
41
life in comparative luxury and to devote his mtlre time to his eritinga.
Thl# fraedo# from financial moriy and this leieure #ere rarticularly fortu­
nate to Virgil, broken in health. They oomtributad greatly to the finished
42
art and to the tone of the Georgies and the Aeneid*
After the oompletioo of the Eologues, Virgil, in poor health, spent 
moat of hie life in Maples* He immediately began the writing Of the Geor­
gies and devoted the next sevw year* to the writing of these four books,
dealing eltb th* care of the fields, of trees, of horses and cattle and of 
45 44
bees, Virgil dedicated this poem to Kaeoenas, a felloe member of the in-
45
tlmate literary clique to which Virgil now belonged. As the Gre#dc poet,
Theocritus had inspired the Eclogues, so now the Greek poet, Haelod, author
of the didactic poem, Worjks and Days, inspired Virgil in the writing of 
46
hie didactic poem* In this writing, Virgil borrowed freely from the earlier
59, Seller, p* 182
40. Prisse, Introduction, p. 15
41. Sellar, p. 55
42. Ibid. p. 54
45, Fries#, Introduction, p. 14
44, Sellar, p, 185. See Géorgie I,, 1-4
45, Ibid. p. 176
46, Ibid, p. 175
10
Greak writers and frora the Roman Lucretius. In this regard. Seller wrote 
the following,
But while his feeling is all his own,— the happy survival probably 
of the childhood and the youth passed in his own bom# in the dis#» 
triot of lndee,-4.he largely svails hlmself of the observation, the 
^kought, and the language of earlier writers, both Gre^ and Roman,
His poem is eminently a work of learning ae well as of native feel- 
ing* He oowblnes in Its vailed and firm texture the homely wisdom 
embodied in the precepts and proverbs of the Italian pemmahts (vet- 
srum praeoepta') *the quaint and oracular dicta of Hesiod,*— the 
scientific knowledge and mythological lore of Alexandrine writers,—  
the philosophic and imaginative conoeptlMS of Wcretius,— with the 
knowledge of natural hletoiy contained in the treatises of Aristotle 
and Theophrastus, and the systematic practical directions of the old 
prose writers on lural economy, such as the Carthaginian Hago, whose 
work had bean timnslated into Latin,— Demooritws and Xenophon among 
Q%y»ek prose mrltere,— Cato, the two Sasemae, Llcinlue Stole, Tre- 
mellius, and Varro among Latin authors*47
Rhlle Lucretius* Influenoe <*i Virgil was very strong throughout the 
48
writing of this poem, we see in this same poem, Virgil*# growing indepen­
dence of Luoretlus end his swing from the %>lcurean philosophy. In the 
following quotations, Virgil shows teleologloal views directly opposed 
to Luoretina,
G* I. Idcirw certis dlwensum partlhus orbs#
per duodena rsgit mundl sol aureus astra. 
quinque tenwt caelum sonne: quarum una oorusoo 
semper sole rubans et torrlda semper sb ignl; 
quam olrcum extremae dextra laevagpe trahuntur 
oaeruleae, glacis ooncretae atque iabribus atrls) 
has inter mediamque dues mortailhws aegris 
munere owcessae divum, e" via sects per ambas, 
obliquas qua as signorum verteret ordc. 4$
47. Sellar, p. 191-182
48. Ibid. p. 199
49. (Translations of Virgil iy Fairclough)-To this end the golden Sun rules 
his circuit, portioned out in fixed divisions, through the world's twelve 
ooastellatlons. Five sones comprise the heavens; whereof one is ever 
glowing with the flashing sun, ever scorched by hie flames. Round this,
at the world's ends, two stretch darkling to right and left, set fast 
in ice and black storms. Between these m d  middle zonç, two by grace 
of the gods have been vouchsafed to «no o path is cut
between the two, wheron the slanting array of the signs may turn.
11
G* I. 561. Atque haee ut certis oosseaus dlscer© aignia,
aestusque pluviasqu© et eg en tie frigo ra Trente©,
Ipee peter etatult, quid mem atrue lune eoneret,
Guo eigno oadereat Auetri, quid eaepe vidante©
egrleolee proplu© stabulls arméeta tenerent.SO
Luoretlue, through the intellectuel etleull he geve Vlrgil, Ineplred the
early d«qpemdwee of Virgil end aleo thl© later lodependence. Vligll ea©
better equipped than m y  other poet to understand and admire uicretius.
Both men ware inapirad by a greet love of nature end e dealre to find
SI
truth through the ©cientifle study of thl© same nature. Both men mere
52
intellectual pathfinder© and their Intellectuel curiosity va@ %ell forti­
fied with thorough training. Alike they ©corned pomp, appreciated #im- 
55 64
plloity and had a real horror of ear. Each eae capable of hero worship
56
and made hi© poetry serve the man he sought to praise. But there the 
similarity ap%)ear© to end. Lucretius was an unoompromlsing pessimist 
and Virgil mas a oompromiaing optimist. While Luoi-etlus emphasises the 
cruelties of nature, Virgil argues for her f&lmes# and that her appar­
ent cruelties are merely means by which a man ©ay prove his worth. While 
Lucretius complains that tmo thirds of the world is uninhabitable, Vir-
60, . . .  and that through unfailing signs we might learn these dangers, 
the heat, and the rain, and the oold-bringing wind©— the Father him­
self decreed what maming the monthly moon should give, That should 
signal the fall of the m&ad, and what sight, oft seen, should prompt 
the farmers to keep his cattle nearer to their stalls,
51. Bellar, p. 201
52. De Rerum Nature, V. 1-5. . . Georgies III, 291-294
65. De Rerum Nature. II* 22-25. .Georgies II. 458-474
54* D@ Rerum Nature. I. 29-49. . Georgies I. 498-602
55. De Rerum Nature. I. 02-79. . Eclogues I. 0-7
12
58
gil rejoices that there are two temperate aoaes for "feeble mortals." Vlr-
gil apparently hoped the Oeorgioa would eoften the effeet of the view# of
Lucretius and refute aome of them. The writer believes he intended it to
be a forerunner of a great poem on nature, an answer to Luoretlus, In the
Georglse, Virgil, the eolectlo, combined the aolentlflo knoviedge of Lo-
cretins with a milder, more hopeful theology, a theology more in keeping
57
with the program of Octavian. The Georgies was a national poem end a
defimlt# part of Virgil's cam *̂algn to make the Italians oonscloos of the
glories of the baelo egrlcultui-al Induetrles of Italy,
In 30 B.C., Virgil began his greatest woit, the Aeneid. The writing
of this poem ocoupled the remaining eleven years of hla life. It Is a
tribute to Rome, Italy and to AugusTus. Copied after the plan of Homer,
it traces the adventures of Aeneas, the traditional founder of the Julian 
50
family. Virgil's death in Brunllsium in 19 B.C. prevented the completion
80
of the poem as originally planned. Augustus was with him at the time of
his death and brought his remains to Nsgoles. His death snd Internment
are described by Defitt,
In the dreadad month of September in the fifty-second year of his 
age, when intellectual m w  are at the summit of their powers, he 
breathed his last in the useless comfort of an ix^erlal villa at 
Bnmdislum. The first and greatest of the Roman Emperors was be­
side him in his last hours, stood mournfully by the blaalng pyre, 
and with naked feet shared in the melanoholy privilege of collecting
58. Q. I. 259 . . .  De Rezum Nature. V. 204-205
67, Sellar, p, 221
58. Frieze, Intro. . p. io
69. Ibid. p. 15
60. Falrclouiyh, Introduction, p. %
15
tha pitiful remains. Frora Bruadisiun the imperial cortege pursued 
its tedious way along the ancient road that led to Campania, and in 
the modest tomb erected for his beloved parents not far from the 
quaint memorial of the Siren Parthenope they left another um, while
a white soul took flight to Slyslan fields.61
Despite hie last request that the ieneid be destroyed, it was published
82
at the ooemand of the «eperor* It mas Immediately oopular and has b^ao 
65
80 ever since. The contents of this poem will be the chief source of »a-
terlal for this p«q>er,
?lrgil was the ace of plagiarists. Ihe chief examples of this bor»
rowing are from the writings of Theocritus, Bhnius, Catullus, Lucretius
and Homer, Several lines in the Eclogue# are taken dliwitly from Thee- 
84
oritus. Several lines in the Eclogues are taken, with alight changes
85
from the Annals of Ennius* Virgil knew Catullus by heart and was greatly
86
influenced by the older poet* The following comparison of lines show# 
this Influence. Catullus begin# hla lovely memorial to his brother with 
the line,
67
Kultae per gantes et multe per aepuora vectus#
Anehlees greets Aaoeam in the underworld with thew slallar words,
VI* 6#2. Qua# ego te terras et cuanta per aeouora vectum 
Acoipiam quanti# laotatum, nate, periclls,
81* DeWitt, p. 171
62. Suetonius, p. 474
65, M* Marjorie Crump, The Growth of the Aeneid. Basil Blackwell, Oxford,
1020, p. 1
64. John P. Ccmington, Per&ili Maipuls Onera. George Bell and Sons, 
London, 1884, Vol. II, Introduction, p. xx
65. Ibid. xlii
66. Del̂ itt, p. §6
67. Catullus. 101. Line 1
14
Defitt made the following comj'..'irison of lines from the iemmelation of 
A m m s  by Dido, in the fourth Aeneid and from the decanclatioc of Ariadne 
in the poem of Catullus,
Cat. 191, Beeper#um iuvenefSfratema oaede aeouta,
A en. 21. epareoe fratema oaede penste».
Cat. 62, magnle ourarum fluctuât undis 
Aen* 542. magnoque Irarum fluctuât seetu*
Cat. 141, aed conubia laets, sed optatoe hymenaeoe,
Aen* 326. par conubla nostra, per Inceptos hyaenaeos* 68
A# Virgil matured the influence of Weretlue beoam# more marked than 
that of Catullue. (kmetantly intwdlng to devote hla life to aoienoe, th* 
philoaopby of Luoretlua and th* beliefs of Dwocritus, turned to poetry 
atroQgly appealed to him. The love of nature ehloh had first inspired 
him to poetry, wly looreased hie love of pblloaophy, by ehloh he meant 
a study of nature, While the writing* of Virgil are milder and more hope­
ful, the Influence of Luoretiu# is constant, William A, Merrill made a
study of the parallels and colnoldencea in the writings of these tec poet*.
69
He found mlxteen hundred and thlrty-five similarities. While this shows
the tecbnioal influence, I believe the effect of the mind of Lucretius
on the mind of Virgil is summed io this single line,
G* II, 490, Felix qui potuit rerun cognosoere causas.
Wh&» it came to actual copying, however, Virgil took more from Homer 
70
than from any other poet. I have selected the following comparisons from 
the many available.
68. DeWltt, p. 96
69, William A, Merrill, Parallels and Coincidences in Lucretius and Virg^,
University of Cel. Publications in Classical Philology, Univ. of Cal. 
Press, Berkley, March 16, 1918, Vol. S, No, 5, pp. 156-547
70. Guetonlus, Vol. II, p. 480
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A. I* 94. *0 ternua ruaterçue b»ati,
quia ante ora patrum Trola* aub ao^lbus altis 
contigit oppetere. 71
''rJh r.T'/'W, 4V t-c/
T M M  ei' .'./>««!
72
A, 111.726, Juppltef Ipae doae aeqnato #Ka#lne lanoae
sastinat at fata laponIt dlveraa <tooru«,
qua# daimet labor at quo vargat ponder® latum. 75
I. nil, 20», ,  ̂ , /
)̂ eC( '7'oh- Sv Ipvtre ia^  ^<a-7»i/> e 7Y?^f ̂ 6 T-cJhajvrzK^
S* B T ^ J f ' n / O f  6><SL,yAĵ o/p
7>7-y ^cé-V fthlh'h^^S , T '^V  '*£HTo/’ àS ('̂ 7>d 
e X K é  s è  />er?^B s '  S ^ tvjoùs a^ièrex^iJiA
■ŷ ^ a/o ,
Virgil'a eomabacAt to this oommon oharga of borroalng, 1® daaerlbad by 
Suatonlna*
"our mon Uli quooue aadem fdrta tamptaraot? Varum Intallacturoa 
faolltu# eaae Harcull elavam nuaa Romaro varaum aubrlpara. 75
71* "0 tbrloa and four ttma# blaat» ahoaa lot It waa to maat daath 
bafora thair father*a ayaa banaath tha lofty amlla of Troy*
72, A,T, XbrrAy, Bomar. The Odr#aey,Lo4A> Claealoal Llbraiy, G. P. Putnam'a 
Son#, *a# lork, 1950. Vol. 1. p. 195
"Thrloa blaaaad thoaa Amaame, aye, four time# bleaaad, #ho of old 
parlehad In tha alda land of Troy» doing tha plaaaura of the aone 
of Atrade,"
75. Juppltar himaalf uphold# tmo eeelee In even balance, and lays therein 
tha dlverae daatlnia# of both, mhom the etrlfa doom#, and rlth ahoea 
aalght daath alnk# doan,
74.A.T. Murrey. Homer, The Iliad, Loeb Classical Library, Harvard Dnlver*
#lty Press, Cax^rldga, Massachusetts, 1954, Vol. H. p. 471 ^
, * » the Father lifted on high his golden aoalae, and set therin 
the two fates of grievous death, one for Achillea, and one for horse- 
taming Hector; then he graê êd the b?;lance by the midst and raised 
It and down #ank the d«y of Hector. , .
75, "Vhy dont my critics aleo attempt the #ama thefts? If they do, they
will réalisa that It 1# easier to filch his club from Hercule# than 
a line from Homer."
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The lines Virgil actually lifted •eould seea to call his bluff or show him,
a d(yapeptie aortal, strooger than the etroageat a w  of m god. The alder
Seoeoa also arote, indirectly, of this plsgiarlea of Virgil, in a oritf
loie* of Orid% In the Third 8uaeori â. he wrote of Ovid, "feoiaee quod
in multie aliia veraibue Ve%%iliu8 feoerat, non eorrijrlendi cauaa sed
78
palam iaitandl, hoc enlmo ut vellet agnoeci. Despite similarities be- 
teeen great portiwe of the Aeneid and Homer's poeas, the eorks are in 
maAed contrast and the copying detraote from neither. Gladstone, a de­
votee of Homer, in hie crltlolm of the tso poets, said that in every par-
77
tlenlar the Aeneid is in marked contrast to the Iliad. Regardleae of Vir­
gil* e methods, he succeeded In hla teak and the end achieved justified 
any means he may have need.
from the time of the first appearmnoe of Ihe Bcloguee, Virgil has
78
been w e  of the really great names In literature. He hme more definitely
7*
Inflnmioed English literatxire ttrno any other Roman poet. During hie oen
time, he see preeminent among the vritera of the Augustan era «id by many
80
eae ranked above Homer. These lines of Propertius ehoe this wthualaem,
Cedite Romani scriptoree, oedite Grail 
Neselo quid main# oaaoitur Iliade. 81
76. Conington, Ooera. mtroduetioo. p. miii. Footnote, Elder Beneoa in 
Third %amria. y quoted by Hsyne, Diasertatlo de Carmine Eoioo Verziliano)
77. Gladstone, Studies from Homer.Vol. III. p. SOS. (Conington, Intre,xmil)
78# Grump, p. 1
79. Elisabeth Hltohie, Vergil and the English Poets. Columbia University
Press, New York, 1919. Preface, p. vll
80. Sellar, p. 81
61. Ibid, p. 82.
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During his om lifetime, many of the great wrltere, Horace, Ovid and Livy,
82
showed through their writing#, the influence of Virgil* After his death
85
the later Auguaten writer# Imitated Virgil and reverenced his memory. Pliny
84
and IHartlal both pralaed him in their wrltinge. The greatest oomoliment
of the Roman authors, however, came in the imitation of Virgil by the his-
85
to rim, Tacitus, the greatest literary figure of his time. From the satir- 
ioal po#t, Juvenal, we learn that Virgil*# writing# ware used as school
books,
Cuu# totus decolor asset 
Flaceus at baereret nlgro fullgo Uarwi. 86
Throughout the Middle Ages, Virgil retained this popularity. The follow-
ing is the tribute of Chaucer,
Glory and honour, Virgil Ifantuan,
Be to thy name! end I ahml, as I can.
Follow thy Iwtem, ae thou goat biform.87
The (preateat honor paid by any great figure in literature, was the praise
of Dante, summed in the following lines,
"Thou glory and light of all other poets, may the long study and 
ardent love avail me, which hath caused me closely to con thy vol­
ume. Thou art sy master amd my authority, thou art he from wtum 
I derived the fair style which hath won me honour.88
82. Sellar, p. 82
85. Ibid.
84. Ibid. p. 85
86. Ibid.
86. Ibid. ‘When the whole Horaoe had lost its natural colour, and the soot
was sticking to the blackened Virgil.' vii. 220
87. Ritchie, p. 15
88. H. F. loser, D«mte‘s Djvlna Coamedia. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1904 
Hell I. 78-82
la
Through the darknes» of these mges^ nuuemis legsada arose concerning the
mcpematural powers of Virgil. His reputation as a msglolan la dleoussed
80 90
at Isegth by J. 9. Tbnlson and Domsolco Comparetti. The most interesting
of these leg sods, to the writer, ooocems Virgil* s bargain with the seweoty-
two bottled devils, Suj^posedly, In return for his art he freed the# and
91
there have been seven ty-tw devils to pay ever since.
Virgil was claimed by the Christians and his writings were coeoooly
read in the church schools. The following mass, in honor of St, Paul, shows
the respect of the Christiens of the fifteenth century for this pagan poet,
id Marcnis msusoleem 
Ductus fudlt super erne 
Pirns rore# lecrimae#
Qua# to Inciuit refididiesem 
81 te viwu# inueoisss#
Poetanm maxisw* 9R
A translation of the Aeneid by Gawain Douglas wee one of the first works
95
written In Scotland during the Renaissance. Virgil* e prominence during
the revival Is further proved ly the fact that ninety editions of hie poems
94
were imblished before the sixteenth century. 31r Philip Sidney showed his 
respect for the poet in these words, "No philosopher's precepts can soemer
89, J. 9* Tunlson, Robert Clark» & Co., Cincinnati, 1890
90, Domenico Oomparetti, Varx̂ ll ĵ n the Middle iges. Swan 8onneaaehetn &
Co., New York, 1895
91, Tuniscn, p. 24-95
92, Sellar, p. 65. . . Being eonduoted(Paui, the Apostle) to the tor* of
Maro,over him be wept reverently# end he sald,*®^b*T a. -niaT» J 
would liaveco^VtRT£0. had I found you alive, 0 Greatest of Poets."
95. Nltchle, p. 80
94* Sellar, p. 67
1#
make you an honest man than the reading of Virgil." Hla L-éfenae of PoegT
W
la oroWad with quotatlona from V1*%11. Speooar** paatorml ooame mlao 
96
stow this influ®ies. Milton*s Paradiae Lost has many allusions to and
97
aoma trunalatlona dlraotly from Popa paid tribute with thaaa
lines from hla Tamola of Fame.
On #iioh e shrine of purest gold wa# rear'd;
Finished the whole, and laboured arery part.
With patient touches of unwearied art:
The Mantuan there in sober triumph sate.
Composed hla posture and his looks sedate;
On Homer still ha fixed a rev*rent v*#
Great without piide, in modest majesty;
In living soulpture on the sides were spread 
The Latlon wars, and haughty Turnue dead;
Elisa stretohad up<xi ^ e  fun'rel ^rre, 
àeoeas bending with his aged sire:
Troy flamed in burning gold, and o'er the throne 
"Xrma and the mmt" in golden ciphers shone. 96
Dryden considered Vligil the greatest of all the poets and his trenslatifm
99
proved this reject. During the seventeenth and eighteenth eenturlee, in
100
France emd Bigland, Virgil rivalled Homer In reputation. Voltaire, the
leader of literary criticism of his time, expressed the opinion that the
second, fourth and sixth books of the Awald were suoerior to ary thing
101
written by the Greeks, landor, through his translation of the Ueor^lgs 
end through mumercus referenoes to Virgil's writings and quotations from 
96, Ritchie, p, 95
96. Ibid. p. 104
1
97. Ibid.,p. 149
98. Ibid., p. 148
99. Ibid, p. Ill
100. Sellar, p, 65
101. Ibid.
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them represented the continued popularity of Virgil durinp the ege of the 
102
Rommntloi#te« During the Vlctori&n Age, Virgil end the other Latin writer#
begen to be rated for their own merits rather than because of some mlmiler*"
lOS
ity or dleslmilarity to a Greek poet$ IXxrlng thia centxiry e thorough kno#*
ledge of Virgil waa considered an essential for public life. In this re*
gard, Herbert Paul wrote.
In 1868 Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Lowe, both ae good echolara as Peel, 
eleoet ezhau#ted the aeoond b e ^  of the Aenedd, and left the Trojan 
horse without a leg to stand on. Virgil was treated as if he h#d bean 
a living writer of diapatchea, instead of a poet whose language was 104 
no longer spokon, «id idio had been dead nearly nineteen hundred yeara."
Tennyaon, perhaps ;%or@ than any other writer of this period showed an In*
dabtedneas to Virgil, Re liked to tell that he had been called the 5hg*
106 108 
llah Virgil. Since Uie Victorian Age, Virgil*# oopularity has declined.
The fundamental cause of this attitude is the decline in the study of the
Classlce. With l^ls decline the study of Virgil i# usually limited to the
first six books of the Aeneid, read by high school students. As a result
any mature reading of Virgil is generally dependent upon tranelatlona.
While ^ e  translations may be axcellwt, as translations, the peculiar
beauty, that is Virgil's does not lend itself to translation and cannot
be expressed save in the language in i^oh Virgil expressed it. The chief
charm of Virgil has always been the music with xAlch he expressed what he ,
had to say, rather than in what said.
102. Ritchie, p. 200-201
105. Ibid. p. 215*214 
104. Ibid.
106. Ibid. p. 224 
108. Sellar, p. 75
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8 goNcsi w  
awAtK ̂ 9 1 1 4 *
W y & l ^  mpp#&r# t» b# the aeereet equlv&lant of pleta# lA th* Vergil-
1#* #m** *f th* #*nd. Thwugh *uoh * Bubetltwtlw *f **rd$, ** e*n imder-
107
#tend * Dlnx̂  ^*no*^ *h* mmd* * hu#mn aaorlfl*# of eight y*%og men and an
106 109
Aenew mho killed Lauaue mlth pity and Turoue with anger* Through auoh a
mubatitutlon, me oan mnderatand Virgil*a aurrender of hla ohoaan field# tha
atudy of natural aolanee# In order to beoome Lhe oemrt poet of Auguatua*
It mWcea plaualble the mild-mannered Virgil, mho rrote with aeeaimg rellah
110
of the aged Priam mllpplng on the altar In the blood of hla aw. Loyalty 
#a* the "rook" w  mhloh VlrgH hoped Auguatua mould build hla empire and 
which he hoped, through the Influeoee of his writings, to make a cardinal 
virtue of every Roman and every Italian*
Virgil** reapeot for the family tlea la apparent In the aympathetic 
treatment of theae loyaltlea in hla poem*. Vritlog of mother love, he 
ranged from the quiet tendemea* of th* mother of Lauame, embroidering 
tlie tunic for her eon to the wild deepalr of the mother of Buryalua and 
from the realgned, pathetic love of Androsiaohe to the aggreaalve protect- 
Iveoeea of Venue,
All Virgil's reeaotment of war's violation of mother love la shown 
In the aingla Ironlo line, describing the carefully oede garoxmt of the 
young Laueu* and its ultlnmte use as his shroud,
107. Aeneid I. 517-520
108. Ibid. I. 821-824 
108* Ibid* II. 945-848
110, Moses Stephen Slaughter, Roman Portrait** (New Haven, Yale University 
Press, 1925) p. 44. See also Aeneid II. 550-551
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Â. X. 818. et tu»loam, molli mater uem neverat auro,
Vlrgll* @ knowledge of the possesslTs martyr type of motherhood is evidenced 
in this worse from the complaint of ïJuryalna’ mother,
112
*. II, 492. boo sum terraque m&rlque eeouta?
Here is a wom«m who expects her son to equal her depsncemt loyalty to hi*.
Eweo io her bereavement she thinks prtmaiiHy of herself end of her saerl- ‘
flees. Vlrgll implies a criticism of such a parent and her inability to
understand her scm'ë right to sacrifice bis own life.
In sharp cwtrast to this unreasonable, reewtful attitude Is the
sorrow of Mdromaohe for her dead istyanax. Andromache eeeÿs, as such a
mother would, to find comfort through kindness to young Ascanlue, an age-
mate of her oim son. The following quotation give* the scene,
A, HI. 488. cape dona sactrema tmorum,
o mlhl sola mei super Astyanactie Imago, 
sic oculAs, sic Hie manus, sic ora ferebat; 
et nunc aeouali tecum pubeaoeret asvo. 119
Virgil through this acoount of the enduring grief of Andromache, shows a
belief that such a quiet, controlled sorrow denotes a deeper anguish than
the uncwtrolled IcTnaat of the other mother.
In the first Awneid, Vlrgll showed an impatient, repro&chfbl Venus,
acousing Jupplter of breaking faith with her and her son,
A. I. 250. nos, tua progenies, caeli oulbus adnuls arcam,
navlbus (infandum) amlseis unlus ob Iram 
prodlmur aiâ ue Italie longe dislungImur oris, 
hie pletatla honos? sic nos in sceptre reponls? 114
111. and the tunic hie mother had woven him of pliant goidf
112. Is It this that I have followed by land and sea?
119. Take theee last gifts of thy kin, 0 thou sole surviving Image of my
Aetyanmxf Such was he in eyes, In hands and face; even now would his
youth be ripening in equal years with thine!
114. But we, thy offspring, to whom thou dost grant the height of heaven.
25
Virgil show® a Venua, very lovely tti her anxious, ambitious motherhood 
and in her willingness to use every tool at her disposal to help her son. 
Weeping gently, not enough to redden her eyes, but enough to make them 
shine, she touchingly shows her dependenoe upon hie mercy and her fear for 
the welfare of her child. By first flattering Jupiter into thinking he 
really is the almighty, she doubles the effect of her charge that he is the 
dupe of his wife, and the effect of her scorn for his manner of rewarding 
virtue and keeping his promises to the future Italian race, Vmous again 
shows her aggressiveness in her visit to Vulcan. While this appears pii- 
msriliy to be a great love scene betwew Venus and Vulcan, the real loyalty
whloh prompts Venus to remember her husband is for her son.
inother phase of Virgil's treatment of maternal loyalty is the fear 
and hatred of womw for war. The following quotations show the different 
aspects of this fear,
115
à. VU, 518. et treoidae metres pressera ad neotoM natos.
116
1, VIII, 556. vota metu dunllcent metres,
1. VIII. 592, stent pavidae in murls metres ocullsque aequuntur 
pulveream oubem et fulgentis aere catervas, 117
1, V. 659, turn vero attonitae monstris aotaeque furore 118
conolamant rapluntque fools peoetrallbus igneaj.,*
114. cent, have lost our ships. 0 shame unutterable* and to appease one 
angry foe, are betrayed.and kept far from Italian shores; Is this vir- 
t#e(s guerdon? Is it thus thou restoreth us to empire?"
lis...and startled mothers clasped their children to their breasts.
118. In alarm mothers redouble their vows;
117. On the wall mothers stand trembling, and follow with their eyes
the dusty aloud and the squadrons gleaming with brass.
118. Then indeed, amased at the marvels and driven by frensy, they cry a-
loud, an : some snatch fire from the hearths '.-ithin, others, strip the 
altars, . . .
24
in the first verse, Virjgil very simply pictures the frightened despair 
of these Latin mothers at the very first rumor of war and the tendency of 
mothers to think of their grown sons as babes in arms. The second quota- 
tioB shows the trend of people, after the danger has become a reality, to 
pay more respect to religion, and especially prayer. Virgil indirectly 
expresses hie cyniclms in the two words, me tu and duplieent. The third 
shows an impressive scene of the terrified mothers, standing on the tower, 
for a last glimpse of the sons, they already picture as killed on the bat- 
tlefield. Virgil understood the tendwoy of many women to borrow trouble 
and the inability to place future glory, resulting from a war they do not 
understand, before the Immediate safety of their sons. In a more definite­
ly aggrewive form, this lack of "vision" is shown in the last quotetlcmi, 
depicting the burning of the ships. To these Trojan women, weary of war 
and wandering, safety for their eons was paramount and a seitlement in 
Sicily, or in any land, was more appealing than any advwiture or glory of 
a future Italian state.
The second family Icyalty chosen for disouselon is paternal loyalty.
Of the family relationships, the paternal and filial loves are treated 
with the greatest genius. Here Virgil reflects the fine relationship e%- 
Istlng between himself and his own father. His deep respect for paterni­
ty prompts the venom of Priam's curs® on the son of Achilles,
A. II. 555, 'at tibi pro scalere* exclamat, 'pro tall bus ausle 
dl, si qua est caelo pletas, use talia euret, 
persolvant grates dlgnaa et pmaemla reddent 
debits, qui nati coram me cerner® letua 
feclstl et OStrios foedasti funere voltus. 119
119. "Nay, for thy crime, for deeds so heinous," he cries, "if in heavem 
there is any righteousness to mark such sine, may the gods pay thee 
fitting thanks and render thee due rewards, who hast made me look on 
my own son's murder, and defiled kith death a father's faceI
25
Hia knowledge of his own unselfish father brought understanding of Latinus, 
more concerned over the happiness of his only daughter than the royal gifts 
of the Trojmne,
Â» VII. 251. Hec purpura ragmm
plcta moTOt oeo eeeptra movwt Prlaoeia tautum, 
quantum in cOnubio natae thalamoque w)ratur* IIM)
Virgil** oomprehenalon of this loyalty is further shorn by four examples
ehomen from the Aeaeid, the love of Svander for Pallas, of Meaentiua for
Lauws, Anmblses for Aeneas and of Aemees for Aaoanlus.
As a basis for discussing the first of these, it becomes neoeesary to 
quote at length from the farewell of Erander to Pallas and from the lamemt 
of Erander for the dead Pallas,
A, VIII. SfŜ . at TO», o super!, et divum tu maxime rector 
lUflplter, Aroadli, quaeao, mleeresclte regie 
patrias audita precea. si numina veatra 
Inooiumem Pallanta mihi, si fata reserrant, 
si visurua sum Tiro et venturus in unum, 
vitem oro; pat lor quemri# du rare laborma. 
sin allquem infandim caumm, Porttms, mlnarle, 
nunc, nunc o lioeat crudelem abrumperm Titam, 
dum curse ambi^ae. due ^es incerta futuri, 
dum, te, care puer, mea mere at sola Toluptas, 
oomplexn teneo, grawlor neu nuntius aurls 
TOlneret. 121
A. i%, 152, "non haec, o Palla, dederas promisse parentl, 
oautlus ut sasTo Telles te credere Marti, 
baud ignanis eram, nuantuo norm glacis in armis 
St praeculoe deou# prlao oerWdb&e posset,
120. Nor is it so much that the embroidered purple the soeptre of Priam 
mores the king, as that he broods o*er his daughter’s wedlock and bri­
dal bed, * . •
121. But ye, 0 powers above, and thou, 0 Ju^piter, mighty ruler of the 
gods, pity, X pray, the Arcadian king, and hear a father’s prayer.
If your will, if destiny keep my Pallas safe, if I live still to see
him, still to meet him, for life I pray; any toil soever have I patience 
to endure. But, if, 0 Fortune, thou threateneth some dread mischance,
BOW, oh, now may I break the thread of cruel life, while fears are doubt­
ful, while hope reads not the future, while thou beloved boy, my late and 
lone delight, art held in my embrace; amd my no heavier tidings wound mine 
earl
«6
prlmitiae luveoi* aiserae belli([Ue propincul 
dure rudiment# ©t null! «xaudit# deorum 
vote pr#o#eque me##* tuque, o emnctleeie# oeoluux, 
fellx aorta tua neque in tsune serrât# doloremi 
reetmrem ut gemltor. Troum socia arm# eecutum 
dbruerent Aitull telle* anima# ipee dedlaeem 
atque baee pou^m demim me, neh Pallanta refarret* 
neo vee arguerlm, Teuerl, nee feeder# nao auae
I't# aeneetee 
debit# erat neetrae, quod al immature manetmt 
more gnatum, oaeaie Velacerum mllibue ante 
duoentem in Latlum Teueree ceoldlaa# luraMt. 
quin age non alio dlgner te fbnere, Palla, 
quam plu# leneaa at quam magni Pbrygae et qua#
%yrrbeulqpua duoae, Tÿrruemim exeroltue eenle. 
magna tropaea feront, quoe dat tua dexter# Lete; 
tu quequa mino ataree Immania truneua in armle, 
eaeet par aetaa at idem el robur ab annla,
TUroe, ead infelix Teuorea quid damoror armle? 
vadlte at baeo memorea ragl mandat# referta, 
quod Tltem moror invlaa#. Pallanta perempto, 
dexter# omuea tta. eat, Tu mum gna toque patrlque 
quam dabere videe, meritie vaoat hlo tlbl eolu# 
fortunaaque loco*, non vita# gandla quaere 
(neo fa#)« aed gna to ganl* perferra aub Imoa* I M
1&2. "Not euch, 0 Palla#, mm* Wie promlae tbau hadat given tby alre, that 
tbou eouldat eeek more emrlly to entroat thyaelf to mruel Naral Bell 
I knew bo* etroog vaa the freak glory of arm* and the overeeeat pride 
of battle#' flrat day) 0 bitter flrat*frulte of thy youth* 0 cruel 
aahooling in clome-neiglAwrlng vmr* 0 vowa, 0 prayer* nf mine, to 
idilob no god gave aaf* And thou, #y blaaead epouae, happy in thy death, 
and apared not for thl# grief. Art, I living on, have overcome ay dae- 
tlny, only to linger thua*thy father* Nould I had foUoeed Troy*# al̂  ̂
lied arm#, to be ovenAalmed by Rutulian dart#* konld I had given ay 
own life, and thl* funeral*-pomp were bringing me not Pall: a home* let 
I would not blame you, ye Trojane, nor our covenant, nor the band* 
olamped in frlendahip. Thl# lot wa# due to my gray hair*. But 1# un­
timely death awaited )#y eon, it ahall be iqr joy that, after almylng 
hi* Volaoian thoueand*, ha fall leading the Trojan* into Latlum* Nay 
Palla#, I myaelf could deem thee worthy of no other death than good 
Aenea* doe#, than the mighty Pbryglane, than the lyrrhen# oaptàlna, 
and all the Tyrrhenian host. Great are the trophies they bring, to 
whom thy hand deal* death, thou, too, Tumus, wouldat now be stand- 
ing, a monetrou* trunk arrayed in arm*, had thine age and etxwgth 
of year* been a* hie* But # y  do I, unhappy, stay the Teucrlan* from 
conflict? Go, and forget not to bear thl* message to your king, that 
I drag out a life hateful now that Palla* is slain, the cause is thy 
right hand, which thou *ee#t owes Tumue to son and sire. That sole 
field la left for thy merits and thy fortune, I ask nor for joy in 
life that cannot be, but to bear tiding* to my son in the shade* below.
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Evandar in the opening plea to Jupiter begs the god to answer the prayer
of e king, W t  more eepeoially to pl^ the love of a father. In the e-
veot of Fallas* death, he nrmye for death, a death which he oesires while 
the outoome la atlll uncertain end while he can still deceive hieaelf in- 
to false assurances through sacrifices at the altars of the gode. The 
fortitude with ahioh Bfmnder meets the actual death of Pallas Is very un- 
like thl# former weakneae. The lament of Bvwider aeeme the nobleat sent- 
Imeot of courageous sorrow In the A m  eld. The contrast of Bvonder* a be- 
haviour at the tlxse of a crushing pereonal lose, and the three wosen. A-
mate, Dido w d  the mother of Ehryaluo, sumoarlsed In the two phrases, fe-
^  9%$, Zi&am «Ignlfle# Vlrgu*# permonal atti-
\ * *-tude toward suicide. To Bvandsr, life has become a losing game but a 
game which must be played to the finish, Phlle the mother of Euryalus 
rails her dead eon for bis recklessness, Evander shows how well he real- 
lass the sweetness of danger to a young man in his first great battle, Be 
understands but he sorrows that such a bitter end should come to a young 
man*# ambitions and courage. This is another instance of Virgil's pltf 
for the victims of war. Humanly, Brander reseats the gods' acceptance of 
his sacrifices smd deaihess to his prayers. In such lines Virgil's ag­
nosticism is evidenced,.Brander shows no resentment toward the Trojans 
as the authors of his loss and does not regret their covenant. Similarly, 
Virgil did not regret his friendship with Augustus although the demands 
of this friendship prevented him from devoting his life to philosophy, K- 
vander shows the relative Importance of personal sorrow and the good of 
the state by his request that the Trojans return to the conflict. Only 
one boon does he ask, namely, the privilege to carry to Pallas, in the
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underworld the news that Tu mus has '»i~ the ruU orlce. In this last re­
quest Virgil Implies a vindictive attitude, contrary to the biblical "turn 
the other cheek.® Virgil’s Inter retatlor of fidelity did no’ necessitate 
such a do trine.
tith particular inspiration, Virgil makes n parallel -etween this 
love of Evsnder for Pallas fmd the love of the contemptible Mezentins 
for hie son, Leusus, This deelre for balance seems an innate character­
istic of the noet. This redeeming affectiw of Mezentlus Is shown in the 
following verses,
123
A, %. 859, anil ta super Leuso rogitat. . .
A. X. 849, heu, none misero elW demurn 124
eeelllue lnfell%, nunc site volnus adactne!
A. X, 870. aestuat ingws
nno In cozde pudor mlxtoque Inaenln luetu. 125
A. I* 878* Ills autemi "quid me erepto, aeevleslme, nato 
terres? haec via sola fuit, cua pei'dere posses, 
nec mortem horremns nec divum parclmus ulll. 128
127
A* X* 906* et me consortem natl cwcede sepulchre*
The sounded Mezentlus shows all the fbssing sollicitude of an anxious 
mother. Repeatedly he sends messengers to caution Leusus and to bring 
reports of the progress of the b̂  ̂ttle. Bitterly ha zvq^roaches himself
125, Many a time he a^s for Lmiaus,
124. Ah meS now at last is come to rae, a lest the bitterness of exile;
now is my wouftd driven deep*
125. In that single heart surges a vast tide of shame and madness min­
gles ^Ith grief.
126. "%hy seek to affright me, fierce foe, now my s w  la taken? This
was the one way #iere)y thou coul at destroy me.
1 2 7 .  . . .  a n d  g  r a n g  m e  f e l l o w s h i n  w i t h  :;iy  son w i t h i n  t h e  f o : ' i b .
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as the Indirect canae of his own son’s death. Coupled with his natural 
sorrow is a regret for the type of father he has bee». Deprived of his 
son’s companionship the real loneliness of exile now comes home to hia. 
The worst possible punishment hevlng been meted out, he sees no reason 
to fear either man or god. Only et the end does he soften. This last 
worse implies a victory" of religion in the face of death and the desire 
of even such an irreligious men as Mesentiua for* the sacrament of proper 
burial. On:^ his love for Laueue could have prompted thle final lack of 
Contsept. It is the thought of the final separation from his son whldi 
Meseottus cannot face, 80 the final plea of the unbelieving cwitemntor 
d^vum to the oius Aenaas is for sanctuary for hie body in a common eepul- 
chre with his eon*
The paternal love of Anchieee for hie divine son ie of the highest 
type. It: is the nabiral dewtion of a father eoabined with the worship 
of a ̂ od. Hie watchful care is eummarlsed in the single line from his 
greeting to Aemeca in the underworld,
128.
A, VI. 891. tm^x)Pa dinumerens, nec me mea cura fefelllt.
All the father’s longing for his son, the fears for his safety, the im­
patient counting of the days until his arrival show the real affection of 
this father for his son. The loyalty existing between these two men will 
be treated in ^otail through the dlscuseiw of the filial love of Aeneas,
Aeieae in turn had a love for Ascanius which was probably the great­
est emotion In the life of the man. The following lines show this affec­
tion and his sanee of duty toward Aecanlus,
128» Even so I mused and deemed the hour woulcj come, counting the days 
thereto, nor has ny yearning failed me.
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A. I. 647* OBffiis in Iscanio carl atat cura parentis*
A. IV. 554. me puer Ascaniu® capitisque iniurle cari» ISO
quern regno Hesperia® frauds et fatallbus arris.
Aeaeee* first 0(^oem after hie aeeurence of a ref\%e for the Trojans in 
the Carthaginian realm, is to send for his eon. Tor him he had the natu­
ral love for his motherless child end also his hope for the continuance 
of his dynasty. It is this loyalty ahloh greatly influences him in hia 
desertion of Dido* In the crlela ha oannot fail hie son any more than he 
can fall hie country. Guch a surrender of peraonal deeiree to the good 
of the country was consistent with Virgil*s life*
The unmarried Virgil» treating of connubial love and loyalty does a
fine piece of interpreting. While in his youth, Virgil was reputed to
151
have had illloit love affairs, Airing the writing of the Aeneid he is
).52 155 154
conceded to have been celibate. The two nldknames, V^reo and farthealas
testify to hia reputation in this resptct. Bia portn^al of the love be*
tween mem and women is probably baaed on Imaginatioc rather than actual
experiencea. Bis scenes between Venus and Vulcan and between Aenams and
155
Dido are a parallel of the Leonardo da Vinci painting of the Lada. Vir-
129. In Ascanlua all hia fond parental ears is centered.
150. . to me comes the thought of young Ascanius and the wrong done to 
w e  so dear, vAom I am cheating an o^Hesperian kingdom and predes­
tined lands,
151. Nettleship, p. 10
152. Ibid. p. 11
155. Bitchle. p. 1 
134, Nettleshlp, p. 11
155. Antonina Valientin, Leonardo da Vinci. Viking Press, Now York,
1958, p. 451
a.
g 11*s r®f»rarsees to carriage ara perhaps too optimistic. His own unmar­
ried state might account for that fact or it may again be a part of his 
campaign to glorify the qualities which ha considered essential for a per- 
feet Italy* The fee referaaoee to the marriage of ieneaa and Creusa Im- 
ply a relationship above reproach. His despair on the discovery of her 
dlsappearaooe during the flight from Troy, is perhaps the greatest exam- 
ple of lack of moderation of the part of the controlled ieneae. Mis frao- 
my is shewn here,
156
i. II, 768. awana qnln etlam voces lactare per umbram 
Creusa.shomed her loyal attitude in these aoeeohe* to Aeneas,
157
A, II. 676. si perlturus able, et nos rs^e in omnia teoum,
156
A. II. 776. quid tantum insane iuvat indnlgere dolori.
A. II. 765. iUio res laetae regnumque at regia coniunx
parts tibi. l&orimaa delectae pelle Crsnsae. 156
Greuaa shoes her courage to share elth her husband any danger, a calm 
acceptance of the inevitable and a complete lack of jealousy of the fu­
ture of Aaoeaa in lAieh she has no share. She subordinates her o m  Im­
portance to the valfare of her husband and eon.
The ooncdm of Aameaa for Dido, at the time of hia deeertiw, shows 
a conflict of loyalties,
A. If, 592. At plus Aeneas, quamquam Iwlre dolente» 
solande eupit at dlotls avertere curas,
186* Now I dared evan cast my cries upon the night,
157. *If thou goast to die, take us, too, with thee for any fate,
158. Of idiat avail is it to yield thus to frantic grief, my sweat husband,
159. There in store for thee are happy days, kingship and a royal wife. 
Banish tears for thy beloved Creusa.
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sulta g m m s  mngno«iue ahlmum labefactxte sa»r®|,
'iussa tsmm dimm exaaquitwr claasemque r«ri@it. 140
Aeneas* loyalty to Did® ame slaeere bat as Vligll himself did whenever
b# «aA faoed elth a elaeb beteewi peraonal and jpwitrlotlo loyaltlea, ha
chose the greater on®. Virgil** Ineietenoe os the epithet pin# at enoh
a time deftaltelr shoe* hi* attitode toeard the moob debated ^eetlon of
the a thle# of Ameae* abaadoamemt of hi* benefactres*.
The third of the family leyaltiee to be treated here 1* fraternal alf.
legianoe and i* ahoem in the following rerae*,
i. I. 546* nad regna Tyrl garoanu* habebat
Pygmalion, scalere ante alioa Immaslor omBia. 
qmoe inter media* wenit fhror. ill® Syohaeu#
Impln* ant* arm* atqne aorl caeca* amore 
clam farm inoantom auperat, *ecaim*,amorwm 
germanae; faotnmque din celavit et aegrmm 
malta malm* aimolana wane ape luslt amantam, 141
A. IV. 677. qnld primam deserta qaererf comitamne aororem 
j^revlsti morieoat aadem me ad fatfi voca****; 
idem a:d)a* ferro dolor atque eadem hora tnlleeet. 142
A,III. 876. haec pro vlrginltate reponitT
qoo vltam dedlt aetemamT our mortle mdempte e*t 
oondiaiot poeeem tanto* finira doloree.
140. But good Aeneaa, though longing to aoothe and aeeumge her grief and
by hi* word* turn aside her sorrow, with mrny a sigh hi* soul
ehaken by hi* mighty love, yet fulfil* Keaveo* bidding and return* 
to the fleet#
141. But the kingdom of Tyre m a  is the band* of her brother, Pygmalion,
Bonatroue in orime beyond all others. Between these two fren*y
earn*. The king, impiously before the altars and blinded by lu et 
of gold, strike* down Sychaeu* by a teal thy blow* unaware*, care­
less of his sister*s level and for long he hid the deed, and by 
many a pretense cunningly cheated the lovesick bride with empty hop*.
142. Forlorn, what first shall I lament? In thy death didst thou scorn 
thy sister’s company? Thou shouldat have called me to share thy 
doom; the same swoidpan^, he eame hour had taken us both*
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ntinc carte, et miaero fratri cornes ire per umbras* 
Iswortalie agoî 145
Virgil’s scora of the murderer, Pygmalion is caused, not so much because 
of the fact of murder, aa by the betrayal of this fealty. He betrayed 
not only his brother-in-law and sister but aleo the temple in which he 
performed the deed. His cruelty to the bereaved Dido through the false 
hope he inspired in her, la quite the opposite of the love of Anna for 
this same aleter. Anna* the mattei«»of-faot, SKislble woman was so deeply 
moved by her sisterly love, as to desire death.
Jupiter in return for the vii%in*Lty of Jutuma had given to her the 
boon of eternal life. In this speeoh, Virgil, In addition to hie under­
standing of her affection implies a doubt of the value of eternal life.
In the final family loyalty, filial loyalty, Virgil surpaasea all 
the previous desci-lptlone and clearly Indloatea his own experlmioes, De- 
Wltt wrote the following concerning %lrgil and his father,
That the father was blind in hlo later years we know from Sueton­
ius, and fxmm the eighth of the Gatalepton, written when vmswmrw of 
confiscations were flying, we easily glwn that the helplessness of 
the father was making him a special charge upon the oare and affeo- 
tlon of the son, to wh^ the filial relatlooAiip was (me of special 
tenderness. The elder Virgil, who, gs a servant, must have proved 
his worth and thrift before winning the hand of hie master* s dsugh- 
ter, may mave married in middle a^, an assua^tlon that is home out 
by the fact that his widow remarried and again became a mother. This 
being so, we may well believe that the father was well advanced In 
years at the time of the confiscations, which gives additional mean- 
ing to the mem^^tmnalety. He wasthe oius Ven^OJas no less than his 
hero Aeneas, whose father was similarly afflicted by age and lose of 
sl^t. 144
145. Is thle his requital for my maidenhoodT %erefore gave he me life 
eternal? Why of tho law of death am I bereaved? Now surely could 
I end sugch anguish, and pass at my poor brother* s side amid the 
shadow.
144. DeWltt, p. 25
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Throughout the Aaneld, filial loyalty is praised before all peraonal 
relationships. A violation of this allegiance is the greatest violation. 
This is implied in the single line,
145
1. X. 569. . « » thalamoa ausum inceetare noveroae.
In this cam# it is not the adultery between the son and his stepmother 
whloh shocks Virgil but the fact that a son would so dishonor his father.
Another Instance of Virgil*s attitude is evidenced in the choice
made by the young lapye,
À, HI* 595* ille ut deposit! proferret fata parentis, 
eoire potestates herbarum usumque aedendi 
malûit et mutae agitera iuglorlas arte#* 146
In this case the son faced with the choice between skill in medicine,
enabling him to save his fathdr'e life, and the glories of war, chose
without hesitation the lesser glory and thus won Immortality in the poet*̂
ry of Vlrgil,
The filial love of Euiyalus is summed up in this line,
147
A* II* 689* . . * qwdhm#quea* lacrlmes perferre parentis.
The only reward desired by Pis in return for the probable lose of his 
life is protection for his mother. Hia affection for her is shown In his
utter inability to face a sorrowful farewèll from her* This devotion
struck G responsive chord in all the Trojans, marking filial love as a
trait of universal appeal and approval.
145* « . • who dared defile hia stepdame*# bed*
146. He, to defer the fate of a sire sick unto death, chose rather to 
know the virtues of herbs and the practice of healing and to ply 
inglorious, the silent arts*
147. "I could not bear a mother's tears."
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It is this tie that makes the noble Lausus give his life for a raaa 
with characteristics he won Id not have tolerated in any other. 1‘he final 
plea of Tnirma is to the filial loyalty of Aeneas, in the hone that through 
it he will pity the father* Dauaua and reatore to him, hia mon^a body.
Fealty is summed and idealized in the relatio ship of «weas and 
Incblaaa,
A. II. 559* "At me turn prlmum aaevua circusisteti? horror.
Obetipul; sublit carl genitorla imago 
ut regam aedua@vum erudell volnere vldl 
vita® exhalante», sublit deserts Creusa 
at dir^ta domua at parvl oaaus lull. 145
A. II* 726. at me, qusm dudum non uUa Iniaeta movebsnt 
tela naqua advarao glomeratl ex agmlne Oral, 
nuno omnes terrent auraa, eonua exoitat omnia 
euepenaum at pariter comltlque oneirlque tiawtam* 149
A* III. 709.haul genltorem, omnia curaa caauaque levamen,
Amltto Anchiaen; hlo me, pater optima, feasnm 
deaeria, he#i tan tie nequlquam erapt# periclla, 160
A. V. 28. an alt mihl gratlor ulla,
quova laagls faaaaa opte# damittere navla, 
quern quae Dardahium tellue mihl aarvat Aoeatw 
at patrie Anchlaae gremio wapledtltur oaea? 151
146. 'TheAfirst an awful hôrror. encqmrsssed me. I stood' aghast, and there 
rose before me the form of my dear father, aa I looked upon the kihg 
of like age, gasping away hia life under the cruel wound. There rose 
forlorn Crenaa, the pillaged house end the fate of forlorn lulus.
149. . . .  and I whom, of late no ebower of mlastA* could move nor m j
Greeks thronging in opposing massf now am affrighted by every breeze 
and startled by every sound, tresmloue ss I aa and fearing alike for 
ay companion and my burden,
150. Here I, who have driven fey ao «any ooean-etorma, lose , alas, mgr fa­
ther Anchlsec, solace of every care and chaacej here beat of fathers 
thou leaveat me in my wearineaa, snatched, alsaî froa such mighty per­
ils all or naught.
151 Could any land be more welcome to me, any "hareto I should sooner
steer my weary ships, than that which holds my Dardan friend Acestee, 
and the ashes of my father?
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A..'?. 49. lamqne dies, nisi fallor, sdest, (mea semper acerbtim, 
SfiBsper honoratua {sic dl voluistls) habebo* 
bunc ego Gaetulle agarem ai Syrtlbus ex mû,
Argolloore marl deprensua et urbe Mycenae, 
enaue vota temem aollmmleqne ordlne pomp&s 
exmequerer etrmeremqne mile altarla (k&le. 152
A. 7. 58* eigo agite et laetwm ounetl eilebremue hcporemi 
poeoamie ventoe, atqu# haec me eacrm quotannie 
mrbe vellt poelta templla slbe ferr# dioatia, 155
A* ¥I*106«unm oro; qnando hie iafemi lamia regie
dioitmr et tamebroea pains Acheronte refueo, 
ir# ad oonenectum carl genltorie at ora 
oontlngat; doceas Iter et aacra oetlq pandae. 
ilium ego per flemmae at mille aecuentla tela 
eripul hie umerl# medioque ex hoate reoepi, 
ille meum oomltatue iter maria omia mecum 
atque omnia pélagique minas oaellque ferebat* 
Invalldue, eiria ultea eortemque aeoectae* 
quin, ut ^e eupplex peterem et boa limine adlrem, 
idem orana mandata debat* gnatitpe patriaque, 
alma, preoor, mleerere, "i>tea namque omnia, neo te 
nequlquam lucia Beomte praefeoit Avmmis. 154
152. And now, if I err not, the day is at hand ehlCh I shall keep (such J 
goda eas your will) ever aa a day of grief, even aa of honour. Were I 
spending it in exile in the Gaetulian %^rte#* or caught on the Argolio 
sea or in Mycenae* a teen, yet yould I perform the yearly vow with rites 
of solemn ordinance end pile the altars with due gifts*
165, Come then, one an all, and let us solemnime the sacrifice with joy; 
let us prey for the winds and may he grant that year by year when my 
city is founded I may offer these rite# in twqiles consecrated to him.
l54. One thing I prey; since here is üie famed gate of the nether Icing, and 
the g3.66my marsh from Acheron*a overflow, be it granted me to pass in*- 
to «y dëar father* a sight and presence; teach thou the way and open 
the hallowed nortale* Him, amid flames and a thousand pursuing spears
I rescued on these shoulders, and brought safe front the enemy’s midst. 
He, the partner of ay way, endured with rae all the seas and all meas­
ure cf ocean and sky, weak aa he was, beyon$ the atreogth end portion 
of age. Nay, he, too prayed and charged me humbly to seek thee and 
draw near to the threshhold. Pity both son and sire, I beseech thee, 
gracious one; for thou art all-powerful, and not in vain hath Hecate 
made thee mistress in the groves of Avemua.
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Throughout the first three books of the Aeneid, Virgil implies the respect
due a parent In the numerous instances in ehich Aiohises rather than Aeneas
155
gives the orders and directs the course of the exiles. Aeneas* concern for 
hie father*# safety eaa greater than for hlmeelf. The depth of hia feeling 
oaneee the only oowardloe, on the part of Aeheae, ahoen In the epic. HI# 
respooslbllity for his father*# life causes him to magnify the slightest 
peril. Aeneas' actual dependence on hiaoovm dependent father Is shown in 
his sorrow at Anchises* death. These verses lndlo#te the spirltnal uniw 
of these two Virgil Implies his own attitude toward the memory of the 
dead In the words c#^abremus bworem* Ee Is^lles that that son best hon­
ors his father who shows hie respect in cmetructlve works rather than In 
ewseless walllng. The steadfastness of this model son is shown in the 
last paswge, and in his willingness to endure the dangers of hell to re­
visit him. All Virgil's oonoepta cf loyalty Involve suoh a subordination 
of personal dangers and desires for the bweflt of others
1S6. A. HI. 57, 144-47, 182-91, 472-47B
Chapter 2. Friendship* s Daes 
Uncommonly bleemed in hie o m  pereonel reletlonahlpe, Vliigil mad* fre-
quent allusions In his writings to friaidship* s benefits end dues. The
chief ohara of the Epicurean philosophy for him was the glorifving of theee 
156
IxAde. Vhlle Tlrgll shunned crowds and publicity, his happiness demanded in-
timacy with a few chosen friends. Probus wrote thet he spent several years
in voluntary retirement from the city but in close communion with Varus,
Tucoa and Variua. These men, with their frank, constructive criticism,
quite in contrast with the censure Virgil had received in Rome, influenced 
157
him greatly. Varlue, prlmnrllly Interested in the drama, taught Virgil
mich concerning dramatic technique end the effect of this teaching: is vary
158
apparent in suoh scenes as the Dido and isneas episode. Virgil's friwdshlp 
with Horace was extremely cordial «md singularly free frw professional jeal­
ousy. With Pollio,and Kaecwas, patrons during the writing of the %logues
15»
and Georgies, he was ever on the best of terms. However the greatest person­
al friendship of Virgil was with Octavian. Here the poet combined a warm 
Affection and patriotism. The reletlonshlp was, from the beginning, an at­
traction of opposite types* Virgil, while of well-to-do parents, was very 
definitely of the people, a country boy of crude appearance and manners, iu- 
gustus was every inch the young aristocrat. But this strange affinity worked 
more to the advantage of the young aristocrat than of the country boy. It
156. DeWltt, p. 36
157. Nettleshlp, p. 8
158. DeWltt, p. 64
159. Ibid., p. 65
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prevanted Vingil from doing what he had set his heart c®  ̂namely devoting 
his life to philosophy, but It helped Octavian fulfil hie moat ambitious 
dreams.
The first praise of Octavian appears in the first Eclogue and is felt, 
whether directly expressed or not , in all Virgil*s writings. The first
■speech of Tityrua, a formerly dispossessed farmer, definitely signifying 
Viigil, summarises this life devotion for Octavian, aa hia friend, ruler 
and god,
E, I. 6» 0 Meliboee, deua noble haec otia fecit,
nemque erlt i^le mihi eemner deus. iUius aram 
saepe twer noatrla ab ovlllbus imbuet egnue. 
ille teas errare bovee, üt cemls, et ipaum 
luds]^ (;uae vellem calamo permieit agrestl. 160
The words ludere ouae vellem were Virgil*# weqk protest, flatteringly ex-
preset in the form of a hope, against the future laok of freedom abloh
even at this early date he suspeoted and mildly resented, bhile Augustus
gave him great freedom in hia writings, be neverthelese expected Virgil to
write primarll%y for the bmeflt of hie realm.
A second speech of Tityrua shows another quality of friendship, nasie-'
ly gratitude,
E. I. 58» Ante levea ergo paaoentur in aether# oervl, 
et fret# deatltuent nudos in 11tore pisees, 
ante pererratis amborum finlbus exsnl 
out Ararim Partons bibet sut Germania Tigrim, 
quam nostro illlus labatnr pectore voltus. 161
160. 0 Nellboeua, it la a god who wrought for us this peace— for a god he 
shall ever be to me; often shall a tender land) from our folds stain 
bis altar. Of his grace my kine roam, as you see, and I, their mas­
ter, play what I will on my rustic pipe.
161. Sooner, then, shall the nimble stag grass in air, end the sea# leave
their fish bare on the strand— sooner, each wandering over the other’s 
frontiers, shall the Parthian in exile drink the Arar, and Germany the 
Tigris, than that look of his shall fade from heart.
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Virgil’s speeches appear to smack too much of the flattering cour­
tier. He was not above asking his Muse to butter his bread. He vas a pol­
itician and in return for his poetry, expe^ted a patronising pat on the 
back from bis patrw. He saw the god—like qualities in Octavian at their 
first meeting end despite his ova disappointmwit in some of Octavian*s 
alliances, he never wavered from his reverence. He must have been shocked 
at the event which inspired Shakespeare to write the following lines,
kat. These many, than, shall die; their names are prlAed.
Oct, four brother too must die; consent you, L^^idust 
L^, I do consent—
Oct. Prick him down, Antwy,
Lep, Upon condition Publius ahall not live
Mho is your sister’s son, Mark Antony, 18B
Ant. He shall not live; look, with a spot I dasm him.
Despite this outrage of family ties, so Important to Virgil, be retained ,
his fidelity to Octavian who was to him tho symbol of the country’s hope
for peace. At the time of the treaty of Brundisium, he came through with
the Messianic Eclogue; kith his Georgies he swung the pibllc opinion a-
gainst the Seat. When Octavian needed his position deified, Virgil was
165
ready with the Aeneid. He (wuq)aigned for Augustus from first to last, 
Belections from representative frieodshlpm from the Aeneid have been 
chosen which show Virgil’s fhsion of friendship and loyalty into pletas. 
Those selected are of Aeneas and his followers, Bvandef end Aeneas, Aeneas 
end Pallas and of Nimia and Kuryalns.
Through Aeneas and his followers, Virgil indicated bis idea of the 
perfect relationship between a ruler end his subjects. This reciprocal 
loyalty appealed to Virgil and he used bis influence to foster such a re-
162. Shakespeare, Julius Caesar. Act. IV. Scene I. 1-6 
165. DeWitt, p. 92
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Xatlonshlp between the dèifled kagus'baB and his aabjeota. The attitude of 
ieneas for his coaradeo was a mixture of the pity and feeling of responsi­
bility of a god for mortals, and the warm-blooded, human affection of an 
Italian man for hi# fellow-men. This combination is shown in the flrat À*- 
oeld,
A. I, 198, *0 aocli (neque malm ignarl aumua ante malonm,) 
o pasal graviora, debit deom his quoque fine®,
VOS at ScyllaeaiB rabies peoltueque emnantls 
accoetls aoopuloaa woe at Cydopia sax» 
aspertl; rewoeate anlmo* maestumque timorem 
mlttlte; forsan at haec ollm mcminisae iuwablt. 
per varlos casus, per W t  discrimina rerum 
t^mdimus in Latium, sedee ubl fata quieta# 
ostendunt; 1111c fas regna reaurgere Trolae* 
durate, et vosmet rebus eervate aeoundls.*
Talia Voce fefert, curisque ingentlbna eager 
snem voltu simulât. Dremjt altuq corde dolorem. 164
A. 1. &20. nreeolpuq plus Aenqaa nunc aorle Orontl, 
nunc Asycl oasum garnit et lerudella seoum 
fata Lycl fortsmque Qyan fortwque Cloanthum, 165
Virgil here sets forth certain essential# Wiioh he considered elemental,
the subordination of eelf and a sinoere affection for others, Aeneas, In
additiom to his natural sorrow and oonoem for the doubtful fate of his
164. Harlan Hogs Ballard, The Aenejt̂  of Virall. Charles Boribner* e Sons,
Nmm York, 1950. (Thle translation of the Aeneid is used throughout 
this ohaptor.)
"Gomrados* for this Is, by no means, our first acquaintance wlüi trouble. 
Ye who have heavier borne, from these, too, Jove will deliver1 
Sqylla*s wrath ye have braved, where deep In her echoing oavem 
Thundered the wave-worn rooksj moreover the crags of the Oyolops 
Ye have escaped unharmed: take heart, and unhappy foreboding 
Cease; and even these days we may live to remember with pleasure*
Through these varied mishaps, through all these crises of fortune.
Seek v'.e Latium still, where the Fates are dlaeloslng feefore us
Peaceful abodes; wliare Trqy is predestined to rise from her ashes.
Be of good cheer, and reserve yourselves for a brightening future.'*
Suoh are the words he (peaks, but his heart Is weary with trouble;
Hope ha feigns in his fade, a.d hides the deep grief in bis bosom.
165* Keenest of all is the grief of faithful Aeneas, now sighing
Over the fall of Orontes the brave, now Amyeus mourning;
Lyous, how cruel his fate* bold Gyas, and valiant Cleanthus.
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companions, has a responsibility for the welfare of the group* He shows 
his real courage of lesdershin by hiding his own fears and thereby raising 
the morale of the others. Aeneas* philosophy in adversity must have echoed 
Virgil*s own courage at the time of his homelesKieas* He implies that 
p ast difficulties met and overcome, are a pleasure to remember and a pro­
vision for the strength necessary for the future and ere a necessity for 
the developnwt of character* Virgil accepted auohn adrereltlea rather 
than resented them* Through the words nraecliue plus Aeneas, he Indicates 
that depth of feeling Is Imperative for real companionship. Aeneas, the 
epitome of ple1;A8 felt an even greater anguish than hie companions.
Through the dependemce of Aeneas on the counsel of Achates, Vligll
166
declared a certKin humility to be an essiAtlal of wise leadership. In 
suoh verees he indicates a hope that the young Octavian would be amenable 
to the advice of his older and more experienced friends. Through the exam­
ple of Aweas, Virgil hopes the young emperor, while worthy of godshlp, 
will realise üzst thf greatest asset of true friendship Is co-dependence 
and cooperation.
The friendship of Aweas and Evander is marked by mutual generosity 
and respect, 5vander*s undsrstandlng of frlwidshlp*s dues is shown in bis 
freedom from reswtment of the union Shlch results in his son*s death. At 
that time he shows primary concern for Aeneas in ordering the return of 
ti*e envoy to the battle. The following line from the story of theme two 
kings shows Virgil's own joy in friendly conversation,
167
A. VIII. 309. ingrediws varlotiue /lea sermons levabat.
168, A. I. 512, 457,480
167. And hs he walked be beguiled the way with varying converse.
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One conld easily imagine. In the place of Aeneas and Bvander, and
some one of his intimates walking in his gerdwi. It is another plea for 
the simple pleasures derived from comradeship.
The affection of Aeneas for the youthful Pallas was a combination of 
paternal and fraternal fealty. It was in imitation of the Homeric story 
of Achilles and Patroclus. The following scenes show the length to which 
a loyalty can force a friend,
A. %. 516, Pallas, Euander, in ipsls
omnia aunt oculis, mensee, anas advene primas 
tunc adiit, dextrseque detae. Sulmone creates 
quattuor hie luvenes, totldem quos eduoat Ufens, 
viveotls raplt, Inferias quos Immolet nsbrls 
captlvoque rogi perfundat eangnlne flsmmas. 166
A, HI, 958, stetlt acer in armle
Aeneas, volvens oculos, dextramque repreeslt; 
et lam laaque magle cunctantem flectere sermo 
coeperat, Infellx umero cum sppsruit alto 
balteue et notls fulserunt olngula bullie 
Pallantle puerl, vlctum quern volnere Tumue 
etmverat atque umeris Inlmicum insigne gerebat. 
ille, oculls poetquam aaevi mooumwta dolorie 
exuvlaeque hauslt, furils accaneus et ire 
terribllie: "tune hlnc epoliia Indute meorum
eripl'&re mihl? Pnllae to hoc volnere, Pallae 
terrtbilisi-"fejne hinc Spoliiar'ihdute,aèorû»~ 
erij>iar* mihi? Pallae te hoc volnere, Pail&s 
immolât et poena® scelerato ex sanguine suult, 
hoc dicens fsrrum advereo sub pectore oondlt 
fervldue, 169
168. There arose in a vision before him
Pallae, Evander, tha board where first he brake bread as a mtrengar.
Also the right hands joined. Then four young soldiers by Rulmo 
Reared, and as many besides whom Ofans had nurtured to aanhdbd.
Seising, he captured alive, to offer them up to the spirits
Fled, and their funeral fires to slake with the blood of the captives,
160. Aeneas 3winds fisrc® In his armor,
Doubtfully eyeing his foe, and with holding his hand from his victim.
Now, too, the mors he delays, the raora are the pleadings of Tumus 
Moving his heart, when, alasi a baldric glemas high on the shcmld(Pallas) 
Bright with the well-known studs that once flashed in the belt of young 
Pallas, the victim of war, whom, vanquished and wowded, had Tumus 
Slain, and was wearing now his enemy’s badge on his shoulder.
Soon as Aeneas drinks in with his eyes these reminders of sorrow,
Relics of him he mourned, enkindled with furious anger.
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In the F a inetxnces, is evidenced belief of Virgil that good and evil can 
come from the same source* Friendship*# loyalty caused the moderate Aeneas 
to resort in one case to an insane revenge and in the second to s very un-A
wire one. Only the depth of his affeotl m for Pallas could noaaibls justify 
or rather explain this cruel sacrifice of human blood, and the seeking of 
relief fixjm despair through the causing of pain to others. In the Aeneid* s 
final scene, Aeneas, almost minded to spare Tumus is aroused to anger 
through the sight of the armour which Tumus had stripped from the body of 
the dead Pallas. In this instance, if Aeneas had been more of a st&teamam 
and less of a friand, he might have spared Tumus.
The story of Nlsue and Euryalus is the most dramatic frlwdshlp in the 
Aeneid* Sufficient lines shall be quoted to give the complete picture,
A, V. 527, là^cue fere eqpatlo extremo fessioue sub Ipsam 
Plnem advmtabant, levl cum sanguine Nisus 
Labitur infelix, oaesia ut forte luvencis 
Pusus bumum virideeque super madefecerat herbas.
Hie iuvenle lam victor ovnns vestigia presse 
baud tenult titubate solo, sed prwiue In ipso 
Conoidit Immundoque fimo aacroque oruore,
Ron tamea Euryali, non ill# oblitus amorum:
Rom ease oppcsuit Sallo per lubrlca surgens;
Ille autem spiasa iscuit révolutus harena*
Eiaicat Euryalus, et sanerc victor amid 
Prims tenet, plausuque volet frealtuque secundo.
Post Helymus subit, et nunc tertia palme Diores.
168. oont. Relics of him he mourned, enkindled with furious anger.
Fiercely he cries, "Shalt thou, thus clad in the spoils of my loved ones, 
Make thine escape from me? Thus Pallies, non other than Pallas,
Makes thee his victim, and takes thy detestable blood for atonement*" 
Speaking, he wrathfully buries the blade in the bosom before him;
170. Now, exhausted and near to the end of the track, they are speeding 
On to the goal Itself, when Nisus, unfortunate Nisus,
Slips on the gliddery blood, that by chance from sacrificed bullocks 
Over tho ground flowed, and dyed the green herbage with crimson.
Here on the elippeiy earth the youth already exultant
Fails to hold his uncertain steps, and plunges head-foremost
Into the thick of the mire, and the blood of the consecrate victims.
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Â» IX. 184. Sisus ait; "Dine hune ardore® aentibu» mddunt* 
Duiyale, an su?, oui que deua fit dira eunldo?
Aut pagnaa, aut allqulâ iasdudua invader# magnum 
M«o# agltat neo placide contenta quiet# eat.
Cemle, <^ae Rutulos habeat flduola rom®;
Lumlne rare micantj eomeo vlnoque soluti 
Prooubuere; eilmnt let# loca, Perclp# porro,
Quid dubltem, et que# none anime aeotentla aurgat. 
A«aeen aoolrl omne#, populoequ# pâtre«que, 
Seposount, nittlque viroa# qui carte reportent.
Si, tibi que# poeoo, promlttant, —  nam mlhi fact, 
Pama ant eat^— tumulo videor reperire swb illo 
Poaae via» ad mires et mowiia Fallentee."
%atlpult magne laudam percueau# amer»
Ebryalua; mlmul hle erdmitem adfetur amicum:
"%lene Igltur aoclnm eummle adiungere rebue,
Miee, fügleT aolum te in tanta perloula mlttemT 
Non ita me genltor, baille admietue Ophaltes, 
jkrgolicum tarrerem inter Trolaeque leboree 
Sublatom eAidllt; nao teoum telle gee#l,
Wa^amtnum Àemeen et fatê extrema eecutum:
Eat blo, eat animae luole cwrtemptor, et latum 
Qui vite berne eradet eml, quo tendis, honore».* 
Nlaua ad heec: "Equldem d# te nil tele verebar*
N#c fee, non; ita me r#feret tlbl magnue ovantem 
lupplter, aut qulcumque oculie haeo eeplclt aequle, 
Sed ai qule— que# multe vide# diecrlmlne tell—
SI qui# lu adrersum replet caaueve deuave.
Te aupereaee relim: tue vite dlgnlor seta# .
Sit, qui me mptum rugne pretlove redem^tum 
Meudet hnmo, molltm eut al que Id fortune vetablt. 
Absent! fsrat Inferlee, decoretque sepuloro*
Rec metrl mieere# tant! sim causa dolorla,
Cuae te sole, puer, multla e matrilris eue» 
Pereequitur, megnl nec moenla carat Aoestas.*
111$ mutam "Causas neculouam neotie inan##,
Nec mea le# mutate loco aeotentla oedlt. 
Aocaleremue)* ni
170. cont. Yet he remembers his friend, nor Euryalus hath he forgotten;
For, as he springs from the slime, he stumbles In Saliua’ pathway,
Sal lus falls, and rolls on the herd-trodden sand of the race-course.
Forward Saiyalua leaps, and, victor b&y favor of friendship.
Darts to the front end flies *aid a tumult of clapping end cheering. 
Helymus finishes next, and now, as third victor Diores,
171. Nisus then: "Is it the gods who kindle this flame in our spirits.
Or is each warrior* s god his own over-mastering passion?
Flther to lead an attack or some daring deed to adventure 
Long hav I wished in cy heart; I cannot endure this inaction.
Dee whet presumptuous faith the Rutulians have in the issue;
Few are the glimmering lights; onsoldiered by wlna and by slumber 
Fallen are the guards all silent, their posts; and mark thou, moreover.
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A« IX. 386. Klaus abit* iaacue laprudens evaser&t hostes 
Atque locos, qui post Aigse de noaine dlcti 
Albiml— turn re% etebula mlta Lattnua h;d)ebat—
Ut atetit, et frustra absentas reapexlt amicum.
"Euiyale infelix, ua te r^ion® reliouit 
Cuave aaquar, ruraua perplexum iter oame revolvema 
Fellaols allv&e?" Simul et re tlgla retro 
Obaereata legit, dumlacue allantibua errat.
Audit equoG, audit strepltus et signa secuentum,
Naa longum In medio tam̂ *ua, cum clamor ad aurea 
Perrenit, so vldet Xuryalum, cue# ies manue omnia,
Fraude loci at noctib, subito turbante tumultn,
Oppresaom raplt at conantern nlurlma frustra.
Quid faciatl qua vi luvenem, qulbma mudaat armia 
Erl ereT an seaa medloa morlturue in enaea 
Infermt, at pulcbram properat per vulnara mortem?
Oclua (idducto torquons hcatlle laoarto,
Susploleca altam Lunam at, ale rooa nracatur:
"TTu, dea, tu pruesens moetro aucourra laborl,
171* owt. Fhat no* atlra In my soul, what thought In ry mind nrlalng:
All, both paepla and chiefs, demand the return of Aamaaa,
Also that heralds be sent to report the true state of our city,
8o they will grant thaa the guerdon I ask, (for tha glory of doing 
Amply suffices for me), I think that by skirting ywi hlllelda 
I can diaoovar a may to the aalla and the city of Fallas."
Thr&lled by ao noble a thirst for fame, Euryalus marvelled;
Then thus promptly rolled to tha eorda of hia daring oompanion:
"Me as thy comrade to take in tty greatest and boldest endaavour, 
Nieus, dost thou refuse? Shall 1 sand thee alone Into danger?
No such training hud I from my mar-^lcvln^ father, Ophaltee.
Nursed amid terror of Greeks and reared amid Trojmn dlaaetere,
Never, my comrade, to tliee have I ahom @o r'laloyhl behaviour 
Since I have folloved Aeneas the breve through desperate fortunes* 
Bare, ay, here is a heart regardlees of death, and persuaded 
Tbmt^ at the cost of life, veil bought Is the glory thou seekest," 
Nisus replied: "No question had I of thy valwig, sy oomrade.
Nor any j^round for fear; and so may great Jove, or whoever 
Looks vlth impartial eyes, restore me to thee vlth rejoloing;
But, If some fatal misohanoe, amd many there be In suoh perils.
Or if the wrath of the gods shall burry me on to destruction,
I shall rejoice in thy life; thou art young and mors worthy of living ; 
Let there be one to bear from the field or to ransome body, 
ted to coatlttlt to earth; or. If that be my fortune forbidden,
Nor be it mine to occasion such grief to the sorrowing mother 
On© to pay vovs for the dead, and render him funer"! honor;
Who, among so many mother^ alone had the courage to follow 
Thee, my friend, to the lest, nor clung to the walls of Aceetes."
He, however, replied: "Too frail are the threads of thy logic;
Still is my purpose unchanged, unshaken my former decision 
Haste we away."
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Âstrorua deoue et nemorum Latonla custos.
Si qua tula umquasa pro me pater Hyrtaous aria 
Don# tulit, ai qua ipaa mais wamatlbua ai#l, 
Suapamdiva tholo* aut amer» ad faatlgl* flxl»
Huna alna me turbara globum, et rage tela per auraa," 
Dlxerat, et to to oonlxua corpora ferma 
Goalcit, Haata volana noetic dlverberat umbrae,
Bt vanit ararai in tergum Sulmonia, iblque 
Prangltur, ao fieso transit praecordla llgno.
Volvitur ille romeoa calldum de rectore fluman, 
Prlgldua, et longia aingultibua ilia pulaat,
Direrai ciroumaplciumt. Hoc aorior idem 
Ecqa aliud oomca telum librabat ab aure.
Dum trepidant, lit haata Tago per tampma utmmque, 
dRrldeoa, traieotoque haeait tepofaota cerabro,
Ssevit atroz Volacena, nec till oonapioit uaquam 
Auotoram, nec quo ae ardana Immlttere posait,
"Tu tamen interea balido mihi aangoin# powaa 
Peraolrea amborum,," tnquit; almul erne# weluao 
Ibat in Euiyalum. Turn vero exterrltua, amwa, 
Oonolamat Niaua, neo ae celare tmiebria 
impllua, aut tantum potuit perfei^ dolormai 
"Me, me, adeum, qui feol, in me oomvez^ite fem m ,
0 AutullX mea frmua omnia; nihil iate neo ausua,
Rec potuit; caelum hoc at conacia aidera teator; 
Tantum Infelloem nlmium dilexit amioim.
Talia diota dabat; aed vlrlbua enala adaotua 
Tranaabiit ooatas et candide pectora nimpit,
Volvitur Buxyalua leto, pulohroaque per artua 
It oruor, Inque umeroa cervix conlapaa reouabltl 
Purpuraua veiutl cum floe aucoiaua aratro 
Langueaolt moriiwa, laaaove papavera collo 
Damiaere caput, pluvla cum forte gravantur.
At N^aua rult in medioa, aolumque per omnea 
Volaeantam petit, in aolo Volacente moratur.
Quern clroum glomeratl boatea hinc oomminua atque hinc 
Proturbant# Inatat non eettua, ao rotat ensam 
Pulmineum, donee Rutuli blamantia in ore 
Ccmdidit adverao, et morlena animem abatulit hoati. 
TUm super exanlmum aeae proicit amicum 
Ocnfoaaua, plaoid-que ibl ddmdm morte quievlt, 
Portunati ambo* ai quid mea carmine poamwt,
Nulla dies umquam memorl vos exlmet aevo,
Dum domua Aeneae Cap!toll immobile aaxum 
Aooolet, Imperiumque pater Roaanus habeblt. 172
172, Niaua rushed out, and now had unwittingly filled his purauera. 
Reaching shat later was known as Albania, named after Alba,
Where Latinua, the king, then kept hia imperial stables.
Here he baited, and looked in vain for his missing companion.
"0, unhapry Eiiryalus, where have I left the®? or whither 
Now shall I follow, retracing again the long, difficult pathway
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From the first of these quotations, loyalty appears to justify cheating
and complete lack of sportsmanship. Hlsus, leading the race and falling
by an ewil chance in the blood of the sacrifice, m m  in his discomfiture
172. coat. *0, unbsMW Zuryalue, where have I left thee? or whither 
How shall I follow, retracing again the long, difficult pathway 
Through this treacherous wood?" So aaying, he fbllowed his fooreteps 
Backwards with watchful eye», and noiselessly threaded the forest|
Nor was it long ere a shout rang forth on the air, and before him 
Struggled Earyalus, hopelessly trapped by a bo% of horsemen,
Who had surprised him confused by the loss of his way In the darkness,
Also taken aback by the sudden and violent onslaught.
What could he do? What force, what weapons were his to adventure 
Saving the youth? Should ha rush to his death on that thicket of sabres?
And should he win for hie life a speedy and glorious ending?
Hastily seizing a spear, he drew back hi# arm; and then, looking 
IDp to the face of the far-off moon, thus made his pepition:
"Child of latooa, the pride of Lhe sky and the warder of foreets,
Grant me* fair goddess, thine aid, anddatrengbth mine arm by thy presence 
If it be true that for me father Hyrtacus ever hath offered 
Rows ab thine altay; if I from the fruits of the Phase have enriched them 
Hanging gifts under the dome or high on the frieze of thy temple 
Guide thou my spear through the air, and help me to scatter this rabble 
Bpesklog no more, his lance with the uttermost strength of his body 
Swiftly he hurled., it flew through the night, and cleaving the shadows 
Plunged into 8ulmo*e spin# as he stood with his back to the forest;
There it was broken and flew in splinter# of wood through his vitals;
Cold and fainting he fell and poured from hla breast the warm current,
While with long drawn sighs and soul was released from his body.
This way and that they gamed; bat he, by their terror emboldened,
Poised a fresh lance at the height of his ear before they had rallied. 
Whistled the shaft, and passed through both of the temples of Tagus,
Then stock fast in the skull, andiqas warmed by the brains of its victim.
Angrily Volscens raged; yet who had been hurling the lances
Failed to perceive, or whither in wrath he might hasten for vengeance.
"Thou, non the less, shalt atone unto me for the death of my comrades. 
Shedding warm blood for both.* he cried; and, drawing his falchion,
Rushed on Euryslue, Then, overmastered by fear and distracted,
Nlsus shouted aloud, nor longer kept hid In the shadows.
Nor could he longer endure the anguish that tortured his bosom;
"Me, upon mel - I who did it am heral- Upon me turn %fur weapons*
Mine alone is the blame* 0 Butuliana, he could do nothing;
Naught would ha derel Let the sly and the all-seeinghb stars bear me wit- 
He did but love his unfortunate friend with too faithful devotion." ness 
Such were the words he spake; but the blade, resiatlesely driven,
Entered between the ribs and tore the fair bosom asunder.
Lifeless Ëuiyalus fell, and over his beautiful body
Trickled his blood, and his neck hung helplessly down on his shoulders;
Even as a bright-hued flower, when cut under ground by a : loughshare.
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does not forgot Euryalua. Robbed of his rightful Tiotory, he assumes the 
right to transfer it to his comrade, through tripping the man in seoond 
place. The applause of the Trojans and the smiling approval of Asweas im­
plies Virgil’s lack of censure of a fraud caused by devotion. The ninth 
book tells the dramatic story of their courageous enterprise end its tragic 
rmd, Congeniality of intellect as a foondatloc of perfect understanding
la shorn in the discussion centered around the lines,
dine huno ardorem mentlbus addunt 
Buryele, an sua culque deue fit dira Oupldo?
Nisus, moved by the highest motives of honor, hesitates to take the youhger, 
less aiperienoed Euryalos on such a dangerous mission. He feela a responsi­
bility, almost paternal for his younger friend. Be tries to save the life 
of the overdaring Buryalue and at the same tine hla pride,by commissioning 
to him the duty of performing the last rites for him in case of his death. 
EOryalus, in this test of courage end friendship, vows his loyalty and *111- 
ingness to buy glory at the price of death, The last quotation climaxes 
this story of devotion. Euryalus, through his overdaring is in danger. Hi- 
sus, through bis caution is clear of the enemy but he throe* aeay hie hard
172. cont* Fade* to its death; or as popples, perohanoe, thmt are heavy 
When on wearied stems their heads are languidly droopingê -(with' rclndfope) 
Nlsus, however, dashed into the crowd, and, among all the hor&emen,
Sought for Volscen* alone, and regarded no other than Volscems;
Round him hie enemies pressed; on this side and that they opposed him. 
Forcing him back; he, plunging along, his glittering broadsword 
Whirled, and full to the south of the shrieking Ratulian ohleftaln.
Dying, he drove the blade; ere he died, and took the life of his foeman. 
Then on the corse of hla friend he threw himself mortally wounoed;
There at last lay still In death, and peacefully slumbered.
Fortunate pair* Unless my song® prove ell unavailing,
Never Shall dawn a day forgetful of you -and your glory 
While on the changeless rock of the Capitol sons of Aeneas 
Dwell, and a Roman lord lord retains the imperial sceptre.
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bought mdventage to come to the aid of his friend. Euryalus is killed and 
Nisus after avenging the death, falls from his own wounds upon the prostrate 
body of his friend, Virgil in the last few lines showed his belief that 
these two were fortunate, dying while their friendship was it its height, 
and before any mimmderstanding# might have marred its perfection, Virgil 
has irnmortaliaed a great friendship and made evm its weaknesses seem just- 
Ified.
As Virgil glorified the loyalties of friendship, he roomed its dls- 
loyaltiee# This resentment of such treachery is shown in the case of Lyour- 
gus,
A. III. 15, hoag)ltlnm antiquum Troiae iseolique Penates, 
dum Ibrtnma fuit, 175
A. Ill* 57* quid non mortalia peotora cogis
suri saora fames? 174
Lyourgua* feigned loyalty was a etrlotly "cupboard love." To the nrosperous, 
ruling Priam, he claimed allegiance and accepted in trust large mims of mon­
ey and Prismas youngest son, Polydorus. Priam slain, Lyeurgus shifted to 
the Greeks, slew Polydorus and retained Wie Trojan riches.
There is only one hint of an unfortunate friendship in the personal
history of Virgil. According to Buetonius, Virgil in hla youth was homo-
176
sexual and had such a relationship with the poet Cebes and wlthAlexander.
This Alexander might well be the Alexis of the Sdoood Eclogue* The following
175. Ancient confederate friend of Troy in holy alliance,
Long as our star shone bright.
174, Accursed hunger for riches,
Onto #iat crimes oonstrainest tdîou not the snirlt of mortals*
176, Nettleshlp, Ancient Lives, p. 10-11
For contrary view see Sm&lar, p. 125-124
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verges show the paia osused by su eh a young man* s fioklsQess^
S. II» 6». *0 crudelis Mexl, nihil mea earaina curas?
nil noatrl miserere? aori me denique cogee» 176
1» II. 89. ah Corydon, Corydm, qua# te dememtia oeplt?
eemiputata tibi frondos# vitis in ulmo est. 
quin tu allquid saltern potius, quorum indiget ueus, 
vlslnlbua mollique paras detomero iuaco? 
invemles alium, si te hie fastidlt, Âiexlm." 177
The first speech pictures the crude, country wuslelan anpeallmg to someone 
who appears more sophisticated and scornful of the simple life and pleasures. 
The singer*# affeotloo for the city sophisticate drives him to temporarilly 
forget the moderation which Virgil considered so essential at all times. The 
last spoeoh shows the iofluenoe of Lucretius, and is^lles Virgil*s mastery 
over this emotion and the opinion of both Virgil and Lucretius that any 
feeling. Intense enough to make one forget duty and desire death, is a mad­
ness and must he controlled* This possible embittering experience in Vir­
gil's youth might well be the cause of hie later celibaoy. In Virgil's writ­
ings there is no censure of suoh a relationship, as evidenoed by the praise 
of the loyal^ of the seven sons of Phorous, who a the risk of their lives,
saved from defilemwt the body of Cydw, a mao who had turned his affection
178
to another young man. It is not the deeds which Virgil condemns but the 
lack of loyalty which prompts them.
178. "0 cruel Alexis, care you naught for my songs? Have you na pity for 
me? Tou will drive me at last to death.
177. Ah, Corydon, Corydon, what madness has gripped you? lour vine 1» 
but half-pruned on the leafy elm. Nay, why not at least sat about 
plaiting some thing your need calls for, with twigs and pliant rushes? 
You will find another Alexis, if this one scorns you?
178. Aeneid X. 325
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While of coure® any loyalty, like any other virtue, in one @«ae@ in­
volves loyalty to self, there ere two aspects of Vlrgil*e loyalty to self 
which diieerve speolal tre&tmwt, vie,, hie eenee of values and hie eenee of
aoderatlon.
In Virgil'8 coaetent attempt to weigh values, there la a doubting, ques­
tion log attitude toward certain accepted standards» He attempts to define 
and measure the worth of suoh qualities as faith, piety, glory, friendship 
and love. His writings often show a mild cynicism, and sadness. This is 
referred to In the lines of Tennyson,
Thou majestio in tty sadness IT*
At the doubtful doom of human kind,
and in this quotation from Roman Portraits.
We are struck with the frequent repetition of certain phrases which 
faintly suggest Virgil's attitude of questioning healtanoy in face 
of tjie problem of human existenoe: ^  qua set gloria. *lf glory is 
anything," si qua eat fldes. "if there is suoh a thing as faith,"
He puts a similar doubt in the mouth of the wiokedly self-eufflolent 
Weseotlus in his forewell meeds to bis bettlehorse, Hhaebms, Res s^ 
qua 4ii{i mprtalil^s %lla wt.*if anything is l«»g for mortals." We 
evsa find pi qua est nieces. %is is a note of doubt^ a suggestion 
of the futility of human endeavor, though Virgil never proceeds to 
a mood stronger than that; he seems incapable of bitterness, 180
The two aspects of jmm est gloria are shown in the burial some
of Oaieta and the reoompsnoe of Pallnurus,
A. VII, 1, Tu quoque litorlbus nostrls, Aeneia nutria,
Aetemam morlena famam, Oaieta, dealstl;
Et nuno servat honoa eedsm tuus, ossaque nomen 
Hesperia in magna, j|. JlSi #& gloria, signât. 181
179. Tmnysm, To Vlrsil. Verse VI.mLine 2
180, Slaughter, p. 41-42
181($ailey translati<%Q used In this chapter, )
Thou, too, faithful nurse of Aeneas, Caiota, hast added 
Lasting rmoim to our shore by thy death; and still reaembrence 
Gr&oiously lingers here, and tty name marks the place where thou liest
6g
â. ?I. 577, Sed cape dicta maaor, duri soiaoia cams.
Ham tu6 finitial, longe lateqne per urbea 
Prodigiis act! caeleatlbua, ossa pimbwt,
Bt stmtneot tosnlum, at tommlo soUmmla mlttent, 
Aetsmamqne locus Palimurl nosem h«d)#blt.
Hi® dletts curae oasotae, pulsusqus pa romper 
Cord# dolor trietl; geudet cc^Romlne tsrrse. 182
The oases pro and eon appear equal, they are consistent however, if taken
as a part of flrgll*® constant plea to give praise its just due hot not to
let it control life. Thos, and thus only is glory of any value,
Virgil evwa shows his doubt of the value of eternal life in the lament 
of Jutuma,
1. H I .  878, Baeo pro v lrg ln lta t#  n^xmlt?
Quo vltam dedlt aetemam? Our mortis adempta eat 
Condiolo? Poasem tanto® finir# doloree 
Jwo oerte, at misero fratrl cmeee ire per umbras, 
Immortalis ego? eut quloguam mlhi dulse meorum 
Te slne^ frater, erit? 0 quae satis ima dehleeat 
Terra mlhi$ Manesque deem demlttat ad imos#" 185
Jutuma was given eternal life ae the price of her virginity. Faced with
the death of her broker, eternal life beocmee, instead of a boon to be
prised highly, a burdm, Nsre 1® implied than the single question of the
value of eternal life. ViigH means to show the cautliw w e  should use.
181, cent. Tosibed in this western land, if this be a measure of glory.
162. None the lees cherish these words to solace tly bitter misfortunes.
Par and wide through their cities pursued by the portents of Hegven, 
They that live near t}y bones shall pay thw the rites of atoowmst) 
%ey Aall boLh build thee a toiA, end bear to the tokb their oblatlws, 
8o that the place shall preserve tliy name, Poüourus, forever.*
Slowly is grief didpelled; in the name^wuored land he rejoices.
Thus they continue their journey begun, and drew nigh to the river.
185* Doth ha pay this reward for mine honor?
#hy hath he granted me endless life? The option of dying
Why hath he taken aw^T I could ek&e find a surcease of sorrow.
And xhould asmredly now share the death of my ill-fated brother.
Sweet to my soul shall be? Ah, where shall the earth so profoundly
Open for me, and a goddess receive to tie deepest abysses?"
(See Aescbylus, Prometheus Bound. 751-752
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In carefully weighing both the price paid and the object received, before
any irrevocable exchange is made*
Vi-gil*s doubt of human faith Is shown in the advice which Evahder
give# to Aemeae,
à# X* ISE. human!s quae sit fiducie rébu»,
Admonet, lamiscetque preoee. 184
Evsaider, the older man has learned to question and gage character. This 
fact does not mean that he Is bitter and dlalUueivied* Ela open-armed 
reoivption of Aemeae dieprovea any complete lose of belief In faith and 
frlandablp* Be ha# merely laamed to judge people and he mam* the ymmger 
Amea# to form with care hla judgment* and his friaBdehlp*.
The necessity for proper perspective of the present and the future 
la ahoen In the first speech of Aeneas to hi* men. Shlperecked and home­
less, he aaeures hla foUoeera that the Immediate danger la unimptrtant 
and that the remembranoe of It may even be a source of plaaaure in the 
future,
A, I. 198, "0 aooil (neque ignari aumua ante malorum,)
o paeel gravlorm, debit depa hla quoque flnms* 
v$e et Soyllaeem rablem pmltuaque aonanti* 
aooeatla aoopuloa, vea at Oyclopla sax* 
eaqpertl; rev j cat# m i m e  maestumque tlmorem 
sdLttite; forman at haec o)lm memlnlaae luvablt. 185
These lines, almost a literal translation from the Odysssy, show Virgil**
stoical acceptance of misfortune as aids of character.
184* Warned him how slight is the confidence men may repose In their fer- 
ilnglinf advice with appeal; tune,
185, "Comrades* for this is, by no means, our first acquaintance with trou- 
Ye who have heavier borne, from these, too, Jove will deliver* ble,
Scylla** wrath ye have braved, where deep in her echoing cavern 
Thundered the wave-worn rocks; moreover, the crags of the Cyclops 
Ye hav escaped unharmed: take heart, and unhappy foreboding
Cease; and even these days we may live to remember with pleasure*
See Odyssey. HI. 206-212
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Another for® of Virgil*» peropootlvo is tr.® unselfish subordinating of
personal sorrow whan it would result In dmeormllzlng the gnmp,
*. i, (08* Tali* woo* r#f*rt^ curieque Ingsntlbus **g#f
spam vultu simulât, pramlt altum oorda doloram, 188
The ralatlwa walua of Ufa aavad through caution and death through foolhardy
brawary is shown in the speech of Aeneas to Dido,
A* II» 614* Arma amans capl©} neo aat rationle in armlsj
Sad glomarara manum bello at oonourrara in arc®®
Cum socii* ardent enimi; furor irmqu* mentam 
Praaolpitant; pulohnuiqu* mori suoourrlt In armla. 187
At tha tlma of the fall of Troy, Aana*** paraonal dignity seam to demand
a baroio saorlfloe of life. Awiaae, bowawer, taking tha long distance wiew
Sgppaars to rata his former daring as a ladÿ of ration!#, an action gowamed
emotion rather than reason* Ha had desired to saorifioa his life to sswê
something idiloh had already been lost* Virgil ahow# both aides of this quee*
tion in tha motiwas which influence Nisu# amd Euryalus in their miaaion. Both
man in this oaea feel that glory is eheaply bought at tha prioe of life, Hi-
su# raaohae hie decision through mature dallberatiMi, oonsidariog his freedom
from family ties and his own fitness for his important task, %iryolus reaohes
hla decision through youthful daring and a desire to win the praise of his
friend. His attitude is shown In this spessh,
A, I%* 206* set hlo, cat animus luois oontamptor at latum
qui wita bane eredat smd, quo tandis, honorem. 188
168. Saoh are the words ha speaks, but his heart is weary with trouble; 
Hope ha feigne in his face, and hides the deep grief in hla bosom,
187. Arms in my madness I seise, though arm# already are useless.
Fired is my heart to assemble a band and prepare for the conflict, 
And with my comrades to rush to the citadel; fury and anger
• Sweep me along, and I dream of the glory of dying in battle.
188. Here, ay, hero is a heart regardless of death, and persuaded
That at the cost of life, well bought is the glory thouseekeet.
se
The courage of Pallas shows a careful judgmemt of life and death under 
the existing circuastances* His final challenge to Tumus shows his delib­
eration and gmrm a great tribute to his father,
A* I, 449. "Aut spollls ego lam raptl* Iwdabor opimle,
Aut leto Inslpil; eortl pater aequue utrloue est.
Telle mina#** 189
He vow# to honor his father either through booty tom from the body of 
Taraus or through his owo. brave death. The real tribute he pays Bvander 
la tl# im^lioatlon that his father Is equal to either outcome. He knows 
that Evswder oan also weigh values and would feel thmt a son lost through 
a brave death was a sou to be proud of and that this pride would sustain 
him In his grief. The very fact that he speaks of his father suggests that 
at this time the final counsel of Evander for caution, is uppermost in bis 
ménd. Pallas must have felt that the risk was neeessary and w e  hie own 
father. If present, would havewanted him to take. Pallas knew that his 
father would prefer the loss of a brave son to the possession of a cowardly 
lone, Pallas* action is motivated by courage before known dangers deliberate­
ly faced. The contrast 6f this Is again shown in the final soene betwesn 
Wtlnus and Tumus. In reply to the old king's rlea that Tumus retire, 
save his life and end W *  war, Turaue said,
A* III* 47. "Quam pro me curam gerls, hano precor, optima, pro me 
Depwas, letumque sinas pro lauds paclsoi. 190
His daring is prompted by the most selfish of motives, personal glory at
the cost of the lives of himself and his countrymen. Judgmen does not
189. "Either by goollieet trophies of war I now shall be honored.
Or by a glorious death, and to either my father is equal;
Silencé thy threats*"
190» Whatever care for myself thou hast, most noble Latinus
This for my sake, resign, and life let me batter for glory*
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prlmarlliy control his actions. Only a bravery based on reason, could Vir­
gil admire and fonsider worthy of the term patriotism.
Moderation was & fundamental of Virgil's character. Although he ad­
mired Lucretius, he was unable to accent without some reservations his phil- 
191
osophy. This reservation appears to be a notable characteristic of Virgil
in most of his actions and thoughts. He checked his natural desire for
science when it interfered with his duty. Disliking crowds, he was never-
theleee far from eolltaiy and spent @11 hie life in oloee cwtaot with a
19g
few intimate and congenial friends. In hla writing he was most conscient 
196 194
tioua, but refused to be hurried even by Augustus. "Servare moçum"would
195
be a good characterisation of Virgil* DeWitt wrote the following conoezm-
Ing this moderation of Virgil,
In speaking of Virgil** precocity At la wise to make a distinction.
He was precocious only in learning, not in ssotlmant. There was no 
taint of unhaaltblness about him, no touch df the genius that borders 
w  insanity, nothing of the abmormal. The ripeness of his nature 
was not hastmned by disease, ae in the case of Keats, nob by passion 
and dlssipatiw, as in the case of Catullus. Along with hie ardent 
ambition for distinction there is a certain reserve and sobriety of 
disposition. In switlaent he was perhaps the very opposite of pre­
cocious, and his progress toward maturity of tasto and mastery of 
form was gradual and slow, 198
Virgil's mastery of payohology is shown in his choice of material for 
hla plea for moderation. His most effective arguments are found In the
191. Slaughter, p. 24-25
192. Nettleshlp, p. 8 
195. Suetonius, p. 470
194. Ibid. p. 474
195. Aeneid I. 502
196. DeWitt, p. 19
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character of the advœiturous Aeneas, Aeneas' daring, controlled by his 
pletae makes him the type Virgil sponsored as the ideal citissa. Aeneas' 
"fall from grace" as the self-controlled hero after the dlaappeeranee of 
Creusa, makes hie later mastery of self the more conrlncing. The speech 
of Creuaa's shade is the first great â p̂eal for xwderatlon In time of nn- 
bolanoing grief,
197
A. II. 776. Quid tantum insano iuvat Indulgere dolori.
The too eordm, Insano and iadalmere were not in keeping with the character 
of tha man who# Virgil wished to eulogise.
Dido at the height of her passitm and Amaba in her uncontrolled love 
for the youthful Tumus shoe the evils brought thrctugh immoderation. Vir­
gil in telling of their self-inflicted deaths Implies a cmsure of any .em- 
treme measures of avoiding the sorrows #%ich should be endured and overcame*
The appesA for moderation and self control plays a large part in the 
flast four books of the Aeneid. One of the finest verses oonceme the final 
admwitlon of Asaeas before his departure to the kingdom of Evander»
A. H. 40. Ramque its dlscedms prasoeperat optlmus ermis 
Aeneas; si cue Interea fortune fulsset,
Beu struere audersht aolsFU, neu credere cempo;
Gas%ra modo et tu to# servarent aggers mums. 196
No one oould doubt the courage of Aeneas. But the last instruction he gave
his men urns for moderation. Although he knee Wiat such a course might bring
tha cry of cowardice upon the beads of the Trojans, he charged them, even
if goaded by the mimmy, to refrain from a battle for which thv were un-
197. doth it please thee, my husband beloved, to yield to this frenxled
Passion of grief?
198. For before taking his leave, Aeneas, most prudent in warfare.
Thus had enjoined* that if any mischance should befall in hie absence. 
They should not van ture to fora in line nor trust to the open.
Rather keep close to the camp and the walls and the sheltering bulwarks,
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prepared. This must have expressed Virgil*s belief that the greatest oour-
sge includes an Indiffereooe te the opinion of the oroe*. Again, this plea
for restraint, on the part of a men who has proved his fortitude is shorn
In the speech of Nisus to the younger and more immoderate Zuryalus*
A. IX. 558. bfevlter cum talla Slsas
(Gensit enlm nimia oaede at^me tnipldine ferrl)
"Absistaa##** alt, "nem lux inlmiee propinquat*
Poeoarum exhaustum satis sot; via facta per hostes," 1 #
Nlsus with his protective friendship for the younger man sensed the lasw-
derate effect of victory and prayed for control even In the sucoessAil
slaughter of the enesy.
Virgil's sentiment against boasting la shown In the scene belwe«i Asm-
ulut) and Asoamlus. The contrast is striking between Rsmnlus, ne.Tly royal
through his recent marlleg# vlth the sister of TUmus, and Ascanlus^ the
grandson of a goddess and the son of a king. Reswlus tannts the Trojans
for remaining behind the walls, and their wlnnlnî  of foreign brides by the
seord, Remulus boasts of the superiority of the Rutullans to the Gre^As,
of their hardiness and training in ear and agriculture. He claims that iron
rules their wtlre lives through these two eotlvltles. Their intrepidity
Is contrasted to the effeminacy of the purple robed, dance loving, twice
conouereë Phrygians. Aseanlue enswers hi# simply, first showing his humll-
ity to the gods*
A. IX. 654. I, verbis virtu tern Inlude superbisl
Bis oapti Phryges haec Rutolls response remlttunt. 200
100. . . . when thus be was hurrldly summoned by Nisus,
Who now saw that his friend was too eager for blood and for slaughter: 
"Let us have done* he cried, "for the hostile dawn Is approaching;
There has been vmgeciDc^te enough, and a path has been made through our
foeman."
200. "Go*— mock with thine arrogant words the virtue of valor!
Phrygians vanquished twice thus answer Rutullan insult!"
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The effeottveneea of brnvery, coupled with nlety, of Aacaslus over the
vain boasting of Rmmlns, is Virgil* s means of ridiculing verbosity.
Ycmg Aaoaniue, confidant aitb this flrat peraonal victory van about
to make the same mistake. Although ApoHo i* proud *f his success, be
counsels mwdaration and bids Asoaniua to return to the valla until the ar-
rival «f his father,
Â* IX* 663. "Sit satis, Aaneide, tells ia'pune Kumanum
Oppetlisse tuisj primarn hano tj.bi magnus Apollo 
Concadit laudem, et paribus non invldat ermis)
Cetera parce, pwer, bello." 2CKI
202
The victories of Aweas over the boasting Ligêr and Oaeculus are further
evidwoes of Virgil's ovn feeling against immoderate boasting.
(hte of the best single arguments against conceit is Virgil's o m
speech to the haughty TUmus,
A, %. 500, Quo mmo Tumus ovat epolio gaudetque pohitus,
Nesoia mens homlnum fatl eortisque futwrw, 
servare"#od»M. rebus sublata secundisl 
Turno tempus erit, magno cum optaverit emptum 
Intactum Pallenta, et cum spolia ista dlwque 
Oderit. 205
Tumus is at the height of his conceit. *e%t to slaying Aeneas, hie great- 
met single desire in this vat is to kill the youthful Pallas. He has stripped 
the armor from the young man and is exulting in it. Virgil, here shoes his
201. "Let it suffios thee, thou son of Aeneas, that, scathless, Numanue 
Thou with thine arrow hast slain. This first of thy tr$*qiphs Apollo 
Grants and envies thee not, though his shafts have before been unriv 
Stay from the battle henceforth, sy led," ailed.
202. Ameid %. 580, 548
205, , . « end Tumus
Glo&tec no# over the spoil, end rejoiced to have captured the trophy. 
Spirit of man, uoconsclWua of late and blind to the fhture,
How uncontrolled thy desires while cheered by the favor of fortune!
Tumus will yet see the time when for Pallas unharmed he would gladly 
Pay a great ransom, and when this with its glorious trophies
He will despise!
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regret of a oommw trait of victors, namely false appraisal of the perma­
nence of victory* Virgil also indicates that the inevitable defeat will 
often be caused by the very victory*
The ecene between Aeneae and Laneue shoe# the pathos of overdaring* 
Aeneas begs the yotmg men to refrain from a useless battle with m  older 
and more experienced fighter,
A. Ï» 811* "Quo morlture rule, mejborcue viribue audesT
FaULlt te incautum pietae tua.^ Nec minus ilia 
Sxaultat demAoe; saevae iamque altius iras 
Dardanio surgunt duotori, extremeque Laueo 
Parcae flla leguntf validom nmmiue exlgit ansem 
Per medium Aeneas iuvanem, totumque recondit. 0)4
If ever immoderation were justified, it would be in this ease, Lausus is
imotivated by his fllAal love. Aeneas recognises the faot that this phase 
nie^aq. filial love, i# driving the young man to forget another phase of 
pletas, moderation* Be begs him to ceaee from a rashness that can only re­
sult In death. Here Virgil indicates that a ycwng man is often made more 
incautious through the caution of an older man. The young men feels he 
must go ahead to prove his manhood. Virgil also Indioates in the admom- 
Itlon of Aeneas that a man who is older and has already proved his cou^* 
age, does not feel the neoesslty to prove it every time an occasion arises.
To him it is more an established fact end does not need constant proof. 
Lausus in his youth mad inexperience oaonot see that he would really have 
been a braver st’jd a better son if he had risked the scom of his oompsn- 
ions and not entered the uneven combat. This appears a vindication of
204. "%y dost thou rush to thy doom, and dare what thou canst not accomplish 
FllàAl devotion betrays thee to madnessX" In madness, however 
Ii.ausum exulted the more. Them higher arose the indignant
Frath of the Darden chief, and now was the llfe-threed of Lausus
Spun to its end by the fates; for through the young soldier Aeneas 
Drove his resistless blade, end burled the sword in his body.
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Virgil's ewiiratlng e river to escape from the veteran who had taken ix)sses­
sion of his estat^ rather than remaining to fight.
This contrast of wise caution of older men and overdaring youth is 
again ahoen in the speech of Latinua to Tumua,
A. ÏII. 19. *0 nreestans an 1ml luvmls, quantnm ipse feroci 
Vlrtota 63C3Uü®raa, tan to ae impeoalna aeqmnm eat
ConsQlere, atque omnes aetuantea expendere eesus. 206
Let inns' realisation of the foelhardlnee# of Tumns obliged hla to be over­
cautious and weigh the matter even more carefully. This la m  echo of a* 
almllar paaaage in the Hl&d,
o W Ç - ° } -Aeud<T6c û7î ol'ŷ cdr*. ^ r '
205
The only fear VlrgU aemae to have bad of the wlodo# of iwguatua as a ruler
mas the fear that the youthful ruler might be overcome by hla aucoeaaea
and have a luat for power. This fear la hinted in the line,
207
0. I, 57, neo tlbl regnandi vwlat tarn dira ourldo.
He clothes his fear in flattering praise, but the fear is there. There la 
also the hope that Augustus may listen to the plea for moderation and judg- 
®«nt from hla older and more moderate friend, Virgil. Virgil realised that 
these two qualities are essential to the welfare of every person but that 
they are of even greater Importance to a ruler, his chief plea for a senee 
of values and for moderation was to Augustus himself.
205. "Most high-aplrlted youth, the more in Impetuous eourage
Thou dost excel, the more it behooves me rith care to cwielder 
What it is wiseth to do, and to weigh all the ohahoes with caution.
206. Murray, . , . but in whatever so old man tnketh part, he looketh both 
before and after, that the issue may b? for the best for either side.
207. . . and may suoh monstrous lust of empire ne're seise thee.
88.
The last and all Inclusive loyalty of Virgil was his patriotism. This 
aaived and ruled all hla other loyaltiea. Whenever Involved in a confllot, 
it always csae first. Virgil's attitude toward this eupremaoy la melodra- 
tloally eboeo In the oaae of Brutus,
Â. VI. 817. Vie at Tarqulnloa reger., aniaemque euperbam 
Ultorla Bruti, faeoeeque vldere reoeptoaT 
Conaulie imperium hie prlmue saevaaque secure#
Aoolpiet, netoeque pater nova bell# moventea 
Ad poenam pulohra pro libertéte vocabit,
Infelix* btoumque ferent ea faot# minor##,
Vinoet amor patriae laudhmque Immenaa eupido. 206
Hare Virgil, the champion of family tie#, /uatlflaa this father's murder 
of hie omn aixia, caught in traltoroua deed#. Through the Aeneid, the po­
et aeught to reoall his oountrymm to #uoh an umcompromlming alleglmnoe 
to the #ta e. In this mlealon, however, he desired, a# Socrates in hie 
Aoolo^ to make the people aware of and loyal to the real underlying 
tria.
o'̂ vTCo Tint T̂ (f7>ù‘>' eTr(^Ai-L<T&^(
208. (Ballard Translation of Aeneid used in this chapter)
Seeat thou, too, the Tarculnian king#, and the proud Homan spirit 
Breathing In Brutus, th* #, avenger? behold ye t .e faeces recovered? 
Consular power he first shall assume, end the terrible .axes;
And in fair Liberty's name, this father shall sentence hia children 
Onto the pains of death for eon spiring against the Republic*
Ill-fated hero* However his deeds may be judged in the *’Utur®,
Love for his country and boundless ambition for glory shall conquer*
209. Harold North Fowler.Plato* O.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1952. p. 129 
For I tried to pecsuade each of you to core for hlaself and his own
perfection in goodness and wisdom rather than for any of hla belong­
ings, and for the state itself rather t an for its interests, end to 
follow the same method in hla care of other things.
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Virgil was in the active service of his country from the tine he wrote
the First Eclogue, At times he chafed under this oondage but never did he
eeriouèly consider abandoning his patriotic writings as long as they were
needed by the administration* He died, still planning Improvements in the
Aeoeid, to make it worthy of the country and frlwd he wiahed to glorify.
Unlike many faithful eei-vante, he wee well rewarded for hie work during hie
lifetime, both by the acclaim of his countrymen end more aatiefyingly In
210
his esse by the warm friendship and gratitude of the man de most honored. 
While Virgil end Auguetme were entirely different types, they could well 
understand the smme devotion to Country and by it were carried to their high* 
est endeavor and undying fame*
The chief alms of Virgil's patriotism were (l)to bring back religion, 
(%)to arouse the Italians to a real pride in Italy, (5)to develop the great 
ogrioultursl industries and Instil in his countrymso a respect ant desire 
for the simpler life and (4)to restore peace.
It is the writer's belief that Virgil was an agnostic. This belief 
s based on a study of several statements lAdch appear to imply doubt of ac­
cepted creeds. But Virgil would surely have felt that such a questioning 
attitude on the part of the masses would be detrimental to the good of Italy 
and opposed to the policy of his ruler. Here then was a clash, a clash be- 
tween loyalty to his own Intelllgmnoe and to Italy, It is consistent with
his character that ha faired the latter and openly crusaded for a return
211
of religious institutions, and satisfied himself through implied doubts,
210. Seller, p. 55
211. Cyril Bailey, Religion In Virgil.Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1956. p. 2
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In aooordance with this policy, Virgil stressed the importance of cer­
tain rituals and respect for the gods. Accepted beliefs in magic and super-
etltlon, Animism and the Graeoo-Roman antbropoaorpbiam all have a piece of
21B
importance in his writings. Superstition in the form of prophesy was Vir­
gil*# chief means of glorifying the Julian gene. He upheld the antl-2pi- 
<üA*resn belief In Animism in such lines,
G. IV. 221. dsum namque ire per omnia, 215
terrasnue tractusque maria oaelusfiue profUndum;
Virgil cooperated with Augustus in the strengthening of the worship of the
established gods, lanus, the Penates, Vesta and Wr. In his campaign for
these gods and the ancient Greek gods adopted and rwiamed by the Remans, he
tried to select the beat from the traditions of the past to suit his pre- 
215
sent*
It is however with the Implications idiloh show bis skepticism of the
ultimate justice of the gods, and their ability to answer prayer that the
writer Is fhodamentally conoemed. Virgil's doubts of the justice of the
gods is shorn in his references to the jealousy of Juno and its evil effects,
216
A. I. 11, T«nta*me animls caelestlbus iras,
217
A. I, 56, Cum luno, aetrrmum serrans sub peotore vulnue.
212. Bailey, p. 5
215, . , for God, they ecy, pervades all things, earth and sea's expanse
and heaven*# depth*
214. Bailey, p. 88-105 
216* Glover, p. 258
216, Are such the resentments of HeaveoT
217» Then, the eternal wound in her heart still cherishing, Juno . , ,
66
216
A. VII. 622, Belli ferratos rumplt Satumla postes,
Jïmo is symbolieal of Carthage and the injustices seemingly brought about 
through divine power. These statements seem to show a reeontaent against 
supernatural powers# with human frailties but with superhuman means of grat- 
ifylng these frailties. They are a cry of a mild-mannered man againmt the 
wrath of god. Virgil shows himself a clever politician in these Inetances,
He chooses as the possessor of thei^ jealous characteristics the tradi- 
tlonal rival of Venus# the traditional mother of the Italian race. Thus be 
satisfies his doubts without weakening the position of the patron goddess 
of Italy# ^ n o  becomes tt^s the symbol of the forces against which th# 
founders of the state had to contend.
In several Instances# Virgil Implies & belief in the futility of prayer,
216
1, II. 554. Una salue viotls nullam sperare ealutem.
220
A. II. 428. Dis aliter visum.
221
A, VI. 576. Deslne fata deum flecti eperare precando.
A. %. 467. 8tat sue culque dies# brevS et Inrepurablle tempus 
Omnibus eat vitae. 22%
A. X. 625. eln altlor letla
sub preclbua venla uUa latet totuoque aoverl 
mutarlve putas bellum, epea oascie Inenls, 225
218. Burst the iron doors of war from their bare and their sockets.
219.*Tl8 the one safety of them that are conquered to hope for no safety*
220. Otherwise deemed the gods.
221. Banish the hope that the Pates of the gods can be changed by entreaty.
222."3ach has hie own fixed day; a short and determinate limit 
Unto each life is set;
225, But if underneath thine entreaty
Lurk any deeper desire# if thou thin'cest ti e war may be wholly
Ended or changed by die# the hope thou art nursing is idle."
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A. I. 548, ille Eyohamm
Impius nnte sraa atque auri caecus eæore 
Clam fsrro incsutum auperat, . . . 224
tUéA. XI. 49, Et nune^nuldem spe multurn capttts Inani
fors et vota facit cuaul&Vjue altaria donis. 2ES
The flret apeech ia doubly effective beoaue* it ia the apeeoh of the 
plus Aeaeae. Ever devout, he feels that In his need ihe gods have for- 
eaken him and that each man must put tds faith in his o«n strength and 
hope for no aid from the gode. Only ty giving up all hope of safety onn 
he poaelbly have the courage to dare abat may save him. This epeech may 
veil have mapreeeed Virgil*# sentiment at the time of the aeisure of hie 
ovn estate. The next verse shove another aspect of his lack of faith in 
the Insuring power of faith against destruction. Ripbeue, reputed the 
most devout and just of all the Trojane, together with Penthne* a pidast 
of Apollo, finds his prayers of little avail against the Greeks, The 
next three quotations show the inability of the gods to ansver prayers. 
Palinurus, in the line of duty vas destroyed and his unreoovered body 
prevwta peace to his soul in tha hereafter. Virgil here indicates a re- 
sentmsnt ageinst religious for«3 r̂ hlch vork an Injustlde on the innocent, 
jut Juno and Hercules are equally helpless against the inevitable and 
cannot save Tumus and Pallas from death, Virgil ixqallea that the des­
tiny of Italy is more importent even than the vlshes of the Immortals and 
in a conflict, the gods must serve the st^te rather than the stae the
224. , • . and by avarice blinded,
Disregarding his sister's love, and defiant of Heaven,
Even at the altar he stealthily slew unwatchful Sycbaeus,
225. He la perchance even now, led captive by hope's vain delusion, 
Making bis vovs in tiy name and heaping his gifts on the eltar; 
(See Tennyson's In Memoriam. VI)
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ffeap-'the gode. In this connection Bailey maintained that üie lesser gods
were nrlmarll%y interested in in îividoRls and races and that *̂ nr>lter was
226
conesmcd with the world-fate. In Virgil*a mind world-fate and tha good 
of Italy ware synonymous and the ineffectiveness of the prayers of indi­
viduals would be justified. The last two quotations show the pathos of
unquestioning reliance on the protection of religion. Syoheeus and Svon- 
der both hoped for more from the gods than the goda were able to give. E- 
vander and the eon temp tor divum lost equally in ths war bmt of the two, 
perhaps Mesentius was the more fortunate. He at least expected nothing 
from the gods and so was not disappointed.
Virgil shows his own lack of credance in a personal god’s interference 
in the lives of individuals in the speech of Rlsus to I^ry&lus,
A. II. 184. Bisus ait: "Dine huno ardorms maotibue mddunt,
Ehiyale, an sna culque deus fit dira cupldoT 227
This is a refleotiwi of the same idee expressed in a positive form by Men-
wider, ^\
0  ■^o'vi g g g
Virgil implies that Instead of a personal god, expressing his desires for 
the course of our actions, our own desires and understanding of ifhat is 
right, influence our behaviour* Guch an attitude Virgil might well have 
felt would be a dangerous privilege for the masses. It might well weaken 
the strong power of Ootavlsn. So for one expression of doubt, we have
228. Bailey, p. 50G
227. Nisus thw; *1» it the gods who kindle this flame in our spirits, 
Or is each warrior’s god his own over-mastering passlcm?
226. Our own understanding is to each of us s. god.
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twenty inatnncss of a clua Aeneas -loking offerings at tha altars and show­
ing a decided deference to the established gods and their ritu&ls. Vir­
gil probably shows his sincere sentiment# in the single implications ra- 
ther than In the eoores of stereotyped paeons of praise.
The chief value of religion as Virgil understood It, was the devel­
opment of good citizenship. This is summarised in these words,
The religious element of the Aeneid is its insistence upon devotion 
to duty, upon the value of moderation, upon the good old-fashioned 
Roman formulas for the right conduct of life, and is not dependent 
upon the machinery of the gods. Tlrgll usea the gods in the story 
with effect, for, though they were an outworn cooventlw, the Romans 
liked to look at their first beginnings through this hasy eytbolog- 
leal ataoephere. The gods of Olympus thus Introduced into the Aeneid 
lend c certain dlgnl^p^ to the situation and excite admiration by their 
IkMMm qualities, but stir no deeper feeling. 2(9
The three methods ehich Virgil employs in this caspalgi for religion, 
treated in tdils paper are the suggestion of reward in the hereafter, the 
establishment of Augustus as the high priest of the state cult and the treat­
ment of the character of Aeneas. Tha promise of recognition after dea^ is 
show in the vielt^of Aeneas to the lower regions,
'A. VI» 660. Hie aanus ob patrlemipugnando volnera passl,
Culque sacerdotss cast!, dum vita nansbat,
Pulque pil fates et Phoebo dlgna locuti.
Inventas art qui vltam excoluere per ertes,
Qulque sui memores aliquos feeere meramdo*
Omnibus his nlv@% cinguntur tempera vltta. 850
The four groups most honored were the martyred heroes, the men of the
cloth, the bards and the philosophers. Thus religious patriotism was a 
(29. Slaughter, p. 47
250,. Here are the heroes who fell while fighting the wars of their country; 
Hare are the holy priests whose lives upon earth were unsullied.
Here are the poets divine, who sang as inspired by Apollo,—
All who have dignified life by the arts they have won by invention.
All who have worthily earned the lasting r^ard of their fellows.
All these, having their brows encircled with snow-white fillets.
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good Inm rance of eternal blessedness,
Ic making laguatus a aort of high prlaat, Virgil comblaad his loyalty
to his friend, country and to religion* This attitude toward Augustus Is
ahoiM* In each of his pOmma,
E. I. 7, namqne erit ill® mlhi semper deus, llliue aram
aaepe tensr nostrls ab orlllbus imbuet agnus, 251
G* III. 16. In medio mlhi Caesar e'-'it taaplum'riie teneblt. 2Î2 
A* I. 290. vocabitur hie quoqxie votls. 255
A. II. 642. Die genlte at genitaire deoa. 234 
Throughout these lines is evlclwoed Virgil*@ omn personal loyalty and 
dévotion to Aogustus^ the man, his rev*rence for him as a ruler and poten­
tial god, his belief that the olvll ruler should be a religious leader and 
his ergmmemts for the divinlty of Augustus through his descent from Julius, 
Aeneas and Venus,
In ths century preceding Augustus* rule, religion had declined. Au­
gustus saw the politioal admentage of a strong national religion. He set
the exalte for his people by fmoouraglng rituel, end by building and res- 
255
toring temples. %ile he was laying the emphasis on the forms of eership, 
Virgil, despite his doubts, vent m m  further to strengthen the cause by 
erlting oonvindngly of the religious significance of right living.
231* . . .  for a god he shall ever be to me, often shall a tender lamb
from our folds stain his sltsr,
252, In the midst 1 will have Caesar, and he s&all possess the shrine,
255. . . .  he too shall be worshipped with honor,
254. Seed and predestinate sir® of goda.
255. Bailey, p. 4
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The chief fora of Virgil's evangelism was in hi® treatment of his he­
ro* the Pius Aeneeo. Using the best psychology, Virgil makes his religious 
exponent a strong warrior rather than a weak-stomacbed poet* He gave him 
the body of Au^stus and his own mind. The religion of Aeneas la o pimioti- 
oal* everyday affair. This combination is shown In the services for Am- 
ohlses, oosqposed of saorlfloee and games. Both aspects of the memorial 
honors are implied in the single line,
256
A. V. 68. Brgo agit© et laetum cuncti celebremus honorem.
In making the religious observances sometirlng j(yful as wall as rltuallstlo,
he makes them more constructive to the devalop.:eHt of the young men. Aeneas
is not frivolous in his proposal to hAvü; athletic eooteats in honor of his
father. His flAlal obedienoe merely tckes a cheerful, practical form* In
the religious observanoes for the nurse of Aeneas, Caieta, Virgil shews the
democracy of true worship. Him adherence to ritual is shosn in the line,
257
A. VII, 5, At piua exsectuiis Aeoeas rite sol*tie.
After the performance of the rites, Virgil implies that Aeneas shows even 
greater respect for the nurse by immediately remaaberlng him duty to his 
people and going on hla way to found hie city. Aeneas and his commlaeloo 
to save the Penates symbolises Virgil and his self-imposed task of aiding 
in the restoring of religion to Italy.
The great victory of piety over ImpAety is dramatically told in the 
story of the victory of Aeneas over the coo temp tor djvum. Mezen tiue. The 
final request of Hesentlus for honourable burial by the side cf his son,
256. Come, then, and let us together glad sacrifice do in his honor,
257. Loyal A«meas to thee, due honor of burial paying.
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showed his final fear of the power of religion. The victory of Aeneas o- 
war Tumus shows the victory of a »an who places his loyalty to bis country 
and hie emmtry's gods in the first position^ over a nan who chooses his 
orna ambitions in preference to the wslfsrs of his country and her gods. Ths 
ultimate and complete victory of the Penates over shipwreck, fire, love 
and war expresses ths optimism of Virgil in the future of the Augustan 
Age.
The second phase of Virgil's patriotimi is his effort to arouse in 
the Italians a real pride in their countzy. His chief mesne of this In- 
spiraticw is prophecy, a form of literature quite prevalent during this 
age* There are such prophecies in the Eclogues, Oeorgios and in every 
book of the Aeneid. In most of these predictions, Virgil takes some 
established faot, projects it into the future, and gives it sanotl^ 
through wme prophetic utterance coucemlmg it, frsm the lips of prophets, 
the 8ybyl sud gods. Thus mxch of the past hlstoiy of Italy is justified.
The first of the celebrated prophecies ia the fourth or Messianic 
Eclogue. This poem with its extravagant praise end hope gives prestige 
to the future of Rome and Italy, through the claims ^at the Gumaew 
byl herself had foretold this gloiy to Italy, a race descended from the 
gods. This prophesied glory and praise of Augustus is repeated through­
out the epic and ia centered around tha character, Aeneas, the tradition­
al founder of the house of Julian. The opening prophesy of the Aeneid is 
the speech of Jupiter to the anxious Venus,
258. DeWitt, p. 176
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A. I. 275. Inde lupas fulvo nutriois tegmine lastus
RowrjIus exclplet gentes, et Mavortla condet 
Moecle Romanomyne euo de nomine dloet^
Hie ego n#o met&e remm neo tempore pono;
Imperium sine fine dedl. Cuin aepere luno,
Quae mere nuno terraei%ne me tu oaelumque fetlgat#
Ooneille In màliue referet, mecumque foveblt,
Romenoe, re rum domlnoe» gmtemoue
*81o plaoitum. Venlet luetrie l&bentibu# eetw»
Cum domue Aesareol Pbthlam cler&sque Myoena*
Servitio premot ao victim domin&bltur A^^ls,
Kamcetur pulchrs Trolenua origine Caesar,
Imperium Oceano, f&mam qui terminât aetrlm,
I%xliue, a magno demiamum nomem lulo.
Hone tu ollm caelo, mpollim Orientie onuetum,
Acclpies secura* î cabit*̂ ];' quocu* vot,le.
Ampere turn pomi^im i^teacwt aeeouĴ a bellim» 250
TQill* modmrati(m mam a primary trait of Virgil, in him praimem of ^taly 
he earn most extravagant. In euoh a pammage the emphamie on military glory 
im a ooneemmion to Augumtue. The llnee vhich really mhov Virgil" m ht^e 
for the future of Italy are,
gentmmque togatam
and
ampere turn poaltim mltemcent aaecnlm bellia;
BtB.fkMauluo robed In the tmwmy hide of the wolf that oooe nuraed him 
Then mhall amowd the thiYme, and, founding a oity of moldimrm,
CdLve him ovn nan# to the mtate, end call the oitlmama Romanm,
I have determlnod for them nor ̂ t e  nor limit of empire; 
aodlemm dominion I grant. Nâ r, even Implacable Juno,
Vho im now vexing the aea and the lend and the mhy in her terror. 
Changed to a kindlier mood, shall Join me in aiding the Romanm,
Lordm of the eorld, and tha nation that robee itmeif in the togal 
Such is my pleasure. The time mhall come In the lapse of the ages 
Vhmn the Ammaraoan house, both noble *yc«%ae and T%thia 
Under its thrall shall bring, and reign in dlaoomfited Argom.
Then shall a Trojan be b o m  of Illustrions origin, Caemar*
Ocean the edge of his realm, constellations the fringe of his glory; 
Julius his name, by right of deacent from mighty lulus.
Him to the heavens at last, with spoils of tha Orimt lad*»,
Thou Shalt surely receive} he boo, shall be worshipped with honour. 
Then reoounoing war, rude ages shall yield to reflnemsnt.
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Even In Virgil’s pralsep of Augustns* military skill  ̂he usually indirect- 
ly shows that the real greatneds of Italy must come from laws and be foond- 
aûj not m  victories of war but on the security of peace.
In the aeooTid A^eid^ the speech of fleeter's shade to Aeneas ia a 
joint ooTsnleslon to save the Pwatea and a prophecy of the olty Aeneas 1# 
to found,
A. II* 295* Sacra suosque tlbl comaendat Trola Penates;
Hos cape fatorum comites; hia moenia 'piaere,
Magna pererrato statues quae denique ponto, 240
% e  importance of rellglw is emphasized since the prédiction comes from
the lips of 80 renowned a warrior.
The flret reference to Italy as the destined lafid comes in the third
Aeneld, through the oracle of Apollo,
A. III. 94. 'I^rdanidae durl, quae vos a atlrpe parentum 
Prima tulit tcllus, eadem toa ubere laeto 
Acclpiet reduces. Antlquam eiquitlta matrem, 
lülc domus Aweee cunctia domln&bltur oris.
Et nati natorum at qui nascenbur ab 1111s*' 241
The «Kact location of the city of Rome is told later in the same book
242
through the prophet^ of the seer, Relwua^
The fourth book la especially moving in Its acoount of the conflict 
between love and patrlrtism. The following verses tell of the prophecy and 
its Influence on Aeneas' desertion of Dido,
240. Troy entrusts to thee the sacred fornjeof her bearthgoda;
Take them to share thy fate; for them eeek a glorious city,
Which thou ahalt found at last, after wandering far on the billows.'
241,Brave-hearted Trojans, the land that at first from the stock of your fa- 
Nurtured your earliest growth, the same shall receive you with g la*- (there 
Safe to her bosom restored, ye must patiently seek your old mother (ness
There shall the shores of the world be ruled by the sons of Aeneas,
And by their children and heirs, and all generations that follow.'
242. A. III. 590-594
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A. IV» £27. non Ilium nobis geaetrix pulcherrlmn talem 
proaisit Graiurnque ideo findicat amis 
sed fore,-qui grrvldum imperil# belloque frements#
Itall am rsgeret, genus mlto s sanguine Teucri 
proderet, so toturn sub leges mltteret orbs#, 245
A. IV. 556. nuno etlsm interpres dlvum, love missus ab Ipse
(tester utrumque caput), celerls ewmdsta per auras 
detulit; Ipse deum manifesto In lumlne vldl 
Intrantem muroe eoosmqua his aurlbus hausl.
desine meque tula incaadere teque cuerellls*
Italia* non aponte aequor. 244
Virgil*# conception of the aubordlnnte importance of o personal attacha
ment , to duty to one*s country is made emphatic through this reproach of
Jupiter himself, the last line of the second fÿxotation could well laply
the personal atruggle which Virgil hlAself made In the surrender of retire-̂
meat and the study of scleooi^to a more active patriotism.
Tbs sixth leoeld Is the greatest book of prophecy In the Aenald. Led
by the Oumaean l^byl to the lowar raglons, Aeneas meets hla beloved father.
The book 1# olimaxed In the prediction of Anchlses. This one speech amply
repaid Virgil* e debt to Augustus. The moat signlflmant passages from thlsbbwA
mere read aloud to a group of Intimate f]:'#@nds. Including Augustas and his 
246
sister Octavla. These two passages have be«o selected for considératlw.
245* This is not whot his most glorious motlier hath roqhesled of him.
Neither for this hath she rescusd him twice from the sword of the Qreclans 
But to be one who should rule an ^taly pregnant with empire,
Sounding aloud with war, a man who should prove his valor 
Kinship with Teuoer of old, and bow the whole world to hi# sceptre.
244# Nay, *tis but now that the herald of hemr«i, at iSJupiter*e bidding,—  
fitness ye deities twain I on the wings of the find hath delivered 
Heaven*# commandments to me} I saw him myself in bread deyllght 
Passing within the walls; with these #ars I drank in his message.
Harrow no longer thy heart end mine with useless repining.
Not of my choice'is Italy's quest,"
245. Suetonius, p. 474
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A. VI. 789» Hic Caesar et omnia 1^11
Progenies, magnum creli ver!tura sub axe*.
H i e  v i r ,  htc est* tlbl quern promltti saoplus eadls* 
Augustus Caesar, DItI genus, aurea condet 
Smaoula qui rursus Latlo regrata per arva 
Satumo quonda*, super et Oerewsntrs et Indoe 
Proferet Imperium; lacet ertr# eidera tellus *
Rxtre annl sollsque vlas* ubi oeelifer Atlas 
A%e# umero torquet stellls srdectlbue eptum.
Hulus In adrentum lem numo et Caepla regne 
Responsls horrent dlrum et N&eotla tellus.
Et septemgemlni turbant trépida ostia HiXi. 246
A% VI, 845, To tfailmue ille es*
Unue cul noble cunctendo restltuls rem.
Excudwt alii apirantla moHlus aere*
Credo enuldem, vivos ducsnt de marmore vultus,
Orabunt causas melius, caellque meatus 
Desorlbent radio et sui{;mtla aidera dlcent;
Tu regare Imperlo populos. Romane, memeeto;
Hae tlbl erunt artes; paclsqu# Impwere more#,
Faroere sublectis et dsbellere superbos." 247
The tone of these tso selections is in maited oontrast. The first, em­
phasizing the glories of war and conquest, pleasing no doubt to Vlrgll*s
246* Lo, Caesar and all the lullan
/ Line, predestined to rise to the infinite eq)aoes of heaven*
This, yea, this Is the man, so often foretold thee In promise,
Caesar Augustus, of birthright divine, sho again ahall a golden
* Age in Latlum foiuuj, in fields once govwned by Satnm,
Further than Indla^p hordes, or the Garymentlen peoples.
He shall emtHnd his reign, there*# a land beyond all of our p&anets. 
Tond the far track of the year and the sun, where sky-bearing Atlas 
TuTis on his shoulders the frdmameot studded with bright eonatell&tlMs; 
Tea, even now, at his coming foreshadowed by omens from Beavw,
Shudder the Caspian realms, and the barbarous Soythian kingdoms,
Fhile ths disquieted mouths cf the sevenfold Nile are affrightedl
247. That Maximus art thon
Who dost alone reestablish our prestige in war by delaying*
Others may fashion the breathing bronze with more delicate fingers; 
Doubtless they also will summon more lifelike features from sarblsj 
They shall more craftily plead at the bar; and the paths of the planets 
Dram to the scale, and determine the march of the swift constellations; 
Rome, be thine the care to subdue the whole world to thine eaçiirel 
These be the arts for thee, the order of peace to establish,
Tiiom that are banqui&hed to qmire, and them that are haughty to humble*"
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patron and the second emphasizing the glories of conquest through peace, 
pleasing to Virgil. It is in such speeches that Virgil implies a earning 
to the young m û  confident Augustus. The stressing of the caution end 
moderation of Mszlmns and the plea for pesos and mercy to the oonquered, 
are definite appeals to Augustus to place the glories of ooncuest seowd 
to those of statecraft.
248
The final fulfilment of the pro^eoy of the Htrpy, Celasno comes in 
the speeoh of the young Aseani&s,
249
A, 7H, 114. Beus etiam menses oonsumimus, inquit lulius.
There is implied in the accompli sbment of this prophecy the belief that 
manÿ dangers seam greater in anticipation than in reality, and that such 
men as Aeneas and Augustus are capable of meeting and overcoming seemingly 
hopeless tasks*
The oraole glvwi to Latinus justifies the conquest of Italy and fur­
ther lauds the union of the Trojans and the Latins,
A. VII. 06. Ne pete conublis natam sooiare Latines,
0 mea progenies, thalamis neu erede paratls.
Extemi vsnient gsneri, qui sanguine noetrum 
Nomen in astra farant quorumque ab stirpe nepotes 
Omnia snb pedibus qua 8ol utrumque recurrens 
Asplolt Ooesnum, vertique reglque videbuot. 250
The following three prophecies of the gods Tiberinus, Apollo and
248. A. III. 257
248. *fhyj* lulus exclaimed, "It is trencher» and all we are eating!"
250, Seek not thou for thy daughter, sqr son a Latin allAsnce,
Neither look forward with hope to the marriage already prowided.
Soas-in-law are to come from afar, who shall carry our glory
Onto the stars by their blood; and, sprung from their loins our dee-
Nhereao'er the revhéKlng sun hooks down on the sea-shore (cendants 
There beneath their feet shall see the world vanquished and governed.
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Jupiter m m  up the case for Vii^il in hia plea for b gmuine pride in the
peat and future of Italy. The first is Tiberinus' welcome to the Trojans
and a oonflrmatiw of Italy aa the destined land,
A. ¥111. 50. 0 sate g en te deum, Troian am e% hoetibua urbem 
Qui rerehis nobis aetemaque Pergama serras,
Ezapectate eolo Laurente arviaque Latinie,
Hie tlbl oerta domue, oerti (ne mbeiete) Pmiatee; 251
The Speech of Apollo is a requeet to % e  youthful Aecanlus, proud in hia
first victory in war, to practice moderation and save himself for a greater
future,
A. 1%. 641, Mac te nova virtdt'e, puer, sic Itur ad astra
Die geoite et geniture deoe, lure omnia balls
Oente sub.Assaracl fate ventura resident;
Neo te Trois oapit. 262
The last is the final prophecy in the Aeneid end is the speeoh of Jupiter,
1. III,856.Hioc genus Aueonlo mixturn quod sanguine aurget,
Gupra homines, supra ire deos pietate videbls 
Bee gene ulla tuos aeque celebrebit hmiores. 255
Again, the major stress is on the Importance of rellglw end stiw^th of
character rather than skill in ear. It is tha final proof of what Virgil
considered the real loyalty to the real Patrla.
251. Ohlld of a mother divine, ebo bringest thy Teucriam oity
Saved from the foe to our diorem, and Pergsmmm guardeet forever, 
Hope of the Laurentine land, the desire of the mêadows of Latlum, 
Here is thy home assured, assured beyond question thy dwelling;
252, "Strength to thy new-born valor, my child) So rise thou to glory. 
Seed and predestinate sir® of gods. Of right shall all warfare, 
Fated to come, be quehled «here rules the Assaraean nation;
Nor la thy Confine Troy."
255. Hence a race shall arise with the blood of Aneonia mingled.
Men to surpass, and even gods eo excel in compesalon.
While in devotion to thee no nation shall etjual the Romans.
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The third aspect of Virgil's loyalty to Italy to be considered is him 
effort to Inmtlll In hi# countrymmo a demlrm to d#v#l(q) the bamlo agrlonl* 
turalllnduetrimm and follow the simpler life. Virgil was definitely of the 
countiy end he made no rttecpt to deny this fact or change himself to fit 
Into the olty pattern. On the contrary, he sought, through his waitings 
to make the simpler life and pleasures seem more attractive than the oom* 
plex life of the city. The Eclogues and !üie Georgies have Wie most defl* 
nlte arguments for a return to agriculture but the Aeneid Is full of Im- 
plloations which perhaps speak even more convincingly than the earlier writ­
ings. As Luoretius sought through poetry to make his philosophlcel teach-
254
ings more palataB&e, so Virgil with hie charming dactyls sugar-coats his
agricultural precepts.
The first complaint of Virgil, the farmer, of the demands of city life
Is shown In the speech of Tl^rus In the first Eclogue,
E. I. 55, Quasrvis multa mais exlret victime saeptis,
Plnguls et Ingratae premeretur oaseus urbl.
Non umquam gravis aere domw mihi dsxtr# redibat. 256
The Georgies are devoted almost entirely to thla third phase of Virgil's
patriotism. Each of the four booke oonslgers a separate form of agriculture,
vim., care of the fields, of the trees, of livestock and of bees. In these
books he makes no atteint to disguise the fact that success can only be at-
talned through toll. The following verses show not only this fact but also
the actual risk of starvation to the slothful.
264, De Rerum Nature, I. 956-950
256. Though many a victim left my strlla and many a rich cheese was pressed 
for the thankless town, never would my hand come home money-ladsm.
$0
Û. I» 121* pater ipse colendi
Haud facile» ease viaua voiuit» priaueque per arte# 
aovlt agros, curis acmms aortalia corda,
Rao torpor# gravi paaaua aua ragna vataroo* 2G6
G. I. 155* Quod niai at adaidula harba# Inaactabere raatrla 
Et aonity tarrabia avaa at "Airia opaol 
Falca prames umbra# votiaqua vooi^aria imbraa,
Ha#, magnum altarlua frumtra apactable acarvum 
Conouaaaqua farnw in eilvia aolabera qparcu. 257
Thame aaminga ware In tended to ohallanga the Italians rbthar than dlscour-
aga tham*
Virgil, to contrast the unfatmaa# of olty life, ahova the faimeaa of 
oatnra even in her severity through tha aura algna avallabht to her obsarv-̂  
Ing atudanta,
G. I. 575. numquam Irnpfmdentlbua imhar
(%)fuit aut lllu# eurgentam valllbus imia 
Aarlaa fugara gruae, aut bucula caelum 
Guapiclaus patulla oaptavlt narigua auras,
Aut argute laeus olrcumvolltevlt hirundo 
Et vatara# in limo ranaa ceolnare quarallam#
Saaplus it tectie penetralibue axtulit ova 
Angustu# formica tarons Itar, at bibit iiigans 
Arcus, at a pasta dacadeos agmine magno 
Corvoru# lncrap%%it dansls exeroitus alls.
Is# varlae pelagi voluorss at quae Asia olrcum 
Dulclbus in etagnis rimantur prate Caystri;
Cartati# largos umaris Infbndera roras.
Nunc caput obiactara fratis, nunc currare in undas 
Zt studio Inoamsum vidaas gastir# lavendl.
Turn oomi% plana pluvia# vooat is^roba voca 
Et sola in sicca sacum spatlatur harana 
N# nootuma qui#iam carpantas pans# pualla
256. The grant Father himself has willed that the path of husbandry should 
not be smooth, and ha first made art awake the fields, sharpening #ao*s 
wits by care, not letting his realm slumber in heavy lethargy.
257. %arafora, unless your hoe, time and again, assail the weeds, your 
voles affrlgh? tha birds, ywir knife check the shade of the chirkenM 
land, and your vows invoke the rain, vainly al#a| will you eye your
neighbor’s big store, and in the woods slpke the oak to solace hunger.
e i
Neaclirer® biemem, testa cumardente videront 
SeiatiUare oleum et pu trie coaerescere Amg**# £®8
Virgil clmlme that thee# elee in nature*» #aye are »am#d through the be­
haviour of the flying orenAe, the heifer*# sniffing of the eir^ the twit- 
taring of the swallow#, croaking of frogs, transference of eggs by the 
ants, sound of the rooks clanging through the air as they leave the pae- 
ture, actions of the s#a birds and the deepened tones of the raven. With- 
In the house the girla, at their «qplnnlng are warned of the apnroaohing 
storm by the sputtering of the wick er the mold forming on it.
, The second Géorgie sums up the argunents for the slsqple life, 8uf-
flelent lines shall be quoted to give the spirit of this glorious eulogy,
Q, II. 45$/ 0 fortunatos nlmium, sue si booa norlnt,
IgricolasI qulbua ipsa, procul dlsoordlbus ermls, 
fhndit bimo facilem vlotum lustlseima tellus* 25$
0, II. 467, it eeoura qule# at nesola fallere vita.
Dives opum varlarum et latls otia fundis,
Bpelunoae vlvlque lacue at frlglda Tesqpe 
Mugitusque bourn moUasque sub arbors eomni 
Non sbsunt; illic saltus so lustra ferenm,
258. Never has rain brought ill to men unwarned. Either,ssi it gathers,
^ e  skyey cranes flee before it in the valley*» depthsf or the hei­
fers look up to the heaven, and with open nostrils mauff the breese, 
or# the twittering smallows flits roung the pools, and in the mud the 
frogs croak thslr old-time plaint. Often, too, the ant, wearing her 
narrow path, brings out her eggs from her Inmost cells and a great
rainbow dNinks, and an army of rook#, quitting their pasture in l<mg
a%(ys, clang with serried w)Uags. Again, there are the sea-birds mani­
fold, and suoh as, in C#yster*s sweet pools, rummage round about pour- 
ing ths copious spray over their shoulders, now dashing their heads in 
the waves, now running into ,tbe waters, and aimlessly exalting in the 
joy o€ the bath. Then the caitiff raven with deep tones call# doio the 
rain, and in Mlltary state stalks alwg the dry seapsand. Even gt 
night, maidens that spin their tasks have not failed to makk a storm
as they saw the oil sputter in the biasing lamp, and a mouldy fungus
gather on the wick.
259. 0 happy husbandman! too happy, should the- come to know their bless­
ings! for whom, far fiwm the clash of arms, most righteous Earth
eg
et patiens operum exiguoque ad m e  ta Inventus, 
sacra dmm sanctlqua patraa, extrema per lllos 
luatltla excedm# terris vestigia fecit, 260
0. II* 490#Felix qui potuit rerum oognoeeere cognoseere causas, 
atque metue cmaie et luexorablle fatum 
eubieclt pedibus etrepltumque ioherontlc avarl. 
fortunatus et ille, decs qui novlt egrestia,
Psaaque Sllvsnumque senem Nymphesque sorores. 
ilium com popi^ faeces, non purpura regum 
flexlt et infidos agitans diecordia fratree, 
eut ooniurato descendrais Daeus ab Histro 
n w  res Romenae perituraque regu#$ neque ille 
salt dolult misersmd iucpem aut luvidit habwtl, 
quo® rami frusta®, quo® ipsa volmmtia rura 
apente tulere sua, oaypsit, nec ferrea lura 
Inaanumque fcnm aut popull tabularia vldit# 
sollicitant alii remis fréta cassa, ruuntq*# 
in farrum, pwetrent aulas et limina regum; 
hie petit exoidil® urbem mleeroeque penatse, 
ut gemma blbat at Garrano dcreiat ostro; 
cwdit opee allue defoeaoque inpubat auro; 
hie etnpet attsnltue roatrie; bunc plaumis blantem 
per ouceoe geminatus enlm plebieque patrumque 
corripuit; gaudent perfUei sanguine fratimi, 
emailicque deems et duloia limtna mutant 
atque alio patrim# quaerunt sub eels iacdntem. 261
269# oont# unbidden , pours forth from bar soil an easy sustenance,
260* Yet theirs is repcee rlthout careÿ and a life that knovs no fraud, 
but is rl^ in treaeureemeolfold. Yea, the ease of broad domains, 
eavewe, end living lakes, and cool valee, and loving of kin#, and 
soft alnmbere beneath the trees,all theirs. They have woodland 
glades and the hamnts of game; a youth hardened to toll and in­
ured to scanty #Sfe; eoreblp of jp»d# and reverence for age; among 
them, as she quitted the earth. Justice planted her latest steps.
261, Blessed is he lAo has been able to sin knowledge df the causes of 
things, and has oast bsnesith hi® feet all fear and gnylelding Fate, 
and the howls of hcngry Aohmron* Happy, too, is he who knows the 
woodland glades, Pam and old BUvanus and the sister Nymphs I Him no 
honours the people give can move, no purple of kings, no strife 
rousing brother to break with brother, no Dacian swooping down frw# 
his leagued Dmsube, no power of Rome, no kingdoms doomed to fall, he 
knows naught of the pang of pity for tha poor, or of enwy of the 
rich. He pluAs the fruits which his boughs^ which his ready fields, 
of their ewa free will, have borne; nor has he beheld the Iron laws, 
the Forum's madness, or the public ardhlves. Others r«x with oars 
seas unknown, dash upon the sword, or press into courte and the por­
tals of kings* One wrecks ruin on a city and its hapless homes,
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Q. II» 516. asc recule#, ouin sut pomle exuberet annue 
eut fetu pecorum aut Cereelle aergite cuiai| 
proventuque uueret eulooe atque horrea vincat. 282
Q. II. 525. Interea dulces pendent elrcua oseulà nati, 
caata pudloltlam aervat domua, ubera vaooae 
laotea demlttunt, pingueaque lu gramine laeto 
inter ae adverala luotantur eomibus haedlj 
Ipae die# agltat featoa fuaueque par herbam,
Ipila ubl la medlo et Boeil cratera coronant, 
te libans, Lenaee, vooat peoorlaque uaglatrla 
Telocie ieculi oertamlna ponit in ulmo, 
oorporaque agreatl oudant praedura palaeatrae. 265
Tbeae magolfloemt Unea atate the advantagea fer the almple life, and 
ahoa tbe real Grills of tiie eountry for thoae atth the oafaelty to «ajoy 
and appreciate. They are addreaaed to thet fortunate fa mar aho poaaeaaea 
potential rlohaa beyond aeaaure. Par from the danger# of #ar, the bleaaed 
earth give# him a aafe living. Echoing Luoretlua, Virgil ahoaa the rela­
tive inaignlfleaooa of the luxurlea of the olty dweller lAen bouH^t at the 
price of Wie peace. The farmer la free from fraud, ao often found In the 
other life. Virgil atreaaea the advantage of having to work hard during
261. oont. that he may drink from a jewelled cup and aleep on Tÿrian pur­
ple; another hoarda up wealth and broodm over buried gold; one la 
darned and aetounded by the Roatra; another, open-mputhed, la carried 
away by tha plaudit# of prince# end of people, rolling again and a- 
gain along the bendhea. Gleefblly they steep thwnaelvea in their 
bfother* a blood; for exile they change their aweet homes and heartha, 
and aeedc a ooontry that Ilea bemeath an alien aun.
262. No respite Is there, but the aeaacm teem# either with fwlta, or with
increase of the herds, or with the sheaves of Ceres* com loading the 
furrow# with its yield and bursting bams,
265. Meanwhile his dear children hang upon hi# Wâises; his unstained home 
guard# its purity; the kina droop milk-laden udders, and on the glad 
award, horn to horn, the fat kids msoatle. The master himself #:aepa 
holiday, and stretched m  the grass, with a fire in the midst and his 
comrade# wrething the bowl, offer# kibatlOD end calls on thee, 0 
god of the Wine-preae, and for the keepers of the flock sets up a 
mark on an elm for the contest of the winged javelin, or they bare 
their hardy llmba for the rustic wreatUng bout.
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youth. He also Implies that justice end city life are Incompatible, The 
next few llnee again show even aore strongly the Lucretian influence. 
Blessed, says Vij^il, is that person who knows the causes of things and 
through this knowledge subdue# his fear, and that person who know® the 
simple gods of the country . 8uoh a person could not be mowed by bribery, 
civil war or family strife. He is unacquainted with the pity of the poor 
or enwy of the rich* Recelwlng a aafe living fromhls labor, he is not 
tempted by public life and escapee the accompanying strife, fie is free 
from jealousy and will not commit crimes reewltlng in exile. Through 
his labor, ha provides an honest living for hi# family and find# his great*» 
eat pleasure within this circle. Virgil pleads for a return to these sim­
ple p&easures and the stability they r^resent.
The third Géorgie, dealing with the care of horses end cattle, has 
many passages showing the Wcretian influence. The following appears to 
the writer to be the most eigniflcant of Virgil*# faint cynlcim# and sad­
ness,
0. Ill, 8$, optima quaeque dies miserie aiortalibus aevl
prima fUgit; snbeunt morbl tristisque senectu# 
at labor, et duras raplt Inolementla mortis. 284
This is a warning and a plea to make the most of the younger years, the
fairest years which go so quickly. Virgil says that youth is eo brief and
the majority of the years are cleuded^with sickness and apprmmchlng death.
This is a more or less natural attitude for a young man just passing from
youth to early middle age. It appears to be also a plea to turn to the
£64, Life’s fairest days are ever the first to flee for hapless mortals; 
cm creep diseaaes, and sad age, and mffilng, and stem death’s ruth­
lessness sweeps away its pr$^.
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»Impie life while one is still young enough to enjoy the blsaeinga she 
offers, and to inereese the span of years possible for the wjoyment of 
life. While the Aeneid is not a particularly optemistlc poem it appears 
to ehow more hope than euoh paeaagee of the Qeorgica influenced the 
peealmiam of Luoretiue.
From the Aeneid have been selected the following passages which show 
Virgil's love of neAure and the cruelty resulting from greed, prompted by 
a forgetfulnese of the sliqile life, and the oontreating security of this 
simple life,
A. H, 455* Purpureus welutl oum floe aucclsns eratro 
Languesolt morians, leesove pepevere cello 
Demlsere caput, pluwia cum forte grarantur. 265
A* II* 67. Hie iuvenem agreetl sublizma stmemine ponunt 
Qnalam vlr%ineo demessum pollice flare#
Seu mollis wiolae, sen languentis hfaointhi,
Oui neque fulgor adhuc, neo dum aua forma receaslt;
Ron iam mater alit tellus, wiresque ministrat. 266
A. II* 59* Ao welnti plena lupus insidiatus ovili
Cum fremit ad caulas, ventos perpeesus at imbres,
Roots super media**»tuti sub matribus agnl 
Bela turn exercent; iUe a^per et ii^ r̂obus Ira 
Saewit in abswtes; collecta fatigat edendi 
E% longs rabies, at siosae sanguine faucesi—  267
285, Been as a bright-haed flower; whm. out under ground by a ploughshare, 
Fades to its death; or ae poppies; perchance, that are heavy with raln^ 
then on wemri'ed stems their heads are languidly drooping, (drops,
266. There In state on his wild-wood bed they laid the young hero;
There like a flower he lay, which the hand of a maiden has gathered, 
Either of violet soft or of hyacinth languidly drooping,
Out of which neither the brightness as yet nor the beaaity has fade#. 
Though mother earth is replenishing now nor its food nor its vigor,
267, Like to a wolf that is lying in emit for the flock to a sheepfold,- 
While he howls at the gates, «during the darkness of midnight,
Braving the winds and rain, the lambs safe under their mothers 
Conatantly bleat, while the wolf in savage a»d pitiless fury 
Snarls from without; his long Increasing and ravenous hunger 
l^^rs away his strength, and his blood-thirsty jaws are unsated,-
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The first two quotation^  show the pathos of young m«i struck dowi in 
their prime, by war, an Indirect result of the greed resulting from a 
departure from the fundamental pleasures. This pathos is the more striking 
when ccmpared to the eoug comfort of the doaeetlo animals, protected from 
the wolves through the very protection the ordèrllnsss of their lives pro­
vides, These contrasting quotations appear to the writer to be Virgil's
appeal for a life sdiere ^ e  young will have a ohanoe to live in safe^, se­
cure from the destructive forces. 9u6h a life and suoh a safety Involved 
a return to Wie appreciation of the sli^le pleasures and a development of 
the basis industries.
The last phase of Virgil's patriotism, here considered, la his plea
for peace. This grew from a great pity for mankind. Thi* compassion is
Indicated In this apeech of Virgil's In the Divine Copecbr.
'It is the engulah of the folk here below which causes my face to 
wear that taie of pity which thou tidceet for fear, 269
This is further shown thrcwgh the famous line,
A. I. 462. 6amt lacrimae rerum. , . 270
In his plea for peace, Virgil was practically forced to make a distinction
between civil and foreign wars. His very loyalty to Augustus would not per-
alt him to cwdemn the wars which had been beneficial to the empire. This
distinction and Virgil's attempt to make it consistent will be treated
later In this same section,
266, Catullus, II, 21-24
269. Toser, Divine Comedy, Hell, C m #  IV.
270, Here ere tears for distress . . .
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Virgil is skeptical of the gods* rx>iror to prevent death and destruc- 
271
tion in war end so pleads with men to help theme elves throngh the very
prevention of this war, Virgil is else desirous of peeoe ae an #id to
the development of literature* Concerning thla Settleshlp bee written,
For the euocessfUl cultivation of literature demands security of 
property, leisure, and an undisturbed mind. It is peace for which
Lucretius prays in his immortal prelude, peace which the authority
of the princep# was beginning for the first time since the civil 
wars of Marius and Snlla to reestablish in Italy. 272
Furthermore Virgil considered peace imperative for the reform irtiich Angus-
turn was Instigating. This is shown in the first Oeorgis,
G, I*.498, Dl patrll, Indlgetes, at Bomule Vsetaque mater,
quae Tusoum T&barlm at Romans Palatie serves,
hunc saltern everso iuvemem suaaurrere saeclo
ne prohibetel satis lam prldem sanguine nostro 
Laomedonteae luimue periuria Tifoiae# 
i m  prldem nobis casli te regia, Caesar,
Invidet atque bominum querltur curare triuiq̂ hoa;
quippe ubi fas versum atque nefaa; tot bella per oztem,
tarn multae scelerum facies; non ullus aratro
dlgnus honos, squalent abductie arva colonie
et ourvae rlgidum faloes caiflantur In enss*.
hino movet Euphrates, iUlno Germania bellum;
vioinae ruptis inter se leglbus uibe#
arma feront; saevit tote Mara impius ozte;
ut c*m caroeribus sese effudere quadrigae,
addunt in spatla, et frustr# retinacula tendens
fertur equis an rigs neque audit currum habenas. 275
271. A. %* 484, 620, 758, 584 
272* Nettleshlp, p. 27
275. Gods of my country. Heroes of the land, thou Romulus and thou Vesta, 
our mother, that p*ardest Tuscan Tiber and the Palatine of Rome, at 
least stay not this young prince from aiding a world uptornX Enough 
has our life-blood long atoned fwff Laomddcn's perjury at Troy; enough 
have Heaven* s courts long grudged thee, 0 Caesar, to us, murmuring 
that %hou hast paid heed to earthly triumphal For here are right 
and wrong inverted} so many wars overrun the world, so many are the 
shapes of sinj the plough meets not its honour due; our lands, robbed 
of the tiUers,lie waste, and the crooked pruning hooks are forged 
Into stiff swords. Here Euphrates, there Germany, awakes war, neigh-
8$
this speeoh is ?irgil*s prayer that the young Augustus be allowed to de­
vote his energy to the healing rather than the causing the wounds of war*
It is a direct appeal against civil war but the writer believes there Is 
veiled a plea against wars, m y  wars which cause the neglect of the basic 
Industrie# and the destruction of life and happiness. Virgil recoils frp* 
war and the breaking of treaties. He Is stricken with a oincere sorrow at 
the sight of a world drawn to ruin. He picturesquely compares such a crapy 
world to a charhiot and driver pulled to their downfall by uncontrolled 
horses. % l s  bittemess is again shown in the sewsoth Aeneid,
_ _ A. .VII, 035. vomeris hue_ et JTalcls hi^os, hmo oumls aratrl
oeasit aaor; reco'juunt patries fomAolbgs easiSw 274
It is again the plea against conflict told so aany times in the De Rermm
Nature, of the creative power represented by fenus and the destructive power 
276
of Mars.
The twelfth Aeneid isĝ llos a doubt of the neoessl^ of war as an in­
surance of peace,
A, %II, 609. tanton placult oonourrere motu,
luppiter, aetema gentle in pace futurasT 278
Virgil* s patriotism could not sincerely reconcile hiarito such a means of
275, o#at, hour cities break the leagues that bound th«n and draw the 
sword* througout the world rages the god of unholy strife* even as 
when from the barriers the chariots stream forth, round after round 
they speed, fd the driver, tugging vainly at the reins, is borne 
along by the steeds and the ear heeds not the curb!
274. All the devotion to sickle and share, all love for the furrow,
Yielded to this; their fires retempered the swords âfi their fathers ;
275. De Rsrum Nature I. 29-50
276. Was it thy pleasure, 0 Jove, that there is so cruel conflict 
hâtions should meet, though destined thenceforth to endless alliance?
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«eqwiping peac®. Hare wa» hia greatest test of patriotism, a confliet be- 
tw0«î his innate horror of any form of violence and hia support of Augustas. 
Virgil probably sought to justify in his o#o mind tha oooquasts of Augustas 
as a praotlcal msans of securing unity sod internal peso* for Italy. In 
his heart he swat have believed that peace could be bought at a cheaper 
price and his otn greatest concern for his countrymen and Augustus in par­
ticular concerned the preserving of this peace without bloodshed. Through- 
out hie poema Virgil Implied a prayer to Auguste to remember that his 
real patriotic demanded the subordinating of bis own glory to the further- 
anoe of peace. Virgil hoped for the same brand of patriotism from his 
countrymw and his e^eror which he himself so freely gave.
277. Gaston Boissier, The Country of Horace and Virgil. G.P. Putnam' Sons, 
New York, 1898, p. 242
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PART 2. ViaSIL*8 QIDgBSTMDDIQ AND SYMPATüI FOR HOMAN
Introduetie»
In studying the works of Virgil we are iapreeaed with the profundity
of his knowledge. Casual references show an emeslng intellectual store- 
278
house. This extensive learning did not however make hi» haughty and #iin­
terested in the common people. It rather Increased his understanding of
people and his sympathy and pity for their behaviour. A fitting introduo-
tion to this discussion Is the description of the meeting of Virgil and
Dante In the op«%ing Canto of the Divine Oomedv.
"Whllo I was hurrying downward toward these depths, there preemted 
himself before mine eyes one who seemed^ enfeidalèd by long sUshOe.
When I beheld this being in the wide wilderness, "Have compassion 
I exclaimed t;' him, wh&ter* a thou art whether a spirit of* 
very man. Not a man he replied to me) I was once a man, and ay 
parents were Lombards, both of them o m  Mantua as their fatherland. 
Under Julius was I bom, though late In time, and I lived at Rome 
under thegood Anastas* sway, in the days of the false and spurious 
gods, A poet I was, end I sang of Jbiehlees* son, the just who came 
from Troy after proud Ilium was consumed by fire. But why art thop 
returning to eo dread annoy? Wky dost thou not ascend the gladsome 
mountain, which is the origin and source of all joy?" "Bay a:ipt thou
that Virgil. ,thâ  (W.WB. &  SgBtS»,: &  "iOÊm iZl. iSBr:guaĝ e nroceeds? Thus answered him, "Thou gloiy and slunllght og all 
other poets may the long study shd ardent love avail me, which bath 
caused me slowly to con thy volume. Thou art my master end authority^ 
thou and thou only art he from who# I derived the fair style which 
has won me honor." 279
278, Theodore Haecker, Virgil. Father of the lest, Sheed & Ward Inc., New
YoA, 1924, p. 118
W. P. Jackson Knight, Virgil's Troy. Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1952 
p. 159
Tunison, p. 85
Ciiovar, p. 236
279. Toser, Canto I. Lines 61-105, p. 5-6
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Again in a later Canto, Dante speaks of Vli%ll as,
280
. that noble Sag®, who knew all things. . **
I study of Virgil justifies such an extravagant praise on the part of this
later Italian poet.
Virgil was a keen observer of nature and this keenness helped him in
his understanding of human behaviour. T3ie close relation of the two is
shown in the numerous comperlsws for wtiioh his writings are famous. The
primary human qualities shown through these oomparisons are courage, fear,
industry, dlsoouragemsot* etendfastness and despair. The oharacter study
of Tumus, dramatised through these likenesses illustrates this point* That
reckless courage which typifies Tumus is shorn in Virgil's likening him to
281
a wounded liw, made more fierce through these very wounds, to a mighty bull 
282 285
in battle, to the eagle of Jove, to a raging tiger destroying the flock of 
284 286 286
sheep, to a lion attacking a bull and to tha rush of the wind,
The quality of fear is shown in the ooo^arlsons of the bewildered,
frightened Wtlns at the time of their defeat, to bees being smoked out
280. Toser, Divine Comedy. Hell, Canto VII. L,ne 2, p. 27
281. Aeneid III. 4-9
282. Ibid. HI, 716
285. Ibid. H, 761-756 
284. Ibid. H. 758
286. Ibid. I. 454
286. Ibid. Ill, 567-68
For other comnerisons showing courage see, XI, 721-24, III. 475-77,
II. 555-58, II. 471-75, X. 751-56, f. 264-66
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by 8 shepherd. This Is further shown by the comparison of Hecuba and her
frightened daughters, clinging to the images of their gods, to terrified
288
doves before a store. The fear of the people for the cruel Mesœtius is
269
llkwed to the hounds* fear of a boar.
The industry of the Trojans departing from Carthage is compared to
290
the organised labor of ante. Shame is vividly shown in the llkeneee of
Arruos, the murderer of Camilla, to ■*. wolf, conscious of « violation, in
the slaying of a man. The slinking, shamed and frightened animal shows
291
Arruns* shame, horror and stolen joy in his unholy deed. The steadfast-
nese of Latinus is emphssized in his eimllarlty to an ocean cliff, strong 
292
and Immovable. The frenzy of Dido, consumed with love for Aeneas, is Ilk-
298
emed to a bind, struck by an arrow andFleeing through the woods.
Through these comparisons, Virgil shows not only a sure knowledge of 
the habits and characteristics of various forms of nature bu an under^ 
standing of man's behaviour. This oomprehwslon will be treated through a 
dleeuasion of (l) his understanding of ohildren, (2) understanding of wo­
men and (8) his knowledge of the motives of behaviour.
287. Aeneid. HI. 587^92
288. Ibid. 11.616
289. Ibid. X. 707-719
290. Ibid. IV. 402-408
291. Ibid. XI. 809-816
292. Ibid. VII. 589-590 
295. Ibid, TV. 68-T75
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Oh#Dt#r I. Virgil* 0*id#r*t#ndiiig of ObiMrm
Virgil* s own sysspathatie lore for children i® alaply e%nrea#ed in
the deaoriptlon of the child Ascanlus at the time of the flight from
Troy. The lines describing his attempt to keep pace with hie father are
more eloquent than any elaborate eulogy of childhood*
A* II. 725» dextrae se pareue Zulus 294
iaplicuit sequi turque patrem non .paaajbas aeguie;
Virgil*a appreciation of the joy âhich ohlldzw bring their parente ia
aboim in the following Inataooea*
29B
0. II. 525. Interee dulcea pendant ctroum oacula nati,
A. V. 575, Ëmeiplunt plmiau pavldoa gaudentque tuentee 298 
Dardenldae veterumque adgnoacunt ora parentum,
Virgil here shoes bis perceitlw of the joy which childrwi bring to their
parwate, either through their loving ways or through the pride they
Inepire.
The influence of children is ahoen in tha ease of the youngAeoanlua
and his ability to bring the Trojan eomen to their seneaa at the time of
the burning of the eblpe*
A. V. 672, an ago vaster
Aeoaniue*" 297
294. Charles W, Eliot, Virgil*# Aeneid. Translation by John Dryden, P.F, 
Collier & Son, New York, 1909. p..129. (This translation will be 
for all passages from tha Aeneid in the next two chapters)
295. Meanwhile his dear children hang upon his kisses;
298. The pleas*d spectators peats of shouts renew,
And all the parents in the children view;
297, Behold your own Ascanius}
9 y
Virgil’s knowledge of children’s joy in pley is revealed in the follow- 
ing wersee,
A. I» 689. Paret Amor dictia carae genetrlclsj et nies 
Bxult, et gresBu gandene lodedlt loll. 2 %
A. IV. 166. At puer Aseanius medlls in valllbus acri
Gandet equo, lamqu* hoe oureu, lam , reeterlt iUoe,
Spfâmaniémqu® darl peoora inter inertia votls 
Optat aprum, aut fXalvnm âesomàere monte kmmm* 299
A. V. 565. Una eoiee luwenum^ duclt quern pervue ovantam
Nomen avl referene, Prlwua, %ua olare. Polite^
Progenlee, auctura Itmloef 300
Even the immortal child, Cupid delight* in pretenee. The mortal child Ae-
oeniue and hie in the hunt J^owe Virgil* e pereeptien of ohüdieh delight
in danger and the emtente to which a child’e imagination will cany him in
queet for adventure. The laet llnee show Virgil’e eympathgr with a child’*
delight in pretending he ia grown. In all these inatsnoee, aa In hie ob-
eervation* on love and marriage, Virgil ahow* an ability to understand what
he may not have emperl^ced.
298. He walk* lulue in hie mother’s eight.
And in the aweet reeemblanoe takes delight,
299. The glad Ascaalus, as his courser guides,
Sours thro* the vale, and these and those outrides. 
His horse’s flanks and sides are fore’ed to feel 
The clanking lash, and goring of tha speel. 
Impatiently he views the feeble prey,
Wishing some nobler beast to cross his way.
And rather would the tusky boar attend.
Or see the tawny lion downward bend.
500. The first young Priam led; a lovely bqy,
Whose grandaire was the unhappy king of Troy;
Hia race in after times ims known to fame.
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Chapter Virgil* a Doderstaadiag of Womm
Virgil*» obaerratlohe and lapllcatlona ahoa a alncar* admiration and
raapaot for aomm. Although thara are a few auch atatemwta aa,
A. IV. 569* varinm at mutabHa semper
F^lna. 301
A. II. 585. Hoa ital Hamqne efcsl nullas memorablle nomen
fmalnaa In poena eat neo habat victoria laudem, 50^
Virgil *8 attitude la not patronialng. He appeare to aympathlae with,
rather than ridicule their fault#.
Thla aympathy la ahown In hia attitude toward n woaan*a love of poa*
aeaalona, Gamïlla, the warrior girl oould not eeoapa her femlrA love of
vanity,
A, H .  761. Cneoa aequebatur, totumque Inomita per egmen
Pemineo praedae et apollorum erdabat amore, 505
The queen of the underworld could be moved by auoh a trinket aa a branch
504
from the golden bough. Even the wife and aiater of Jupiter oould only give
in to the ultimate victory of the Trojane through the bargain that her
505
cboeem aide abould retain Ita name.
SOI. Woman*# a varloua and a ohargeful thing.
S0&, Tl# tmue, a aoldler can email honor gain,
And boaat no oonqueet, from a woman slain|
505, (Dryden has changed the order somewhat; hence more English lines
quoted than Latin)
fond and ambitious of so rich & prime,
Or that the temple might his trophies hold.
Or else to shine herself in Trojan gold,
Blind in her haste, he chases him alone.
And seeks his Ilf©, regardless of her own.
504. A. VI. 142-45
506. A. III. 825
M
also undai-atood a ■woman*a tendency to influence « man against 
his will. The following lines imply a resentment and orltleism of snoh a 
willingness to resort to tears rather than reason,
506
A, 3 *  28*. Q*od nequeam laoriass perferre paremti*.
A.Ill, 29. Vlotus amore tul, oogoato sanguine victns,
Conliagis et maeetae Isci-tmss, vlnola omnlm mpl,'
Proaissaffl erlpui genero, anas lapis suispei. 507
Virgil knew that kings and warriors are often helpless against such weapons
of women,
Virgil has an appreciation of the relationship between men and women,
both in and out of marrloge. The triangular union of Aeneas, Dido and Anna 
_  _ 508
shows thla* There can be no doubt that Aweaa sinoeMly loved Dido. But
it is with the matter^f-fsot aister, Anns that he found mwtal comp^lon-^ 
ship* Dido recognises thla relationabip between her sister and her lover. 
#blle she may have been jealous, she was eager to avail herself of the ben­
efits of such a relationship. Her appeal to Anna shows the oos^xmlonship
between Aweas and Anna,
A. IV* 421. aolam osm perfidus ille
Te colere, arcanos etiam tibi credere sensus 
Sola vlri mollis aditua et tempora noras* 500
506. %  soul eo sad a farewell could not bear.
507, Bribed by my kindness to my kindred blood, 
ïïrg*d by my wife, who would mot be denied,
I promis'd sy Lavlnla for your bride;
Her from her plighted lord by force I took;
All ties of treaties and of honor, broke;
On your account I wag'd an Impious war
506. A, IV* 561, A. VI. 455
509. Ton are hie fav'rlte, you alone can find 
The dark recesses of his inmost mind:
In ell his trusted secrets you have part.
And know the soft approcches of his heart.
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îhe friendship^of Ttonus %lth Amata end rith Camilla show other aspects
of suoh a relationahlpl;, For Amata, Tumus felt a great admiration and a
justified pride that such a lady should be ao partisan to him as her pro-
spedtlve eon-ln-law. imata*e feeling for hia may well have been a trene-
ferred love for a eon, a eo!mpms*tlon for the death of the ene she had 
SIO
lost# The friendship of Camilla and Tumus is marked by mutual admira»
tloD and dependenoe and seems entirely devoid of sentimwt# It was such
a regard as two men, ̂ terested In the same work, might feel for aadi
other. The oomplete equality and re^peet between these two is shown in
Tumua* regueet for help, ---
A. %I# 506. "0 deous Itallae wlrgo, quas dlcere gratis
Quasve referre paremT sed nunc, eat omnia quando 
Iste animus supra, meeum partira |keborem. 511
Virgil*a understanding of women is erhaps best shown In his por­
trayal of Dido. VIth objective fairness he recognises her splendid qosll-
ties ae well as her lack of judgest and moderatlw when faced with her
512
orisl#. The simple phrase, dux femlna fact;!), implies his belief that 
women are potentially etuals of aen in leadership and statesmanship. These 
pessegee show the qualities of Dido as a woman whom Virgil understands.
510. 1. VII. 60-51
511. Thm thus returned. "0 grace of Italy,
With what becoming thanks can I reply!
Not only words lie lab*ring in xgy breast,
But thought itself is by thy praise oppress'd. 
Yet "tob me not of all; but let me join 
6y toils, my hasard, and my fame with thine.
312. 1. I, 564
9#
Â» I. 507. lura dabat legaeque viria, operuaqus laborm*
Partlbua eocuabat iuatis aut aorte trehebet; 515
Â. I» 674. Tr©s Tÿriueque mlhi mil© discrimine agetar. 514
A. I. 860, Non ignafs *ell mlseris aaccuirere dle©@, 616
A. IV» 172. CoalttfiïBs v©#at; hoo prsetfexlt aoaise culpam. 816
A. IV* 296, At reglna dolo» (qold fallere posait aaiantam))
Praesenalt æotwaque «xsepit prima fatnroB,
Omnla tut# tlmen#, 517
A. IV. 527. Sait##, #i(iua #lhi d* te suacept# fulsaet
Ante fugam aubcloBy ^  qui# mlhl pemilua ami# 
Luderet Awaas, qui te tamm or# referrât,
Non eqnlda# ©«nino ©apte #© deaert# vlderer. 516
A* %V* 424* I, aoror, %tque boatem auppla# ̂ f#r* euperbu*. 519
A. IV* 800. 5©u petui abreptum dlveller# oorpua et undia
%arg#re7 5©o eooioa, mon Ipaua abmaaere farr© 
Aaoaaium patrij^aque epulandum pwere aaaaiaT 520
515* (Rote* The Bellard tranalatlo© Is used for the paaeagea ocBoemtag 
Dido)
Judgment end laer aba ordeina for the men, and appoi-tlwa their labore, 
Squalling eaoh to each, or tmatlng to ohanoe the allotment.
514. Trojan and Tÿrian both I «111 trwt «ithout any dlstinotlon.
516* Not unaoqualnted ©1th grief, I am learning to aid the unhappy#
518* Cloaka her fault «ith a name ty claiming the aanolon of marriage*
517. Nevertheleaa the quean (mbo ever oAtmltted a loverT)
Fatiuma their «ilea, and ia flret to divine their intended departure. 
Fearful «hlla all ia aafe*
816, Ah, if before thy flight, soss child might have called ne hie mother. 
One who should bear thy name; if I had any little Aeneas 
Playing about my hall, who might only r*-image thy features;
I should not seem to myself so wholly betrayed m é  forsaken*
519. Go, dear sister, and humbly bespeak the proud-spirited stranger;
520. I could have salmed him and ton him in shreds, and Mattered his body
Over the waves; or his friends, Ascaaius even have sleiightere*—
Why could I not? and his corse could have served as a feast for his
father*
A» IV$ 661. Hauriat hune oculis igaea crudalia mb alto
Dardanua et noatrae seoua ferat ostina aortla. ?21
A. VI, 48V, Ilia aolo fl*aa ocaloa ayer#» twabat
Sec xagia incepto vultum sermone awvatar 
Quam al dura allez eut atet Warpeala aawtea. 522
A. H ,  75. qu&a 1111 laeta
Ipaa suis quondam manlbua Sidocla Dido 
Fadsrat at teoul telaa dlscrwerat amro. 5S5
The first quotation shows the eowq»l#te f&tmes» and affeetlvaneaa of Dido 
as a ruler. In tbia^ the only ezample in the Aaneld of a olty aotually d»- 
valoplng at peace, there la a plea on VlrglL'a part for the growth of a 
state where justice and industry are keynotes of progreaa. The reraea de#- 
eriblng Dido*a cordial weloome to étrangers and her wllllngoeaa to treat 
them with complete lack of discrimination, Is s. real tribute to her aa a 
ruler of a growing alty, a ruler doapletely devoid of rettf faworitlaa.
The following lines show a woman*# ablll^ through her own ezperlence with 
auffering to ^rmpathiae with and undereteod the auffering of others. Virgil 
next show# a fault of wamy people, namely believing what they want to be­
lieve. Dido*a reaaw may tell her that this la not a real marriage and 
that she is not justified in putting her emotion before this reason. But 
ehe Is convinced that if she calls this union coniugln* enough times it 
will no longer be culoa. The next lines show the ever watohful fear and
521. Let him, afar on the sea, drink these flames with his eyes, cruel DAr-
ÿaa, let him bear in his heart our death and its ominous token# den
522. Ska, with everted face, remained looking ftxedly down#ard.
Changed in expression no more, as Asneae began to entreat her.
Than is hard flint she stood, or as a&rble crag of Marpesea.
525. Rigid also wlthgold, «drtto glad for his sake of her labor,
Once with her own folr hand Sidonlan Dido had women,
Parting with delicate golden threads the warp of the fabric.
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stîspicion of many women who lore Intensely. Virgil Implies that in auoh,
women, suspicious fear is often more dominant than trust. Virgil follows
with the implioatloB that women need someone to oare for and that often
motherhood Is a solaoe for disappointment in love. Virgil further shows
the complete lack of pride of some womsn in their desperation. It nq̂ st
have bean a supreme humiliation to Dido to ask her less attrsotlve sister
to use her influence with Aeneas. Such an appeal Virgil understood and
pitied. He also realises that suoh e love ooiild change to a revengeful
hate* Only such circumstances could force Dido to consider such a creel
5E4
action toward a child of whom she had been genuinely fwd. Ibis one
wish for a horrible revenge shows the complete lack of^talsace of a woman
like Dido if the one she loves sooms or rejects her. Virgil indicates
525
here the real tragedy of an uncontrolled and wild passion, Virgil also 
understood a mpman*s tendency to dramatise herself. Dido actually en­
joyed the thought of her suicide and the thought of the grief it wo&ld 
cause. The scene in the lower regions shows the infleilbillty of the hate 
which could only come from suoh a love as Dido*s, Her hardness and Im- 
moveablllty is just as great and unreaeenlng as her hove had beam. The 
last reference of Virgil to this great queen isq)lles a desire on his 
part to make the last memory of Dido a sympathetic one. The reference 
is to a garment made by Dido, which i:) being placed on the body of Dallas,
524. A. I, 717
526. Arthur 8. #ay. Euripides. Harva^ Dhiverslty Press, Cambridge, Mass. 
1955, Vol. IV, o. 5N) (Medea. L&es 827-641
F. Storr. Sophocles . C.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York, 1952. Vol. I. 
p. 578. (Antigone. Lines 768-790)
3 2 6 .  Gertrude Atherton, Dido, Queen of Hearts, Horace hiveright. New York, 
1 9 2 9 ,  p .  3 8 1
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It Is a tribute to her end many Roman'8 skill at handiwork, but the real 
Importance of the llnee llee in the fact that Dido had enjoyed thla eer^ 
vice of love. Her work took on a pareonal aspect beoenee it was ». gift 
to one for ehom she cared, Virgil's pity for this wom*m and for her 
unrealised dreams is implied in the two pathetic words, laeta %àborum.
Contrasted to Virgil's description of the royài Dido is his real 
respect for the simple duties and pleasures of the homemaker,
G, I. interea longum conW solata iaborem
arguto conlunr perairrit pectine telas, 
aut dulcia must! Volcanl decoquit more# 
et foliis unda# trepldi despummt amnl, S27
A. VIII,407. lode uhl prima quiee medio iam nootia abactae 
curriculo e%puler»t eomndm, cum femina primum, 
oui tolerare colo vitam tenuique ainerva 
impositum, cinerem et aopitos susoltat Ignis, 
noote# add#3o operi, famulasque ad Tumina longo 
exercet paiao, casturn ut serrare oublie 
oooiugls et posait parvoa eductere natos. 5 M
In the Torses from the Georgies, Virgil shoes his eppreoiation of ^ e  
simple, thankless, unrenoened duties of the houseeife. Be makes very 
appealing thlsploture of this wife, singing at her work and through 
this cheer, making her seemingly Insignificant tasks achieve a real dig­
nity, The passage from the iemeld is another tribute to the never oeas-
327, his wife the while solaces eith song her long toil, runa the shrill 
shuttle through ha web, or w  the fire boils down the smeet juloe
of oust, and skims with leaves the imve of bubbling cauldron,
328. The time when early houseeives leave the bed*
When living embers w  the hearth they spread,
Supply the leap, and call the maids to rise—
With yawmlng mou^ths and with half open » d eyes.
They ply the distaff by the winking light,
And to their daily labor add the night}
Thus frugally they earn their children's bread,
Andunoorrupted keep the nuptial bed—
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lag toil of a woman. Her day begins i»hile it la still niyht. This 
man is a real help-iaate and through her simple tasks helps to provide a 
livelihood for the family. fuoh :« woman's world ia completely centered 
In her femlly. Virgil gives real algnlfloanee to such a life,
Virgil also praises üie warrior maiden, Camille, who spurns the dls- 
teff side of life... Virgil pakes no such hard and fast rules ss "a woman’s 
place is in the home," He does however seek to show that the career wo- 
man, Dido, the devoted simple houeerife ana the warrior maiden are all neces­
sary types and should each be given her due.
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^  j&Ë I&E B«Aa%gm:R
Throughout hie poass Tlrgll shows hiaself, in a practical sense a
.
real payefeoanalist.. He studied the c. uses for behaviour and tried to 
explain and aamiae the reaulta* Him olinieal objectivenaaa la blended 
with warm ayagwthy and ooepaealon. The qualltlea aeleoted for thla final
diacuBSion of his understanding are hope* fear, conceit, mob entkualaee 
and revenge*
Tlrgil*a conception of hope aa a motive of behaviour is here shoim,
329
A.*1. 263. epee addétn oraa.
— A* II* 26* ^rgo omnia loogo aolvlt ae Teucrla luotn*
panduntur portae* iuvat ire et Dorlca castra 
deeertoaque vldere lucos litneque rellctu#. 550
A, II* 248, nos delubri deum mieerl, quibua ultlaus asset 
ilia dies* festa velamne fronde per uitw. 551
Through these verses, Virgil Implies that while hope oan be a mlghly
force for good and for endeavour, it can. If not bom of reason, bring
destruction* In the latter case the Trojans hoped beoause they wanted
to hope end by deceiving themselves throwgh this unfounded joy they
paved the way for their own ruin. These three quotations again show a
829* Theodore C, Williams, The Aeneld of Virgil.Houehtoo MlffUn (Xxipany, 
Mew ToA, 1908. (This translation for passages quoted from the Aeneld 
will be used throughout this chapter*)
as kindling hope
Their rage renews.
550, Teucrla 'then
Threw off her grief inveterate; all her gates 
Swung (Side; exultant went we forth, and saw 
The Dorian camp un tenanted, the siege 
Abandoned, and the shore without a keel.
551. But doomed to unbelief were Illume sons.
O^r hapless nation on its dying dey
Flung free o*er streets and shrines the votive flowers.
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belief which Virgil reoeats bo many tim*e, namely that tfce eana quality
552
can be a eource of good audevil.
The good and evil of fear ae an incentive la ehoan In theee oeeee,
555
A. VIII. 224. pedlbue tlmor addldlt alee.
A. II. ISO. adeeneere omnea at qaso slbi cnisque tlmebat, 
unine in mleeri exltlum converea Wlere. 554
Vhlle in the first instance fear inspired these men to their greateet ef­
fort», in the eecood terror brought the very worst to the fore. All the 
Grê dce were in terror ieet their lot be ohoeen, Seoaplng the fatal choice, 
however, they rejoice in and applaud a syat*» which ,reaervee them at the 
expense of another# life# Virgil also reliée on̂  fear ae a motive in hie 
deecrlptlon of Hadee. While hie o m  belief In eternal reward and punleh-
mant ie dubAie, ho realizee that eneh a hops and fear la common and can
555
be put to good uee to the benefit of hia state.
Conceit̂ , bom of flattery proves a motivating force in the case of 
Allecto,
A. VII. 555, tu potee unanlàos amare in proella fratree 
atque odlle vereara dwoe, tu verbera tec tie 
funereaeque Inferre faces, tlbi nomlna mille 
mille nooaodl artea. fedundum cwoute pectms, 
disloe co»q;x)eltms paoem, sere orlmtna belli; 
arma velit poeoatqne elanl rapiatqne iuvemtue. 555
55%. Iliad %I, 491
555. Hla feet by terror winged.
534, Nor did one voice oppose, The mortal stroke 
Horribly hanging o* er each coward head 
Tae changed to one man*» ruin, and tfieir hearts 
Endured It well,
585» Glover, p. £51
550. Thou canst thrust on
Two loving brothers to draw sword and slay 
And ruin homes with hatred, calling in
1*6
Juno calls upon ^llscto to nrook vsngeanoe on the Trojans. %  Insure 
the wholeheartedness of this evil goddess of the night* she flatters her 
oonceming her great power# of evil,
Virgil's ooi^reheoelon of mob action and its effect on the behaviour
of individuals is shown here*
. 657
A. II. 39. soindltur Inoertum studla In contraria volgus
A. XI. 451. ertwplo turbati anlmi ooncuaseque volgi 538
pec tors St orrectae etlaulis hand moUlbus ira©.
A, III.238. Tallbus jjicenea set luvenum sententis dictls
lam aegis atque aegis serplh ue per agaloe muraur;
Ipel Laurwtes autotl Ipslcua Latlni, 
qui elbi lam requl## pugnae rebueque salutw# 
8perabanh*^_nuno araa volunt foaduaque precsnturj 
Infeotua et Tumi sortea mlserantur Inlquem, 559
VlrgH'e distrust of mob enghuslams is implied in these case#^ Hie illus­
trations show that such behaviour brought deetructlcm to Troy nhd the Ru-. 
toll an foroee alike.
538. eont. The scourge of Purls# and avenging fires.
.,, A thousand names thou beereet* and thy ways 
Of mln multiply a thousand-fold.
Arouse thy fertile breastf Qo:y; rend;;in twain 
This plighted peaoel Breed calumnies and sow 
Caused of battle, till yon warrior hoBte 
Cry out for sword# and leap to gird them on
537. Yet did the multitude
Veer round from voice to voice and doubt all
558. The people's soul
las vexed and shaken, and its mattlal rage 
Rose to the stem compulelcm.
559, So speaking, she inflamed
The warriors* minds, and through the legions ran 
Increasing whisper, the Lauren tine host 
And even Latium wavered. Those who late 
Prayed but for rest and safety, clamored loud 
For arms, desired annulment of the league.
And pitied Tumus* miserable doom.
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The fin'il a*tive here nonti'ered ir; revenge. This CjUfdity as an In- 
oentlve and as an excnae Is Phown In \he llnee folloii'lng,
A. I. 550. Ameas contra cui tolls reddit
"pTgenti atque aurl memoMS quoe nmlta talenta# 
gnatie pares tule, b&Ul ooamerola Tumus 
Buatullt Isjta prior iam turn Fallen te perempto. 540
A. X. 565. Aegaeon quails, centum cui brscohia dicunt
centenasque aanus, cuinquaginte oribua ignea 
pectoribus ariisae, lovis cum fulmina contra 
tot parlbue atreperet cllpels, tot atrlngeret ensia; 
ale toto Aeneaa deeaavlt in aequora victor, 
ut aimel Intcrult zucro. S41
A. Z. 597. "Per te, per nul te talea geouere p&rontea,
vlr Trolane, alne hano anlmaa at mlaerere ,recantle." 
pluribuu orsntl Aeneaa;— "baud talin dudum 
dicta dabaa. morare et fiatrem ne deeera frater," 
turn latebrae anlmae pectus miorone recludlt. 542
Rare is show the laigths to which @v@a such a kind \  man as Aeneaa #111
go #hm driven by revenge at the time of rar. ImpsrvlouBr to brlbeiy, no#
that Dallas has be«i slain, raging like a #olf that hua tasted blood, he
goes on a very orgy of sloughtzr. Evai the ulsa of a brother for mercy,
540* In cnsTor he spoke
Aweaa: "Hoard the silver and the gold
For thy sons. Such br^rterlng In war 
Finished with Tumus, when foir Pallas died.
341.Like old Aegaeon of th@ hundred arms,
The hundred-handed, from whore mouthg end breasts
Biased fifty fiery blasts, as he m:.de war 
"ith fifty sounding shields and fifty s'/ords
Against Jove's thunder,— so Aeneaa raged
Victorious o'er the field, rhea once hie steal Warmed to its --mrk.
542. "0, by thy s:cred hssd.
And by the parents #ho such greatness gave.
Good Trojan let me live! Some pity mho#
To prostrate #el" But ere he longer sued,
Aeneas cried, "Not so thy language ran 
A moment gone! Hie now! Nor let this day
Brother fro:-; brother part!" Then where the life 
Hides In the bosom, he thrust deep his sword.
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Appealing to the filial lore of Aeneas, finds him unrelenting.
The Host significant exemple of revexge* as an unbalancing incentive 
Is found in the final lin@*.s of the A weld. The writer believes that the 
final sdene is tl:e greotest implication in ttie wtire marks of Virgil,
A. HI. 910. Canctenti telum Aeneas fatale corus^cat,
Sortitus fortunam oculis et «orpore toto 
Emlnus Intorquet. Murall conclta numquem 
Tormento sic eaxa fremuât, nee fulmine tantl 
Dlssultant crepitus. Volat atrl turbinis instar 
Exitium djruH haata ferons, orepcue reoludit 
toricae et clipei axtremoe septempliols ortee.
Per medium etrldene transit femut. IhclAlt ictus 
Ingene ad terram dupllcato mopHte Tumus*
CoasuTgunt gemltu RutuH totueque remuglt 
Kons clrcu#, @t vooem late nemora nlta remittunt. 
Ille humilee suppleeuque oculoe dextremque oreoantem 
Pro tendons "Equidem merul, nec deprecor," Inqult ; 
"Utere sorts, Wleeri to si qua parentis 
Tanger® cura poteSt, cm, ~-fuit &t tlbi tails 
Anchisea genltpr— Daunl miserere seneotae.
Et me, sou corpus epoliatum luwiine mavis,
Red^ mele, Vicisti, et victum tenders palmae 
Ausqmli videre; tua set Wvlnia 'ccmluna;
Olteriue ne tende odiis.* Stetlt acer in armls 
Aweas, volveos nculos, dextramque represalt 
Et isa iam aagls cunctentem flectere cervo 
Coeperat, infelix umero cum apparult alto 
Balteus at notio fulserunt clngula bullia 
Pallantis puari, mictum quern vulnere Tumus 
Btravemt atcue umerim inlzicum insigne gorebet. 
Ille, oculis postquam eaevl mocumenta dolorie 
Exuviaeque haumit, hiriis acosnsus et ira 
Terrlbllie; "Tune hinc spoliis indute meorum 
Erlpinre mihi? Pnllee te hoc vulnere, Pallas 
Immolât, at pomnam eoeierato e% sanguine eumlt. "
Hoc dioens ferrum mdvereo #ub pectcre con hit 
Fervldus. Aat 1111 solvuntut frigors membra,
Vli-aque cum geaitua fiigit Indignsta sub umbras. 545
'545. Aeneas' fatal spear; whose «ye perceived
The moment of suooess, and whose strength
Struck forth; the vast and ponderous rock outfkung
Prom engines which make breach in sieg'd walls 
Not louder roars nor breaks in thunder sound 
More terrible; like some bla# whirlwind flew 
The Jef.th delivering spear, and, rending wide 
The corselet'e edges and the heavy rim.
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We know from ancient writings that Virgil left his last -ork unfinished and
544
that it WPS in opposition to his last wish that the Aeneld was published.
It seems logical to the writer, then, that the last verses were not in the
545. Of the last circles of the seven-fold shield,
Pierced, hissing, through tha thigh. îâige Tumus sinks 
O'arwhelsed upon the ground with doubling knee.
Upsprtng til a Rutulss, groaning; the whole hill 
Roars answering round them, and fromfnr and wide 
The lofty groves give beak the eoholng ciy.
Lowly, with suppliant eyes, and holding forth 
His hand in prayer; "I have mgr meed," he cried.
Nor ask for mercy. Ose what Fate has given I 
But 16 n father** grief upon thy heart 
Hse_power at all, — for Sire /nchlees oooe 
To thee was dear,— I prey thee to show grace 
To Dsunus in his desolate old age;
And me, or, if thou wilt, oyllfdess cloy.
To him and his restore. For, lo, thou art 
Wy conqueror," Ausonis*e eyes have seem me 
Me spppllant, me falls#. Thou hast mads 
Levlnla thy bride. Khy further urge 
Our enmity?"
nth swift and dreadful arms 
Aeneaa o*er him stood, with mlling eyas.
But his bare sword restraining; for such words 
Moved on him more end more; when auddenly.
Over the mighty shoulder slung, be saw 
That fmttk balÉric studded with bright gold 
Which youthful Pallas wore, what time he fell 
Vanquished by Tumu»* atroke, whose Aouldere now 
Carried suoh trophy of a foeman slain,
Aeneas* eyes took sure and slow survey 
Of spoils that were tha proof and memory 
Of, cruel sorrow; tj»e# with kindling rage 
And terrifying lAok, he cried, "Wouldet thou.
Clad in p, prize stripped off my chosen friend.
Escape this hand? In this thy mortel wound 
Tis Pallas has a victim; Pallas takes 
The lawful forfeit of thy guilty blood*"
He said, end burled deep his furious blade 
In the opposer*0 heart. The felling limbs 
Sank cold and helpless; and the vital breath 
With morn of vrath to darkness fled avay.
544. Suetcsaius, p. 474
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form in rhich he deairec Augustus and the Itnliana to read t’r.ea. His in- 
alstanoe th*t they be burned could well show that in ^iddltlw to being 
Imperfeot in regard to workmanship, they expreseed thoughts which Virgil 
did not cere to have published. The writer feels thf.t if Virgil had been 
able to spwd tiie intended three years revamping this poem, the finale 
would have been changed from a sorrowful reproach of Aeneas' final re~ 
Tenge, to praise and hope. Any censure he might have made wonW have been 
mor? veiled and probably would not even have existed. T}j8@adlng might 
have been more optOmistlc and Aeneas would have ae«i s moderate, coiimlser- 
ate, forgiving^ Abmh&m Lincoln, "binding up a nation* s wounds'* rather thmn̂  
a Dlysses 8. Grant, Aeneas, Inateai of killing Tumus would have made him 
eecretary'-of-st&te. Aweas woulc have pluced the future good of the state 
before his former vows of loyalty to Evsnder and Pallas. Virgil would have 
ended the poem in tlte manner in which he hoped Augustus would behave under 
similar circumstances rethsr than in the way he felt Augustus really would 
act. Such llnem shov Virgil*s sadness toward the acts committed by Augus­
tus hacx in the days of the proscription.
Throughout tha Aenaid, Vlzgil had placed the emphasis on the impor- 
tsnce of moderation and a judging of values and loyalties. He had al- 
ways considered the future of the race before the present concerns of am 
individual. He had condemned revenge #ien it was detrimental to the group. 
And throughout it all, Atneas had bew ids i.postle for these beliefs. In 
the end, this seme A-neas, deaf to the plea of pity and filial loyalty, 
Dauni miserare senectae and the "loa for moderation, ulterlus na tends 
odlls. this Aeneas betr.yed Virgil. In hit flnol purge, Aene<s let Tir-
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g11 dovn. This last passage shows Virgil unaasksd. It shows his aadnesa 
In the realization that in the crisis, even the nine Aeneas and all who*, 
he repre aents, are more often moved by emotion than by reaeon. It shoes 
bis sorrow at the wrtxige which loyalty can provoke. It gives hie final
plea to all, and o&rtlcularly Aagustns to place oereonal e.mbitioa end glo- 
ry second to the real loyalty to the real patrla.
546. F.l'.H. Meyers, la says. Classical, jacmlllaa and Co. New York, 1887 
p. 150(lugUGtÔ3* Idea of patriotism)
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